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June 1, 1978 

The House met at 2:00P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

Tape 3794 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

ORAL QUESTIONS: 

The hon. member for LaPoile. 

IB-1 

MR. SPEAKER: 

!-!R. NEARY: The Minister of Municipal Affairs, Sir, 

seems to be in a real traffic jam over the Avalon Regional 

Board. The minister let go broadsides at the city 

council this morning. Would the minister tell the House 

if he has explored the options that are open to him rather 

than force this thing down the throats now of the people 

who live in the communities outside of St. John's? Has 

the minister looked at the alternatives and i£ so would 

the minister tell the House what these alternatives are? 

J:iR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Municipal Affairs. 

MR. DINN: Mr. Speaker, with respect to the regional 

government bill, it has been discussed with every 

municipality in the region. All the concerned citi~ens 

groups that wanted to meet, all the members for the region 

that requested meetings, as a matter of fact all the 

members from the region on this side met twice a month 

every month since last June and discussed the regional 

government bill. We think we have a great piece of 

legislation here and any concerned citizens groups, 

any municipality that wants to meet with me would 

but have to call my office and the door is always open 

to them. 

MR. SPEAKER: Before the han. gentleman asks a 

supplementary I would like to welcome to the galleries 

on behalf of han. members forty Grade VII students from 

the L.R. Ash Elementary School in Lethbridge accompanied 

by three of their teachers, Mr. Frank Winsor, Mr. Louis 

Williams and Mrs. Ann Penny. I know han. member join 
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aR. SPEAKER: 

me in welcoming these students and their teachers to 

the galleries. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. The bon. member for 

LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Hr. Speaker, the Minister of Municipal Affairs 

just indicated, Sir, that there seems to be unanimity 

within the boundaries of the area that will be affected 

by regional government and in actual fact, Sir, I do not 

know if that is true or not. But would the minister 

indicate because of the growing opposition to the bill 

and the way the board would be established if the minister 

would consider instead of ramming the bill through this 

session circulating a White Paper to give those people 

who are affected by it an opportunity to air their 

grievances, why they object to it. Instead of the bill 

have a White Paper this session. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. minister. 

MR. DINN: Mr. Speaker, a study was started in the 

St. John's urban region in 1972. That study was commissioned 

by the provincial government. Proctor and Redfern and 

several other consulting firms had input to it. They had 

input from all the people in the area and they came up 

with regional services that were required within the St. 

John's or Northeast Avalon Urban region. Then we set 

up a commission knoYn as the Henley Commission and they 

went out and discussed with all of the councils. all 

of the current concerned citizens groups and got their 

input from those people and made recommendations which 

we received in January of last year. 
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XR. DI~N: 

We then, Mr. Speaker, brought 

bill 101 into the House last year and ~e saw in the bill 

at that time there were some discrepancies. So we did 

not push the bill last year. We have had from last 

June all the way up until this June for the councils 

or anybody else to come in and discuss and make recommendations 

with respect to the Northeast Avalone Urban region. I 

met with the council four times or different councillors 

two times and the full council twice and they came in 

and made their recommendations and we acceded to their 

wishes in some areas. 

One of the things that the 

council talked about was the expansion of the City of 

St. John's which has nothing to do at all with regional 

government per se. What we are talking about here is 

the unincorporated areas plus regional services which 

the regional council will address itself to. So the 

other objection that the city had was one with respect 

to appointments on the board and they said we were going 

back 200 years because now the government was appointing 

a board to look after the region. What we have now 

is a metroboard that is totally an appointed body. And 

what we felt in the interests of progressing, in the 

interest of having th~ citizens have some input to elected 

representatives that we would have two-thirds of the board 

elected. This was recommended by Mr. Henley in his 

report. We need to get on with providing regional services 

to the Northeast Avalon Urban region and we have no intention 

at this time to go with a White Paper. We think that 

since 1972 up to 1978 it is time now for action and we 

intend to provide the appropriate legislation to form 

this regional council and get on with the regional services 
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HR. DINN: 

that are so badly needed in the St. John's or the 

~ortheast Avalon Urban region. 

HR. NEARY: I have a couple of supplementar:tes, just 

two quick supplementaries. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

LaPoile. 

HR. NEARY: 

A supplementary, the han. member for 

I will ask one first. In view of the 

opposition that seems to be mounting over this bill and 

this move by the government would the minister indicate 

if 



Tare :<o. 37?5 "T-1 

he feels that it •,;ould be r.:ore democratic to hold a referenciuo in 

the arens t!Jat are affected and let the people decide for theoselves 

t·h~ther they •-;ant to go the route that t!"le ~'inister !tas outlined 

in the Dill or if they •,;ant to take sor:1e other route after doing 

an educat"i.onal ?rozra.-n preceCin;; a referenduu; ·-:ould c;-:e ''ir.iste:- not 

C!Jree that a rcft::renCun tJOuld be sensil:le and :r:ore der::.ocratic, the 

':est ·.·n;• tn c!edde this t"'ntter? 

~!!' .~I]p~<: If \.;e vmited in order to get things done in 

::e•,rfoundland hy r,oing to referendums all the ~~ne 1 Co not think ;.:e 

·:Ciuld ;;et anythins done. The fact of the r:tat t:er is, in 1976 this 

re;.-:on <,·;;s in il 'Je.ry bad .state '·'ith respect to, for exan?le, ;..:ater. 

"e had an e..:erzency situation in the St.. John's urban region nnd the 

rcrtheast /'vnlon urban region t-dth respect to drinking i:ater. There 

~as no planning done nor vere the City capable of planning for the 

region. Pe had to do that doun in the Department of ?'unicipal Affairs 

(·tith the nssistance of the Engineer from the City, engineers from 

"ount Pearl and other areas, Conception Bay South. ~-:e had to provide 

that plnnninr, exper-tise. He think it is time no·p that ·.;e get a bo.nd 

togetter, a regional council together, to provide this kind of planning. 

r·e do not thin!: 1 t i1'1 the responsibility of the Provincial Government 

to Co o.ll. •,;e thin1- that the regional council should he fomed, ~,;e 

thinL th:;y should do the planning, and C·:e c!o net t\'.blc that r;e should 

have another emergency situation as we had in 1976 with respect to 

this region and ,1 shortage of water, and other items that t.<e see do•.¥:1 

the road id th respect to, for exmnple, sewerage di.sposal. If we 

depended upon tbe City of St. Jol~n's to provide t!::e planning for 

seHerage disposal for this n:ogion ve •,;auld have a disaster on our ha':'.ds 

right nm•. \·c have the plans done for that, we are implenenting !:lOst 
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of these plans, ·,;e tave sor::e S50,000,0G0 that 

has been expe~deC over the past three or four years in the region to 

provide these serJ"ices. and we thid: that it is tine now for a 

reeional council to be formed to ?rovide the planning, to plan for 

services sn that :Je do not have the situation we had in 1976 with 

respect to shortaee of vater, not enouzh sewerage disposal fncitil:i.es. 

And ve intend to ?.Ct on to other things like solid 1,raste disposal 

~ccause ~·e thing, for e:~nnple, that !fob in EeoC Eay in this day and 

arc <.;hen · .. ·e !-lave 130' 00[1 flCCfllC dumping in that oren, ·~·e think it is 

tine for that to change, we think it is tir:1e for somebody to be put 

in place to start planning these regional services, get on with the 

joh, and get away from the disgraces that t4e have right now in the 

Xortheast c\valon ur0<=.n r£>rion ~>:ith respect to .,.,atcr {'.nC. sever and 

nnjor services. ;:e do not think it is tir::e for a Khite Paper, ·,_'e thf.nl: 

the day for r.Jhite Papers is zone with respect to this -

!!? • S. ::\EARY: A referendum is what I suggested. 

~·R. J. DI_FN: - and rf'ferendums is only Celaying the day, 

delaying the planning, and delaying the things that t.~e need in the 

~:orthen~t tvnlon urbar: re£ion. I, for one, think that this regional 

soverm::cnt t!1ing is a fon:ard piece of ler;islatiC'n and a thing tl-:at 

Fe thin!~, and all of the ~'HA' s from the re~icn thbk -

(inaudible) 

- and I have not :1acl tt'e opportunity to speaL 

to the !1cn. 1:1ember for St. Joh~'s •,;est (Dr. ?,itchen), he. r.ns ~ot asked 

me for a meetin~, and if he had asked me for a meeting he could t.ralk 

into my office en any day and go through fror.t Section 1 to Sect:ion 149 

discuss ::mytting ·..:1th respect to regional goverr.cent, :,ut he had no input 

at all nor did he want to provide input nor does it ;:;ppear that he ,,·.:mts 

to see the ~'ortf:east Avalon region progress. 

flrdcr, please: 



~· suppler:;entary, ?'r. Spee\-·er. 

"F. SPL~KET!.: A supplementary. The han. member for La?oile. 

! telieve the han. gentle:tlan for St. John's \-Jest also hns a supplenentary. 

"r. Spenker, obviously, Sir, nothing that ~:e s.".ly 

or do is soing: to persuade the hen. gentlenan to chansc his :nind. The 

trn. ~entl2nnn arpc.ars to vant to ram tl:is re-:;ional govern::nent: do•m tbe 

::l"roats of the pe0plc in tte area. :Cut, Sir, cppositicn is ;r:ounting 

and I ~·ould suspect that it is zo:i.ng to be T'1orc savage than the spruce 

1.cudt.•orn eont~oversy ~-·hen it starts to get going. :-10t.' that the bill has 

been tabled in the ilouse and t::<'!de public does the Yinister net tt:b! nm; 

ratter t:~~nn rat:l it through tLe l-'ousu in the :H!i':t • .. ;eek, or ten C:::vs. or 

t•,·o •.;eet:s, that it t.·ould be better just to let the bill lie on the: ':able 

of the 1~ouse until - the Prerier has indicated that we are going to have 

a fall session, I do not know if he made the state~ent off the cuff or 

whether the hon. gentleman ~as serious or not - and wait until we come 

!:lack, if ue do come back, if we ever come bac!:, and then debate the l'ill 

nnd ::ive people a chance to think it over, think about it, educaticnal 
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Mr. tiearv: programme and lay the bi11 on the Table of the 

House in the meantime, would that not be the sensible thing to do? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Good~ Good: 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the Minister of Municipal Affairs and 

Housing. 

HR. DINN: Yes, Mr. Speaker, it may be sensible to the 

hen. gentleman. But, I think, from 1972 to 1978 to let it go for 

another six months is prolonging the inevitable. The fact of 

the matter is that the people in this region are crying for services. 

They want the services. There is not a voice, I have not heard one 

voice from outside of the city say for a Mr. Fahey who is not an 

elected member anywhere, and the only voice that I have heard, I have 

not heard one voice outside of the City of St. John's that does not 

want regional government. And the fact of the matter is, is that 

the people in St. John's should not be given the responsibility for 

providing services to Conception Bay Sou~h. We think that a regional 

government should do that. And the han. the member for Conception 

Bay South (Mr. Nolan) should be standing on his feet right now, Mr. 

Speaker, and ~ 

AN HON. fiEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. DINN: - supporting the regional government concept, because 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh. oh! 

MR. DINN: - Conception Bay South is one of the areas that,we 

think,needs services. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. DINN: And that is one of the areas that will get 

services, Mr. Speaker. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. NOLAN: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary.? The han. the member for Conception 

Bay South a supplementary. 
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Mr. W. Rowe: the power, Sir, to do a great number of other 

things to people living in this whole region, why does 
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~m. w. aotvE: 

the government feel that one-third of this council or 

this group should be appointed by the government rather 

than being elected by the people who they are supposed 

to represent. 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. minister. 

HR. DI!lN: Mr. Speaker, that is a very good question 

coming from the bon. member. Obviously he was around 

when Metroboard was around and he was around when Metro-

board was started. Why was ~etroboard put in there and 

totally appointed by the government of the Province? 

He should answer that question. What I am saying is 

that two-thirds of the regional council will be elected 

and they will be representative of all of the people in 

the region. 

And there is another question, 

the question of why do we not put people from city council 

on the regional council. Well I polled members of the 

city council before the November election last year 

and I can name names but I will not because it may be 

embarrassing, I polled representatives of council and 

they said if it was just metroboard and they just had 

responsibility for the unincorporated areas yes we would 

serve but what you are getting into in the unincorporated 

areas is providing services, the responsiblity for the 

regional water system, the responsibility for regional 

sewage disposal, possibly the responsibility for solid 

waste disposal and all of these things. And we think, 

and this is froo the city councillors themselves at that 

time, we think that it would be too awesome a responsiblity 

that we are not full time people, that we have other 

business interests to perfor~. 

So I said, okay, how do I get 

around this. How do I get representation from the city. 
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xa. oum: 

The way to get representation is to allow elections 

under the City of St. John's Act which allows the mayor 

of the city of St. John's to run for the regional council 

and any other councillor who wants to or feels that 

they can serve the city as well as serve the regional 

council, any other councillor or the mayor to run and 

get elected if the people so desire to have them on the 

regional council. 

So this was the way that I 

found to be the best way to provide for representation 

not only within the city but outside the city and we 

reserve the right as is recommended by the Henley Report 

who by the way looked into this and sought the advise 

of all of the councils and all of the committees in the 

area, sought their advise and came up with the recommendation 

which said, that the chairman and four of us should be 

appointed because there is such a great need in the Northeast 

Avalon Urban region for service, for provisioning of this 

service that we need some control, operation, maintenance 

and management of these major systems and also some control 

and planning for the unincorporated areas. 

HR. W. ROWE: 

NR. SPEAKER: 

the Opposition. 

Mr. Speaker, a supplementary. 

A supplementary. The han. Leader of 

MR. W. ROWE: The hon. minister, Sir, will not answer 

the question. Why does he not allow all the councillors 

to be elected? Sir, it is not this bill so much although 

there are very serious items in it which I disagree 

savagely with. It is the minister's attitude, Mr. 

Speaker, stiff-necked and arrogantly over there talking 

about what he is going to do, Sir, and he with the 

power and the government with the power on his advise 

to nominate or place in position one-third of this council 
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XR. ~-1. ROHE: 

with these massive powers, Sir. That is the worrisome 

part of this whole effort going on here today and the 

thing that worries the city council obviously and other 

councils as well. 

Let me ask the minister 

this since he will not answer the question as to why 

all th- councillors cannot be elected in the normal 

democratic fashion. Did all the councils that are going 

to be within the region or are within the region, did 

all the councils have sent out to them the proposed 

draft bill over the last number of monthsl What 

was it 1 Just the city council here or did - in other 

words how widely disseminated was the draft bill or 

the proposed bill in setting U? this regional council? 

HR, SPEAKER: The bon. minister. 

MR. DINN: Mr. Speaker, there has been much said 

about the proposed draft. 

input that was provided -

The proposed draft was an 

MR. NEARY: Bill 101. 

MR. DINN: - by all the councils in the region, recommendations 

that they made plus all the members in the St. John's 

Urban region -

!"tR. :iEARY: False~ False! 

MR. DINN: You never let me finish. }!r. Speaker, 

do I have to puc up with interruptions when I am speaking 

in the House. 

HR. W. ROWE: Yes if you are not telling the truth 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! 

The point I was going to make 

is that the ~atter will progress, I think, with more 

clarity if hon. members do not interrupt. 

HR. ODiN: All of the members of the St. John's Urban region 

that wanted to provide input -
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~R. NEARY: False! 

HR. DINN: - vere given the opportunity to provide 

input. All they had to do was send it to me and -

UR. NEARY: You are lying. 

HR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please~ 

I must call upon the hon. 

gentleman to withdraw that statement. 
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:-'3.. }1E.ARY: :!ay I have a •,Jord of explanation or ~hall I -

SO!'!E HO~t. ~-T.-!BERS: ~To, no. 

SO~ P.O~. ~-!BEP.S: Hithdraw, uithdraw. 

~!R. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! I ~;auld ask :ton. 

gentlei:len not to intervene. T~e are in a situation when at times hon. 

members say things in the :,.eat of debate or in a :reaction uhich under 

~editation I feel quite sure they would not say. There ~ay have been 

incidents where that type of allegation was made and some discussion 

on that held thereon. In :ny opinion it is the type of allegation uhic!1 

if the quorum of the House is to be maintained ~nd the integrity of all 

hon. members maintained should be withdrawn without any intett.ediary 

explanations or statecents, that it should t-J'ithdrawn full stop. 

The hen. Member. 

~m. KITCH~: Mr. Speaker, I withdrau that and :nay I raise nov n 

poi~t of privilege. 

~!R. SPEAKER: 

~1R. KITCHEN: 

I ~n.ll hear the hon. gentleman on a point of privilege. 

~!r. Speaker, at no time have I ever been approached 

by the hon. minister or by any of his colleagues with respect to t~is 

bill nor has any copy been sent to me nor has any proposed bill been 

sent to me and for th~t reason, Sir, I raise a point of privil~ge with 

respect to this question. I would like the hon. minister to withdraw 

these re:r:arks hy saving that all ~embers have been approached nnd passed 

copies. 

'fP,, SPEl1.KE?.: 

reply, 

'!R. J. nnm: 

! will he.:!r the hen. r::inister concerned <J:peaJ:in;; in 

Yes, ~r. Speaker, with respect to that ;')<?i:::lt of 

privilege obviously ! did not go to every person in the re~ion. The 

3-tll 101 was pre<;ented to this House of Asscnblv last ye<:tr nr:d anyon<:! 

•,::10 ~.ranted, w:10 was intereste:! nnd wanted co provide i~put t~ :ne ~:n.s 

received in ny office. There vas never a time that thP_ il(m, mecber 

aoproac:ted :ne that I would not see hin, there uas never a telep:1onc 

call t-.1n.t I C.id not get back to hie+ :tr. Speaker, that is the 

context i:l ;;hich 1 said tl1at han. people, :1on. ner::bcrs or anybody -.;Jho 



J"' - : 

~~. DI!i!:;: wanted to hnvc impu: to this bill ;.·as provided :he 

opportunity to i1aVC io.put. :rr. Speaker, dong \,riti1 that the 

!le<;.rfound1.and Federation of ~!unlcipali ties last year held four public 

meetings in St. John's a:ld all hon. members ilPre. on this side of the 

House and l belit>ve - Did the lwn. cember - He went to one meeting 

I believe. The hen. oc~ber :or Co~ception Bay South attended one of 

the meeting and by the way the hon. member for Conception Say South 

also provided imput verbally to ::e several times with respect to tills 

?i~ce of lcr;islat:i.on. T:w han. r.:cnber for St. Joh:1'3 :·Jest :tad tb.c 

opportunity and if he did not avail of it that is no fault of nine. 

A.'i HON. !~fBER: (Inaudible). 

Y~R. SPEAKE'Rt Order, please~ Cn this particular matter I draw 

t;:e attention of hen, ::tenbers to !!ay 343, I •.;ill read ver:y iJriefly 

there frol':l and I think that wi 11 sho•.: han. :=Jc:=Jbers the approach >7i1icil 

the Chair takes in this matter. "In regard to the CX?lanation of 

personal matters the House is usually indulgent and 1.;ill permit a 

statement of that character to be made without "ny question being 

~efore the lWuse and later on no debate should en suite it thereon but 

if another menber is involve<! in the ?ersonal ;:;tatement he is generally 

alloued to give his own view of the matter and to say whethere !le accepts 

it or not." t think that is the incident we are aow in. The hon. :Je:aber 

for St. John's \·lest has on a personal ::latter :=1ade his sub:lission. The 

hon. ;entle:::lan to :r; left who to a certain extent :!.s involved :.as :::.n.de 

his c:onner'.t:s thereon and it is an instnnce in ~Jhich n..'1 hon. gentle:':'.on 

makes a personal explanation under point of privilege but it is :tot in 

the technical sense a point of privilege upon which the Chair is required 

to make any decision as to prima facie or not. 

;m. orre1: 

~. SPE..t>KER: 

;"!r. Speaker, -

~-!r. Speaker, -

Yes, I believe the han. minister t:as answering ::he 

question ~hen chis ~attcr came up. 

~m. or:m: Yes that is rig!J.t and I ·.n1s rudely interrupted. ;.!r. Speaker, 

~.;ith respect to the ansHer t:o the question why do we need people on the 

board that are appointed? :;1ell,ue 
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M:t. DIO;,J: think it is a step forward to have t'NO thirds of 

the board elected from the first point of vie~, the second point of 

view is that one third of the board being appointed -

HR. SIMMONS: (Inaudible) 

HR. DINN: And I am being harassed again by the han. member 

for Burgee-Bay D'Espoir (Mr.S~ons)v~o seems to not want to abide by 

the rules of the House, Mr. Speaker, and maintain silence when another 

han. member is speaking. But vith respect to four people plus the 

chairman being appointed to this board we have to this point in time 

involved ourselves in planning, in provisioning of service to the region. 

We spent as I indicated before just. on \o-ater and se\oier with the assisc.ance 

of the federal government - and I do not want to minimize their assistance, 

with the assistance of the federal government some $50 million in water 

and sewer. We think that we need to have some imput, it was recommended 

by Henley, the people of the Province of New~oundland and Labrador are 

involved, some of the funds are their funds and we think that they should 

have some imput and the imput that we think they should have are people 

on the board who will be appointed and that is one third. We at least 

have one third in c.he share of the facilities that are being provided and 

the services that are being provided so we think we should have people 

on there that we can talk to and say, this is what the government is 

prepared to do, these are your plans, we will take tl~m in and you can 

advise us,and so on.So we c.hink it is perfectly reasonable. 

XR. NDLAN: A supplementary, Xr. Speaker. 

XR. SPEAKER: A final supplementary from the hen. gentleman for 

Conception Bay South.Ihen I will recognize the hon. member for St.John's West. 

}ffi. NOL\N: If I may, Hr. Speaker, to the minister. !he bill 

was tabled just yesterday I believe here in the House or the day before 

and what 1 would like to ask the minister is, did he give a copy of the 

proposed bill or the bill to the city of St. John's,any municipality or 

anyone else including members of the House prior to the tabling in the 

House? Secondly was it not true or is it not true that Holyrood was 

also to be included in this and why was it removed and was it at the 

instigation of his hon. friend to his right? 

:-!R. SPEA.l{ER: The han. minister. 
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:!r. Speaker, the answer to the first question -

did I give a copy of this piece of legislation to the city of St, John's 

or anyone else prior to it coming ~ere to the House of Assembly and the 

answer to that is no. What we did give to the city of St. John's was 

a proposed draft which we gave to them in confidence, it was my idea, 

it was -

HR. NOLAN: Why not a proposed draft to the member of the 

House of Assembly? 

MR. DINN: They asked for a copy of what we were proposing, Mr. 

Speaker, and in our discussions in writing down some fo the recommendations, 

in SOQe of th_ recommendations made by ny colleagues on this side of the 

House we had something like 126 items in a proposed draft, a piece of 

legis.:ation which the city of St. John's said "Can we have a look at 

it and make recommendations and make comments ourselves?" and I said, 

11Look my responsibility is to the House of Assc:nbly and they are to 

receive legislation first but since this is only a proposed draft I will 

let you have it on a confidential basis because it is not the final 

bill. 11 and lo and behold-that was a Thursday afternoon I believe at 

a meeting, lo and behold Honday morning it appeared in the Daily Ne'*"S 

and in other areas there were comments on what we had written down with 

respect to what we thought were some of the ideas we had on regional 

government. So, yes, we did give it to the city of St. John's, it 

was not the bill that we have before the House right now, it was the 

proposed draft which has been revised up to the time it came into the 

House of Assembly. We gave it to them on a confidential basis and somebody 

broke t~t confidence. 

MR. NOLA ... '{: Part tw·o. 

MR. DIN!i: Part ~a, Mr. Speaker, with respect to Holyrood. 

Holyrood right now is part of the Northeast Avalon Urban Region but •,.te 

feel that regional government is not only for the city of St. Jehu's, 

we think that there are going to be regional governments set up in 

Newfoundland, one for excamp1e we think may be the Burin Peninsula. 

The joint town and community councils of the Burin Peninsula ;laVe sent 
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:m. DWN: in many requ£sts with respect to regional government 

on the Burin Peninsula • We are going to have a look at that in the 

next year or so and hopefully if we can meet some agreement as to what 

they can provide on a regional service basis or what they can do with 

respect to regional goverr~ent we are going to sit down with them, 

talk to them over the next year and hopefully they will be next. We 

t:hink that: Holyrood for exOllllple, if we do have a regional government 

in that area will be one of the prime arLas with respect to 
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'~t:' J. DJN!'l: the other section for anothe!" regional 

fOVerni'!ent. :'.'e think it is :r.ore a part of that region that it is, 

for exan::ple. part of the tiortheast Avalon or St. John's urban region. 

And yes, mv han. colleague from Harbour Yain-Eell Island ("r. Doody) 

tl:!d r.ave some input there, t:,e i1olyrcod Council had son:.e input 

tf:ere, and anyone else t!hO u;mts to have input on anythjng else had 

input •dth respect to that regional council bill. 

''?. SPF ,~J:F?: nrder, please! I did state that I •.:auld 

reco;::;.,ize the hen. r::enCer for St. John's '-:est next. Hen. menber. 

!'y question is to the >'inister of :-'unicipal 

Affairs and Housing and it is on a different r1atter, a very serious 

Matter possibly. It involves uhnt appears to be an unusual practice, 

perh;~ps a scnn-dn.l :i.n tre ;;ubsidi:<:ed tousins industry •,_·hich hcrcfully 

he can clear up. 

I understand that normally Hhen the Governrr.ent 

•4ishes to construct subsidized housing units they call for public 

tenders and various people bid on these units and then someone is 

chosen to construct them. The ~'inister :ni~ht indicate in his reply 

t;,nt tbat is the normal pattern however it has been ~roup:ht to n:y 

attention that in one or tHo instances at least, one possibly in 

Conception Bay and one possibly in Central ~le1..rfoundland, that developers 

have constructed homes under the AHCP prograrntle which no"-' are in the 

nrocesfi of being purchased bv this Govern~ent or one of its agencies 

as suhsidized hou$ing !!:f.thout tenders hnvi:"!g: been calleC. Can tt:e 

\!fnister tell me if this is so and if it is so, t-:hy it is so, and is 

this another '-:ay of getting around the public tendering system? 

"P. SPEPJ\FP: Hon. ~ 1inister. 

vp .J. nr;:;:: "r. Speaker, uith respect to subsidi:<:ed hcusing 

units there are several ':ays that subsidized r.ousing units are built. 

nne is ':y public tender nnd generally, by the r,•ay, ur. Speaker, :lith 

respect to th:!s, is done through CYHC anC tbe L'cwfounclland and l.i!Crac!or 



Pausing Corporation if that is r.Jhat the t:on. 

r.embcr is talkin::; aCou t, public tenders, sometines ?roposals 8ecause 

of specific designs, and in this respect what they do with the received 

proposals based on the desig!'l that they put fonrard and the designers, 

~y the •--ray, generally are O'HC. tlhen they received these pr:oposals 

in they either accept or reject and they zo through a process, by the 

PAy, •dth respect to subsidized housinr; and public housing units ·1ith 

ryUMryer (1) proposals on areas someti~es so that they can see if the 

1Dci.'l cou>Jc:i1"l ;;r;;:rove of the are.1. first so they fet ;:-rrrr"nls o:-t a::-ens 

:tr'!d !::..0:: "r:t that a;,f"rovcd or disapproved. Tl:'er. dcey :et prorosals 

c>n units, say, for'::'' units r.ere or forty units there, thirty units ~let:e 

or t:·,.,nt:: units there, :mel the t:rpe of unit and 1.;hat Pill 1.11:: rer:uire:t! 

i:; tl.'1t udt. '!'\::tis anot!:e:r )lropcsal call. ';];en t:Ccy rle:c'!.C:c ncre 

thnt it ::;oes or it r1oes not so and i.t is done through ::et·:foundlanC anC 

Labrador Housing and C'HC and :.:c. have tc have total agree::Hmt ~y both 

::e.fore it cnn go ahead. 

~:ith respect to t'·70 areas r~·e have identified., 

ue hnve not gone to public tender we have identified areas. onF 

is Dishops falls, that ue need public housing units and a private 

developer has built private units in Bishors Falls that t.'leet the 

rc::!ui ret:lents of C1!C and :-:e•,;foundland and Lnbrador f:cusinr, Corporation 

rd.tl"' res?ect to ·.-:hat is in the unit .::nd t:hat the size is i10d t,.>h:it it 

cnn rrccorr:oCate nr-.d ,,:hether tl:e:rc is a Cet:':and in the aren for that 

1dnd of unit. t\!: this poir.t in time C'HC and ::ewfaundland and 

Labrador Rousing arc looking into the possibility of purchasing 

sorr.e of these units and, :•r. Speaker, if tl::ey do decide then they 

declde and ~,·e do not see any reason t.:hy ~..·ten t;e have thirty or :::ore 

units built Hhen t;e have a der=cand for thirty or mere units that \:e 

should go out and builC thec:~ and not buy them from a private developer 

that has perfectly good units there. t·:e do not have a demand for 



eip:bty units, ~:e do net see 1,;hy the Governr.:ent 

should ,30 into !!Ompetition •..rith the pr:i.vate entrepreneur and put him 

out of business if he r::eets the conditions and if he t:'leets the price 

then C'1-1C and ;;e,.•foundland and Labrador Housing "·ill get together 

and if the conditions are perfect and right and the price is rirht 

then they cdll buy. ;:,ut until these conditions are wet then nothing 

•>~ill happen. 

'''R. S. !{EARY: 

PPE_YIE? YOOPES: 

J'"R. SPE~ 

!-!R. S. NEARY: 

t-!r. Spenker -

Order. nlEase! The time nas expired. 

On a point of order. 

Point of order has been called, 

- speaking on a personal matter. 
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PREMIER HOORES: Just one thing, Sir, and I do not 

mean to interrupt the bon. member for LaPaile (Mr. Neary). 

Referring to Question Period itself - nor is this a 

reflection on the member for St. John's West (Dr. 

Kitchen) or my han. colleague, the Minister of 

~unicipal Affairs and Housing - when the thirty minutes 

is up, Sir, I am just wondering if the Orders of the 

Day are called exactly on the thirty minutes or if the 

question and the answer is allowed to continue into 

thirty-five ninutes. 

MR. SPEAKER: On that particular matter. 

PREMIER MOORES: It is only for clarification. 

l!R. SPEAKER: Yes. On that particular matter my practice 

has been that if when the thirty minute moment comes a 

person is at the conclusion of his question then I allow 

the answer. If the answer goes on too long then I 

cut it off. But if a person is into his question then 

I do not leave it dangling and that is what happens when 

the thirty minutes comes up during a question. So it 

can on occasion go to thirty-three or something like 

that in that sense. Also if the thirty minute time 

comes ~hen a person is in the middle of their answer 

then I allow them to finish again as long as the time 

does not get unreasonable. So that is a practice I 

have been using. I think it probably breaks fifty-

fifty in favour of either questioners or answerers. 

Sometimes thirty minutes expires just when a person 

is finished their question. It would seem then appropriate 

to hear the answer. And also if the thirty minutes 

comes when a person is sort of in the middle of their 

answer I have allowed them to go on. But I have never 

allowed this to go on too long and I certainly do not 

allow any supple~entaries or anything. 
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HR. SPEAKER: 

But ~hen the thirty minute 

point comes and if ~e are in the ~iddle of something 

then I have allo~ed that matter to come to a reasonably 

quick conclusion. That is a practice that I have 

adopted. 

HR. ~iEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a 

statement, Sir, on a personal matter. 

MR. SPEAKER: On a point of privilege~ 

HR. NEARY: Well not privilege, Sir, clarification on 

a personal matter. I want to indicate to the House 

that I am speaking for my hon. -

AN HON. MEHBER: By leave1 

~!R. ~!EARY; ~o, not by leave of the House. The 

Speaker just told ~s according to Beauchesne I can 

make a statement, any member can make a statement on 

a personal matter. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

Well this is done usually by 

getting the Chair's attention on a point of privilege 

and the hon. member then makes the personal e~planation. 

I think it is that way apart from unanimous consent that 

a person gets a recognition so to speak. 

!-lR. !lEARY: Sir, if I have to do it under a point of 

privilege -I do not want to, Sir, but I can do it that 

route I suppose. 

MR. SPEAKER: Or I can ask hon. members, does the 

hon. gentleman have consent to make a personal statement. 

HR. MORGAN: 

HR. NEARY: 

HR. MORGA!I: 

MR. NEARY: 

gentlemen -

What is it the member wants to do? 

Well I guess what order makes a difference. 

(Inaudible) 

Well, Sir, I ~ill be very brief if han. 
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~!R. SPEAKER: Okay. 

MR. NEARY: I am speaking on behalf of my -

aa. SPEAKER: On what? 

t1R. NEARY: I am speaking on behalf of my colleague 

from Conception Bay South (~r. Nolan) and my colleague 

for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan). What I want to do 

by the way is to thank a minister for something that he 

did for us this morning. Is -that allowed? 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

~!R. NEARY: The Minister of Transportation and 

Communications. 

HR. W. ROWE: You must thank the right minister. 

~[R. NEARY: Would that be all right? 

AN HON. ~!EMBER: (Inaudible) 

:·IR. ~~. ROHE: 

'IR. nARY: 

(Inaudible) 

Well, if they are in agreement, 

Sir. The day before yesterday, Mr. Speaker, my colleague 

and myself approached the minister to ask the minister if 

he would allow us to go down to hangar No. 3 to have a look 

at the PBY, the Canso 'plane that the government bought and 

has now been delivered, and the minister advised us 

yesterday that he would agree to do that and this morning 

the Director of Transportation, ~r. O'Brien, a very fine 

gentleman, was made available to my colleague from Eagle 

River (Mr. Strachan) and my colleague from Conception Day 

South (~!r. Nolan) and we went down to hangar No. 3, ~e 

examined the aircraft and then we had a meeting with the 

Director of Air Services in his office with the Director 

of Transportation there, a very interesting meeting for 

well over an hour -

AN liON. XEXBER: 

MR. NEARY: 

hour and a half. 

(Inaudible) 

-no, it is a first - for an 

Some interesting questions were asked 

and some interesting questions will be asked in the future 
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HR. ~mARY: as a result of that meeting. 

But what I want to do is to thank the Minister of 

Transportation for his co-operation in this matter and 

for making Mr. O'Brien available. I think this is the 

kind of co-operation that we should have on both sides 

of this House. 

SOME HON. ~EMBERS: 

XR. ~lEARY: 

HR. W. ROHE: 

information. 

HR. HEARY: 

Hear, hear! 

I appreciate it very much. 

some interesting 

I appreciate it very nuch, 

Sir. It clarified certain questions but it also brought 

up other matters that we will be dealing with in due 

course. 

AN RON. MEMBER: bring it over 

to -

HR. NEARY: So really what I stood for, 

Sir, was to thank the minister on behalf of my colleagues 

for his co-operation. 
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~m. NOLA~;: Do you uant to :-c. ply to that? 

: !!\. ?EC:<FORD: !n response to the :1on. member's state.nent, 

as Actin~ House Leader for this House and on behalf of the ~nister 

of Transportation and CotXlunications I ·would lil:e to say that 

we thank the han. r.:ember for LaPoile 0-!r. Neary) for the 

information that he has provided the House. ! tr1ink I ~"auld 

be remiss in ny duties if I did not go an record, ~r. Speaker, 

as saying that I hope that this in no uay, shape or form 

s~t3 ~ 7recedent so that in any other dny nny han. ~enber 

fro-:t either side of the House can get up after Orders of the 

Day have been called, and on a matter of personal information or 

infornatian to the House, which does not come normally and 

technically under the rules, can rise in his .,lace end ::;ive 

infor:nation concerning natters that: !\ad occurred in the. House 

~hich miGht or o!~ht not be of interest to hon. me~ber3 on that 

particular ~oment, because if it does set such a precedent then 

many of the normal rules that are to be folloued in the House 

vill be seriously jeopardized and it will be very difficult for us 

to operate. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

~-T.. ?ECiZFORD: 

~'!F .• :.TEARY: 

1J7 .• PECKFORD: 

It has been done before now. 

But on behalf of the !~inist:er of Transportation -

Are you jealous or what? 

- and Co~"':lunic.:ttions, I •,.;ould li~~e to c.!.1ank the 

:wn. :ncmber for :;iving us ::h.2. infor::lation ::hac he docs conduct 

r.:~eetings at var:!..OU!J ::i::-.es in t:1e course of ~lis duties as a r::.em'Uc.r 

of this House. 

:·::P,. SPE.'Y..ER: :iow that the hen. c:u:1mber has been thanl:ed, and th.mked 

for !Jeing c:tankcd, I Co not think he vill need any further tha."1l:.s. 

OR!J£!'.5 OF TIU: DAY: 

~!!t. SPEAM-R: Order 3. 

The hon. ner.:ber for Burgee - 3ay d'Espoir. 



:tr. Speaker, it is -:::.y pleasure to have a :ev 

additional ;:ords to say on :he budget. I !1avc alreaCy had sane 

ti!l:e as ne:::bers of the House and :::ter.::ber:J of the House and c.e:nbers 

of the public will be aware. Indeed as the first speaker for 

tile Opposition side I • on behalf of ':.Y colleagues, and I believe 

on behalf of all cecbers of the House, an availing, I ilill. availi.'"lg 

of a ti:::e honoured tradition inbedded in the rules :or a nu::::ber 

of ver; good reasons of taking some e:{tra t!.me to put forth 

::•c Opposition position on the Jud:;et . 

. \s I :1avc said, ~!r. Soe.::;.;\.er, thl::; is a rule 

which is b.bedded in the I!ouse rules, in tae Standing Orders, 

and ~-lr. Speaker, ~.;hich was inbedded once again Yihe:-:. the Cottt::l..ittee 

concer.ted :ast looked at t;1e ::J.attc.r in the l.as t t',.;o or th't'ec 

year:;, It ;.:as i!:'.bedde.d, ~!r. Speak.:.;r, .::.s I say for a nunber of 

;cod reasons. ?irst of all because of course tha ?t'i~ciple 

of unlimited time is o:;cll established. That does not mean, 

~r. Speaker, it ought to be abused, It should not be abused 

by the ::J.embcr speaking, nor should it be abused by other rn~~bers 

of the House. I say to the House now that it is not my particular 

intention to take an undue a.":lount of time, I have already been 

speaking wi.th sor::.c difficulty, sot1e interruptions, interruptions 

from one day to the next and intern:ptions duri"-g t:he day, during 

the actual speech :naking itself. I first started to nake :::his 

speech a week a!?O on Tuesday and I :1ave. had three occasions 

since then, four occ."lsions altogether • and now this occasion today. 

A .. "ld it is a little difficult, ~{r, Speaker, wher. you start a speech 

on Tuesday and then nine days later you are still in the process 

of mnl:i:l.g it because the matter of continuity or train of thought, 

or contiauity of t:1ncght comes into play. It is all the r.Dre difficult, 

:·!r. Speaker, when you have soe:e '!lis chief m,'lking going on ·..;idle you are 

trying !:o !:take your speech vhcre you have reople. -;-Tho come in •.:ith 

very extr:meous ::'loints of privilege, f.. couple of :nenbers in particular 
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~ave taken an undue r.ount of the ti:ne 

of the House ! think to ge:: together soeethins like three or 

three and a half hours of the tit:te since I beg~n spenkin; 

c:ere taken by the tl.ember for Kilbride and the rr:enber for 

Grund Falls in making points of order and one mon~ental 

point of order you trill re:::ember, ~r. Speaker, w-hich took an 

~our and fifteen :::dnutes to settle, •,.;as •.Jhcther or nat there 

·,;as a quorum :!.n the !-!ouse. That uas raised by a ::1ec:ber during 

t::e tb.e ·,;~:!.ch :!.s :1ustensibly assi:;t".ed to ne and '"ill Oe said 

to be part of c:.e overJ.ll t:ir.:e I h.::.ve spoken. Hell of course 

let the record sho>t for that hour and fifteen minutes, while •.:e 

"tere t.•aitin~ to educate the nember for Grand Falls (~r. Lundrigan) 

on the natte!' of •·•lwthcr there ~1a.s a quorum, t 11as not sneakinc, 
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Mr. Simmons: I was sitting in my seat waiting for the matter 

to pass. thought I should say that, Mr. Speaker, because it 

seems the member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan),in particular,is 

awfully concerned about the fact that I believe something of the 

order of eleven or twelve hours have elapsed since first I began 

speaking. And I repeat that is not to say that I have been speaking 

those many hours by any stretch of the imagination. But since I 

first began speaking since before these interruptions that I have 

mentioned to you. 

I mention it for a couple of reasons, r~r. Speaker, 

first of all, that we do not abuse, Mr. Speaker, and I did not hear 

the member for Grand Falls today on the radio but I am told by 

people who did listen to the radio at lunchtime, and I \'las in a 

meeting, am told that he was making some statements having to do 

with the length of my speech. And I am i'tondering, Mr. Speaker, 

I will not raise a matter of privilege on it now, but I will put it 

out as some food far thought for members of the House, I wonder if indeed 

the member for Grand Falls was not himself abusing the privileges of 

the House, if he has quoted from me correctly. am wondering if 

he is not undermining in the public eye, Mr. Speaker, a very sacred 

principle embedded in the tradition and the rules of this House, 

namely, that there is a provision far unlimited time in our rule 

books, and for a couple of good reasons. 

See, Mr. Speaker, the Opposition, any Opposition, 

in any House of Parliament anywhere has only very few levers, and I think 

that is the term, very few levers, Mr. Speaker, to force a government 

to give its undivided attention, to an issue or issues which the 

Opposition feel are of import, which the Opposition feel at any particular 

moment in time are crucial and need immediate consideration. It can 

do that. It can bring the government 1 s undivided attention to such 

an issue in one of two or three ways under the Parlimentary Rule Book, 

and one clear way obviously is on money bills. And last year, Mr. 

Speaker, we demonstrated that this lever is not only operative 
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Mr. Simmons: but that it works very, very we 11 . .A.nd members of 

the House and people publicly will remember that last June I stood here 

in this place and I talked on a money bill, and then I sat down, and 

we were in Committee, and another colleague spoke, and then I stood 

up and spoke again, and so through the day from about 11:00 o'clock 

in the morning when I first began speaking until 5:30 in the afternoon 

we were really drawing attention to a matter that needed an immediate 

decision from the government. And I put to the House now, Mr. Speaker, 

a matter that would not have got an immediate decision from the 

government had it not been for the lever that we had on that money bill 

to hold that bill up until we forced the government to give its undivided 

attention to a very crucial and pressing issue. The issue you will 

recall at the time, of course, is still a very pressing and present 

issue, the issue of the Public Works spending practices. And as a 

result of using the parliamentary lever, and it is not something 

we have stolen, Mr. Speaker, it is not something we do with disgrace, 

it is something we do with honour, as members of this House who exercise 

nat only our rights but our responsibilities, our responsibility to 

direct the government 1 s attention, undivided attention to a crucial 

issue. And on that day, I believe, it was the 5th. or 6th. day of 

June last year I stood here. and I pointed out that we were not prepared 

to let that money bill go through until such time as the government 

agreed to a public enquiry into the way public money has been spent 

through through the Department of Public 1tJorks spending practices. 

Well first of all we were told that it could not be 

done on that kind of thing, but to make a long story short, because 

I just want to use it as an example, the lever worked that day, the 

lever that we had under the rules of the House not by boycotting 

or by filibustering or by doing anything which is undignified, but 

by operating strictly and in the spirit of, strictly within, and 

in the spirit of the rules of this House we were able to do the 

public a big service, we the Opposition were able to convince the 
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r~r. Sirrrnons: government to give its undivided attention 

to the matter of a public enquiry. And as the public knows now that 

enquiry is ongoing under the commission issued to Mr. Justice 

Mahoney, and that enquiry met for a week or so last month, and will 

begin meetings, I believe, again next week for an extended period 

of three or four more weeks as the case may be. 

On that occasion, Mr. Speaker, the parliamentary 

lever which we do not use often in this Opposition, 
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MR. Sn.M::NS: we used it last June, we 

do not use it very often. Indeed, I think the last 

time we used it was last June. It worked. Inside of a 

day, Mr. Speaker, it worked and we were able to get a 

public enquiry. And I submit, Mr. Speaker, we would 

never have gotten that public enquiry if we did not have 

that lever. That, Mr. Speaker, is one of the very good 

reasons why parli~.entarians and parliamentary experts -

men of experience and women of experience - over the 

years who have served in parliaments all over this 

world have seen to it that that kind of a lever is 

embedded in the parliamentary rule book. 

We have one other such lever, 

r1r. Speaker, and it is the lever of unlimited time in the 

Budget debate, and it is given, Mr. Speaker, under the 

rules to the member who first speaks for the opposition 

or first Speaks in reply to the budget debate. We know, 

of course, that all other members who speak in this 

debate will be governed by the normal times. The Leader 

of the Opposition and the Premier will each have ninety 

minutes and all other members of the House will have 

forty-five minutes unless somebody moves a non-confidence 

motion, then he has unlimited time. Otherwise, ~tr. Speaker, 

the only person who has unlimited time in this particular 

debate is the person who leads off. 

Now my colleagues in the 

Opposition have designated that I should be the first to 

lead off on this particular issue. I have spent a fair 

amount of the House's time, Mr. Speaker, talking about a 

number of issues. At no time have I seen it as a delaying 

tactic. I have waited until today to say in words what I 

felt every member of the House understood from the 

beginning, that we are today and have been during the 

past few days using our unlimited time under the rules of 

the House to draw attention to some very pressing issues 
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MR. SIMMONS: facing the people of this 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

We have been in this House 

now since the 4th of March. We should have been here since 

last Fall. At the very latest we should have been here 

since early January. The government did not call the 

House together until the 4th of March. The budget came 

down the 17th of March. The following week we should have 

been allowed to debate that budget. The fact is, Mr. 

Speaker, contrary to every precedent in any parliament 

in this world, the government did not call the budget 

debate until last Tuesday. A debate that should have been 

called around the 20th or 21st of March was not called 

until the last week in May. So for over two months, Mr. 

Speaker, we were given no opportunity except through 

Question Period to voice our concerns on matters affecting 

the economy of Newfoundland and Labrador, affecting the 

financial condition of the Province, affecting the 

shockingly high un~~ployment rate which prevails and 

which is causing a lot of suffering around this Province. 

We were given no opportunity, first,last Fall because the 

government would not call the House together, then during 

January and February because the government would not 

call the House together and then during March, April and 

May because the government would not call the budget 

debate and therefore would not give members of the Opposition 

and members of this House generally,an opportunity to address 

themselves to some of the pressing problems which we face. 

So I say, Mr. Speaker, to the 

House today that we are using this unlimited time, a1.d I 

say it is not our intention to use it for any indefinite 

period, but we are using this unlimited time, Mr. Speaker, 

so that we can draw attention- as I believe I have begun 

to do and will continue to do during the next little while -

to draw attention, Mr. Speaker, to the need for programmes 
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MR. SI~~ONS: to deal with the high 

unemployment rate. We have not yet, Mr. Speaker, in this 

session of the House been given an opportunity to give 

our ideas on this particular subject and I shall attempt 

to do so in the next few minutes because I want to 

address myself particularly this afternoon, to the 

unemployment situation. 

We are using this lever of 

unlimited time, Mr. Speaker, as an opposition - and I happen 

to be the one speaking because the rules say only one can 

speak - but I speak for the Opposition when I say that 

we,collectively,are using this lever to draw attention to 

some pressing issues; the issue of unemployment which I 

have just mentioned, other issues that I mentioned a 

moment ago about the financial state of the Province, 

about the economy generally and about what measures ought 

to used, ought to be brought into play to bring about 

certain improvements. We are using it also, Mr. Speaker, 

this unlimited time lever, to get the government to 

concentrate its energies and its undevided attention 
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HR. S IMHONS: on providing us as the 

elected represen~atives and on providing the people 

of Newfoundland and Labrador with proof, :tr. Speaker, 

that the taxpayers' money is being properly spent. 

And I tell you, Mr. Speaker, that is more and more a 

concern of the people of this Province. We have 

scarce resources. We do not have a lot o! coney to 

lash out. We cannot afford that our bit of scarce 

tax ~oney be wasted or improperly spent or spent against 

the law or spent in violation of the law or be used to 

line the pockets of a few. We must insure and we must 

be satisfied beyond a doubt, we must have proof that the 

money is being spent as it ought to be spent under the 

law and with compassion .to help the most people with the 

few tax dollars we have. And to that end, Mr. Speaker, 

to the end of insuring that we have the proof that the 

money is being well spent, we in the Opposition, Mr.Speaker, 

repeat what we have asked for before and what we think is 

legitimate in requesting. We ask for a public inquiry -

a full scale public inquiry into the whole Scrivener matter 

because of the millions of dollars of taxpayers' money which 

has been tied up there which probably could have been better 

spent elsewhere; certainly that part of it which may have 

been spent improperly could have been spent much better 

elsewhere. And we demand again today, Mr. Speaker, that 

that public inquiry be set up. It will be argued that the 

Mahoney inquiry to which I made reference may have some 

jurisdiction there, and I looked at the terms of reference 

again this morning and there is no doubt that the Mahoney 

inquiry can address itself to any of the spending practices 

of the Department of Public Works which took place after 
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MR. SUHIONS: April l, 1974. And I suppose 

by implication it could be interpreted that if they find 

some matter which took place after 1974 which had its 

beginnings before 1974 they may then be allowed to delve 

back into the history of it. But I think, Mr. Speaker, 

it needs to be made more clear, more unequivocal. I 

believe there ought to be, Mr. Speaker, either a public 

inquiry into the Scrivener affair or, ~r. Speaker, since 

we must be running out of judges now in terms of public 

inquiries there is another alternative, Xr. Speaker. And 

I wish the Minister of Justice were here, but perhaps we 

will convey it to him later. There is another alternative 

outside of a full scale public inquiry on the Scrivener 

affair alone and it is this - an addendum, an amendment -

an amendment to the terms of the Mahoney Coamission, an 

amendment which would make it clear, Mr. Speaker, a further 

commission- I do not know what their appropriate terms is, 

perhaps an addendum or an amendment or a rider or an 

additional commission perhaps is a phrase which would connote 

what I am trying to say - an additional commission to the 

Commissioner, Mr. Mahoney, saying, Look, in addition to the 

matter set forth in your commission of so and so date, we 

hereby instruct you also to look into all matters relating 

to the Scrivener affair. Perhaps that would be the simple 

way out rather than another public inquiry, because I can 

see the dangers of two public inquiries ongoing at the 

same time which in many ways would have to be overlapping 

in terms of its area of investigation and inquiry. 

MR. DOODY; I think that Justice ~ahoney 

interprets his mandate -

~-!R. SIHMONS: Yes, that may well be. I have 

not -
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MR. DOODY: 

about it. 

HR. SIMHONS: 

Mr. Hahoney? 

l!R. DOODY: 
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That is the impression I have 

Has the minister talked to 

Not directly. The Assistant 

Deputy Minister of Justice. I think. -

!"IR. S IMHONS: I see. Well, I certainly have 

no quarrel if that is the case. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

HR. Sim!ONS: No. If the Minister of 

Transportation has a clear understanding. well certainly 

that is encouraging. Not that I disbelieve the minister. 

but I would like to hear Mr. Mahoney -

MR. DOODY: You can check it with the 

HR. SIMMONS: Yes, alright, well I shall do 

that. I would like to hear Mr. Mahoney expound on the 

matter or otherwise enter it into the record, not that 

I mistrust any of the persons involved, but I would like 

to have the assurance before we let go on this, because 

as I point out it is a lever that we have and that is 

the context in which I am talking now. I say to the 

Hinister of Transportation that if we have the assurance 

that the matter will be looked into - I am not concerned 

about the mechanics. 

HR. DOODY: You will get no quarrel from 

us in the department. 

HR. SIMHONS: Okay, the minister says we 

will get no quarrel from him on it. Well, we will have 

to wait and see on that one, Hr. Speaker, but I would 

hope that we would get no quarrel, because the whole 
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HR. SIHHONS: Scrivener affair has to be 

looked into either as a separate public inquiry or 
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as a cle.arly unc!e::-stood p.:1rt of the assignrnc:tt 

of '1"r. Justice "!ahoney, an:.l eithe!:' •,;:ty, Nr. Sf)eak2r, ;rould suit 

me just fine. 

Also, ~r. Speaker, we are using this lever 

of the t.mlimited time to ensure that there is a full investigation 

into the govcrnce:;.t's J.ealim::s, ·~r. Sreaker, uith 'Ir. Dobbin 1 

"lnd in tloe larr;er contex::, the. .governoent 1 s dealings, '!r. S?ea:<:.er, 

on t:1e t:'l-<ltter of office sp,1ce. There are a lot of unanswered 

cl:!.:.z,hts ago, a11 ·.-:e :1aJ uas a gover;<r::cnt -:otc:, a govcra:--.ent 

majority iooosed, and all c:1is nonse:;.se we :1eard about a free 

vote of course is exactly th~tt, :1.onsense. Eut .:~.11 ve had ;lere 

a :c:.-: uig:1.ts ago, or one early r:ar:J.i:lg J.Ocut eigilt o 1clocl:, 

;:ftcr an all night debate, -;;as a govcp:ncnc voti:< that Ci<ere :-2 

no cor::.:mittec set up, that is all -.rc deciCed, that the committee 

would not be set up. It ~ecided none of ::.he issues, none of 

the unanswered ouestions about the government's dealing with 

:-lr. Dobbin on office space, or the gover:-.t".ent' s dealings with 

other would be suppliers of office space, and there is need, 

'!r. Spea~er, for either a public enquiry into that or for a 

select coo:nittee of the House, as \;e have so often asked for 

over here, a select cowmittce, ~~r. Speaker, to look into the 

.,.,;,ole deal involvin;; :-rr. Dobbin and involving e:overrunent office 

5oacc for this year ;;enerally. 

There are t·..ro siCcs to this, :'lr. Speaker, and 

one is the unseecly going!:> on in the government's efforts to c:mi~e 

deals uith men like Hr. Dobbin, but the other side of it, ~!r. Speaker, 

is to '.J'hat de;;ree is the public service sufferin~ because of the 

present hodge podt;c of office space all over the city, And that is 

a question t!l;:J.t a select com::tittee could address itself tc. And 

I o;;ould hope, ~~r. Speaker, that ;J.t zome point soon, soc;c indication 

caulC !Jc ;;ive:;, to us, that t:-te goverr.r.ent is prepared to set up, to .::;.grcc 
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··:::L S:t!!:o::s: to the setting up of such a select cocoitt~e of 

the aouse, or sol:'.e. k.ind of an enquiry into all t~1e d.eali;tgs 

affecting office space. 

So 1 say, ~~r. Speaker, before I cove on 

to the substance of the other things I want to say this 

afternoon, that we are consciously here on the Opposition side, 

using the lever of unlimited time provided to us under the 

rules of the ilouse, to do ~~o or three i~ortant thin2~, insofar 

as :JC crre concer.:ed and insofar as the ?ublic i.s co::'lccrned. 

One, to ensure that ~·Je talk about and hear ubout :;overnn:.ent' s 

plans for orostrilmrnes to deal uith unemployment, with the econony, 

with the Province's financial position. Two, we are using that 

lever until we get the proof, the proof ·..1e need thnt the taxpayers' 

:::;or.ey is !;ei:l.g oroperl:' spent, spent ..,.it:hi:1. the law. To get that 

?roof '"c suggest that either Xr. ~ahoney or another cot::tt:'lissioner 

be authorized, or let us oake sure he is authorized, to look into 

the whole Scrivener affair, to get that proof we ask a3ain that 

a full scaled enquiry, it may take the form of a select comnittee 

of this House, and perhaps that is the way out, ~!r. Speaker, a 

select committee of this House be set up to look into the ":;hole 

questia:l. of government office space. 

:!-tow, Hr. Spe;1ker, as I have said, I have heard 

the r:::ember for Grand. Falls 1 heard about his bellyaching, about the 

fact that I have unlimited time. I vish he · .. .ril!. also be honest 

vith the people, and I wish he ·will tell the ?Caple that the 

unlimited tioe that I exercise new on behalf of the Opposition 

is given to us under the rules of this House, and it ts an 

insult to the Speeker, an insult to the S;ea!:er of this 

House, an insult to the Ho"J.se itself, for .:1 rnet:.ber to ;c out of 

here and someho~1 imply that Hr. Spea!-:er is letting t'!e a.vay t:ith 

somethine that he should not. 

~tr. Speaker is doing what I am doing in th:f s 

instance, ;Je are bot:-t abidin~ very :nuch by the spirit and the letter 

of the law othcn it comes to the reg;ulnticns of t!-lis Eo use. And vha!: 
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~eeing to it~ and uh;:u: '!r. S?e::ker is C.oir:.g at this noment i:1 

tine is seeing to it, as we always do I hope, certainly as he 

always docs, that the rules of this Rouse are properly enforced, 

und for a ::.eober, lil·.e the ncmi:Jer for Grand Fall::; e:r. !..undri;.:ui) 

co &:I on the ain:aves and suggest, :rr. Speaker, c:ut: sottehow 

you are not c!oin~t: your job here i5 an b.sult to the House 

a.'"ld ile should be brouz,ht perhaps befor.a ::re bar of the House 

if t~at is possi!Jl2, or he F.i;.Jul.:! :,e taken to task and ocrl:aps 

I Jhoulcl :1ave r.J.:!.sed t::C.e point of privilege in :he first place, 

because it is a serious violation I subt:lit, ~1r. Speaker, of t\-.e 

rul·:!S of this !:louse, :,;hen you have members li:ce the mecber for 

Grand Falls (:Ir. Lundri;an) gain;::. out.1idc this llouse and ur:4ermi::.ing 

t~<c ver-1 traditions w~ fight for, :.mder=,ini:tg 
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MR.SHfr10NS: the very traditions that allov us to be here in 

the first place, undermine the very traditions and rules and privileges 

that have been given to us by time,by our ancestors, by people w-ho fought 

hard for their freedom. To have a member go out and just for the reason 

of getting his voice on the air to somehow imply that we are here doing 

something that is despicable and without dignity. It is a shocking, 

shocking indignity in itself and that member should be taken to task, 

Mr. Speaker, for so undermining the, rules of this House, for so undermining 

the position of this House in Uhe public minds. 

HR. SPEAKER: (Dr.Collins) Order, please! I in no way ...,ish to 

interfere ~th the han. member's remarks but I would just like to 

bring to his and to other han. member's attention that there is a ruling 

pending in this general area ~nd hopefully later today this ruling can 

be made in the general area that the han. member is discussing, that 

is the remarks made in regard to t.Uether or not the House and t!le people 

in the Province were insulted by certain remarks. There is a ruling 

pending in that general area which hopefully we will get to later today. 

MR. SL'1MONS: The ruling from the other night. 

HR. SPEAKER:(Dr.Collins) Yes. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I understand 1 t talking 

about the ruling that he left in abeyance the night before last when 

he himself was in the Chair, a ruling relating to whether a member 

had used insulting language or something of that nature. 

AN HON. l!E.'1llER: A member had said tlmt something was an 

insult to the House and -

aR. SI!!XONS: That is right. The member for Grand Falls 

(Mr.Lundrigan) had said that something ~s an insult and one of my 

colleagues got up and rose on a point of privilege and the ruling has 

not been made. I fully understand that, Mr. Speaker, and I hope Mr. 

Speaker, did not think that I was in anyway getting into that particular 

area, I was actually addressing myself to an action of the member for 

Grand Falls (~r. Lundrigan) not in the House the other night - and that 

is another subject which is nov pending a ruling but the action of the 
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llil. SHiXO!lS: member for Grand Falls (ar, tundrigan) this day on 

the public airwaves, this is the issue I was talking about and I think 

I well ~ade my point on it. I wish he were here, he was momentarily 

when I began my remarks because I would rather say these things in his 

presence. He should tell the people of Newfoundland, Mr. Speaker, 

when he is bellyaching,and I think that is the proper term for it, when 

he is be!lyaching,Xr. Speaker, about the fact that a member is using 

unlimited time , that one he should tell the people Of Newfoundland 

in all honesty that that member is doing it because that is his right 

and the right of this chamber, the right of this House, He should 

also, Hr. Speaker, instead of just leaving it hanging and saying that 

I have been talking for so many hours, he should tell the people that 

he interrupted my speech for over an hour on one occasion, that his 

colleague from Kilbride (ar.Wells) interruptkld my speech for two hours 

on another occasion making some silly points of privilege or so they 

call them, he should tell the people of !~e-wfoundland, Mr. Speaker, 

that member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) should also tell them that 

I have taken considerable time in this speech, Mr. Speaker, talking 

about such things as the oppressive ~ax measures of this government, 

the tax increase to eleven per cent, the dental fee, the hospital 

ward fee and all the other increases, the other oppressive tax measures 

that are in this Budset if you can call it that, He should tell them 

that t have talked for awhile about the misleading nature of the 

blueprint, the socalled blueprint that the Minister of Finance brought 

in with his budget, that misleading document that talks about all the 

jobs that are going to be created, that talks about the per capita income 

increase and I sho-wed how misleading those statements are. He should 

tell them also that I have talked about the government's approach to 

industrial development, about the tunnel across the Straits and the 

$110 million they squandered there, about how they signed a death warrant 

for Stephenville, about how they played foolloose and fancyfree with 

Come By CP~nce and made contradictory announcements at a time when they 

had information to the effect that Come By Chance was in trouble. they 
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l:IR. SD!MONS: cade announcemenr:s abour: a second refinery at 

Come By Chance and a pet.rochemical plane. I have calked about the 

government's approach to industrial development, I never said I am 

proud of it, I have talked about it, I have said what is wrong with 

it., I have said what is misleading about it, I have said what. is 

dishonourable about. :i.e.. The meJ?,ber, for Grand. Falls (Xr.Lundrig<l.n) 

said nothing abo\!t that r:oday, ~Ir. Speaker, because that 'Was not. 

convenient for him to say nor did he say, Mr. Speaker, that. I have 

talked for an hour or so about r:he government's misuse of public 

funds. Nor did he tell the.t::. that I spoke for an hour or so about 

the part.icular needs of the elderly in this Province and how we ought 

to change our attitudes about the elderly before we salt them all 

away in institutions 'Without even asking whether that is the course 

of action that. is best for them or not, it is for some but it is 

not for all. Nor did he tell them that I expressed my cancers about 

the Public Accounts Committee and how it is being stalled no~, how 

~e cannot get the committee to meet now. I gave my suspicions as to 

why it is not meeting, it is a very important vehicle of this House, 

Nr. Speaker, and it is being stalled right now and I suggest it is 

being stalled for some ulterior motive and I said that the other 

night. 

I have talked, Mr. Speaker, about the government's 

spending practices generally, I have talked about the letter writing 

of the nember for Green Bay (Mr.Peckford) I did not spend much time on 

that, 
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~1r. Sirmnons: Mr. Speaker. because it is not an important issue 

except to the extent that a minister of the Crown is using the 

public taxpayers money to buy postage to insult the public taxpayer. 

I think that is serious that a minister of the Crown would use the 

taxpayers money to insult them by writing posion pen letters. 

I mention that. I did not spend time on that, Mr. Speaker, because 

it is too petty a mattter in a way. 

AN HON. MEMBER: It is a serious matter. 

MR. SIMMONS: Yes, it is a serious matter, !~r. Speaker. 

It is a serious matter when a lady in Baie Verte whose husband 

goes down in a mine every day not knowing whether he will come 

up with or without the disease that he so dreads. It is a serious 

matter 1>1hen she in her righteous and legitimate concern writes the 

minister responsible for enery matters in this Province, and pours 

out her soul to him in a very dipolmatic v1ay as you will see from 

the correspondence that was tabled in this House. rt is a serious 

matter, Mr. Speaker, when she is insulted, and it is not my words, 

look at the letters tabled in this House, when she is being insulted 

by a minister of the Crown of whom she only ask that he give some 

consideration, that he show a little compassion, and she gets kicked 

in the teeth for being concerned about the health of her family and 

her children. [t is a petty issue in a 'ftay, Mr. Speaker, but at the 

same time it is a crucial issue. Because if we do not have in government, 

Mr. Speaker, men and vmmen with compassion to understand -

AN HON. I,IEHBER: The sensitivities. 

MR. SIMMONS: - the feelings, the concerns, even the sensitivities, 

even the whims, Mr. Speaker, of the ordinary people of this Province 

and what is the government all for? Government is not a business, 

Mr. Speaker, government is not just a matter of arrogant and efficient 

and proper bookkeepping. It should must be that. But they must 

realize that it is there, Mr. Speaker, to service people. the 

sensitivities of people, the feelings of people, the legitimate 

concerns of people. 
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Mr. Simmons: So I did talk, Mr. Speaker, although the 

member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) saw it convenient not to mention 

it. did talk about the poison ten letters from the Minister of 

Energy. did not spend a lot of time at it, although perhaps I 

should have. Because it underlies the whole reason for government 

either you have people in government whom you can empathize, whom 

you can relate to, or you do not. In the case of the Minister of 

Energy, of course, we do not. 

! talked, ~1r. Speaker, for a few minutes about 

that nefarious, skulduggerist, Special Action Group. I did not get 

much action by talking about it. I did not even get the Premier to 

keep his promise that he had tabled the contract of Mr. Bob Cole, 

a $47,000 part-time job. He went before a Rotary Group down here 

in St. John 1 s a month or so ago, and described the people on the 

Action Group as a volunteer group and I had this elderly gentleman -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. SIMMONS: - down in St. John's call me~ and he said, did you 

see what the Premier said to Rotary yesterday, he said, they were 

volunteers. He said if you hear~ he said, Simmons if you hear about 

another $47,000 volunteer job let me know. He said, I will take it. 

He said, I am only seventy-three years of age, but I take it~ he said, 

just as a volunteer provided there is $47,000 in it. I guess he wold. 

So I did talk, Mr. Speaker, for a few minutes about 

the Special Action Group. I talked about the government•s relationship 

to that famous trio, Mr. Speaker, Doyle, Shaheen, and Dobbin. And 

how in some ways those relationships have changed. The government 1 S 

relationship to Doyle, Shaheen and Dobbin. And I said, Mr. Speaker, 

in paraphasing a bit of Shakespeare the ather day that when the 

Premier talks so often and so nervously and so sensitively about 

Doyle, perhaps to paraphase Brother Shakespeare very badly, "Methinks 

the Premier doth protest too much." I believe he goes out too much, 

Mr. Speaker, saying I do not know the fellow, so much does he say that 

you have to ask the question, what is he really concerned about? Is he 
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t~r. Sirrunons: really concerned that his real relationship 

vlith r1r. Doyle will come out, like his real relationship with Hr. 

Dobbin is coming out? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SIMMONS: I have talked about these issues, Mr. Speaker, 

but the member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan did not see fit to 

talk about that, or the member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) when 

he gave his pontifical version yesterday of what is going on in the 

House of Assembly. Those people, Mr. Speaker, who go on the public 

ainvays like the member for St. Jahn 1 S East, and the member for Grand 

Falls, and misrepresent what is going on in this House, Mr. Speaker, 

should be dealt with by the House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

fiR. S!MfiONS: Should be dealt with by the House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. S!MMONS: I have had enough, Mr. Speaker, of all this 

bellyaching about people lowering the dignity of the House. And they 

get on the public airways and in the same mouthful when they condemn 

people of lowering the dignity of the House they are doing the very 

thing, they are complicating it, they are doing it worse than anybody 

here could do it even if we set out deliberately try it every minute 

we are here. ~Je could not 
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11R, SIHMONS: do it, ~r. Speaker, in as 

vicious a fashion as the member for St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall) did it yesterday and the member for 

Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) did it today, and I predict 

there will be another member over there tomorrow, because 

they are getting so desperate, Mr. Speaker, that they are 

willing to do anything, even to submit to low tricks like 

we saw yesterday and today on the pu~lic airways - low 

tricks to undermine this House and talk about it being 

destroyed. It will be only destroyed, Mr. Speaker, if 

we do not have the guts and the intelligence and the 

fortitude and the good sense to conduct the House's 

business in the House. We try to conduct it on the 

airways, we try to make out little kindergarten points 

like the member for Grand Falls outside where he cannot 

be rebutted as it were. Let him come in here, Mr.Speaker. 

If he is concerned about the House and its dignity and 

its performance and its function, and whether it is going 

to be a vital organ in the future of this Province, 

whether it is going to be an instrument of good for the 

people of Newfoundland and Labrador, come in here - be 

a man about it. Do not get behind a tape recorder -

come in here, be a man about it. If there is something 

you do not like about the House let us change it here. 

!he challenge is not all that big, Mr. Speaker, when t~e 

personsengaging in the kindergarten tactics, the members 

for St. John's East and Grand Falls, are people who have 

the majority of the House on this side. So they want 

change? They do not like the unlimited time? Let them 

change it. 

change it. 

They have the majority over there - let them 

I say now, Mr. Speaker, we are inventive 
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HR. SIMHONS: enough on this side of the 

House. We take our responsibilities seriously enough 

on this side of the House that if they cut off the 

unlimited time, I give them notice naY that ye will 

find another way, Mr. Speaker, to get this government 

to concentrate its undivided attention on the main 

issues of the day -on the issues of unecplayment, 

the economy, the financial condition, the high taxes 

we are paying here. We Yill find a way. We happen 

to have a very good way right naY called unlimited 

time and we intend to use it responsibly -not indefinitely, 

but responsibly until we make our point, And we will make 

our point today if we sit down today. If it takes us 

another week to make our point we will take another week, 

but we will not be intimidated, Mr. Speaker, for one 

milli-second by those kindergarten tricksters who have not 

the gall nor the gumption nor the guts to perform their 

job responsibly in this House but instead go outside and 

chip away at the very process that means so much to us. 

The very parliamentary process that people have fought 

long and hard for over the years, they go out and they chip 

away at it for the sake of thirty seconds commentary on the 

radio. Let them come in here, Mr. Speaker, and do something 

about it. If this mechanism is not ~orking exactly as it 

should be, let them come in here and help do something to 

beef it up, not to tear it down. 

SOME !ION. ME!IBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SIH~!ONS: I have talked, Xr. Speaker -

although the member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) did not 

mention it - about the government's financial position, 

and it is much more desperate than we know. And one of th~ 

reasons it is more desperate than we know is because the 
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MR. snmons: books up until a year ago 

were not even being properly kept. In the 1975 - 1976 

year there ~ere $200 million in entries which were either 

entered in the wrong places or not entered at all. How 

do you like that? - $200 million entered in the wrong 

places in the government books or not entered at all. 

How do you know, tlr. Speaker. where you stand if one

fifth of your entire expenditure is entered in the wrong 

places or not even entered at all? How do you know you 

have a deposit in a bank in New York if you do not have 

a record of it? Well, I will tell you how you know. 

In this case you happen to have a trusting banker who 

calls you up, as he did the government, and says, 'By the 

way, do you know you have a deposit down here?' It is 

only a few million dollars, mind you. How is that for 

responsible fiscal accounting in government? Is it any 

wonder I stand here and ask again and again what is our 

real financial position as a province? Do we really know 

if we are not even keeping the books right? 

AN HON. HEMBER: And you say you are wasting 

time when you bring these questions forward. 

MR. SIMMONS: And then, Hr. Speaker, I am 

supposed to be wasting time if I tell the ?Ublic such 

petty little things as, 'We had $200 million put in the 

wrong places or not in it at all. We had money in a 

New York bank we did not even know about until the banker 

came back and told us. 1 That is wasting time, Mr. Speaker. 

I am wasting time, ar. Speaker, if I point out that 

$15 million to $20 million of the taxpayers' money in 1975 -

1976 was misspent without public tender. That: is supposed 

to be a waste of time, ~r. Speaker. It is a waste of time, 
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}!R. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, in one way only. 

It is a waste of time for those who do not want to hear 

it. It is a waste of time 
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for those ~ho wished it could be kept. covered 

up, it is a uaste of ti:::.e for tl1ose t::'lo did not va,.'lt it to see 

the light of day. I can understnnd that for those people it is 

a waste of time. I will not spend too ~uch time apologi:ing 

to those ~eople though, because they are the reasons, Xr. Spea~cr, 

u;-,y it tool: so r:o.uch digging and ferkir.g around, ar'.d digging nnd 

digging a..'ld ferl:ing around, so much of lt, a."'ld public enquiries 

.:md ?Dlic!! investigations before we even begin to get to the trut;l 

and I say not:, ~'r. Spea!<.er, again ::he ?ublic /.·ort:s thin:::;, the 

Scrivener thing, a:; serious as ::hey arc, rey colleague fro~:~. 

LaP aile ()!r. ~eary) has done a lot of research on the Scrivener 

project in particular. I say to hin, ! say to the House 1 that 

as serious as Scrivener is, as serious ilS t:1e P~!:Jlic :-;or~-:s scandal 

is, it:. is only t:1e tip of the ice berg I say to hir:, just the tip 

of the ice berg. Everywhere you go, ~tr. Speaker. tl.ose ·.;ho are 

not fri~htened off from calling you for fear their telephones 

are being tapped, for fear if they Ytrite you a letter your files 

are going to get rifled as mine were, for fear they are going to 

;;,e seen with you because you are being trailed half the time. Those 

...-ho have :10t stopped being seen wi.th you for that reason, those vho 

have not stopped writing you for fear their letters are going to 

be snatched out of your file at sot:J.e dark hour of night -

AN !10~f. ~-1E:13ER: 

~P.. SI'""?-Y)!\S: 

How does your wife react to it? 

\iell let nc say it this way, I r.;anaged to get 

home last night in time to turn off the television. I ~anaged to 

get up tir::e enough this tlorning to get The Dnil v ~tews arod I hope 

to get hc~e in time this evening to get The Eveninn Telegra~ and 

I hope to ~e the only person in the household vho reads it today. 

3ut, "!r. Speaker, that does bring up another issue which He trlll 

come to in time, because you see, Xr. Speaker, those people who vill 

still •.;rite who have not been intir.:adated and ~!r. Speaker, that is what 

it is, it !.s an intimadntion process. Ant! I do not 1-:."lotJ hmv the rr:e=ber 
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'!P.. SI~!c!ONS: for Buy of Islands (Mr. Hoodrow), I do not !.mo•,.:, 

!>!r, Speaker, o. man vith his background, his e01inent background, 

all the good he did fer the Sout~ Coast people in Newfoundland, 

! still keep hearing about it, and the principle, :1r. Spen.ker, 

that he has always displayed, I do not know, !-!.r. Speaker, I do not 

bow how he can sit there. ! really do not. And perhaps some 

day, just as friend to friend, over the privacy of a cup of coffee, 

when there is nobody trailing r:::e, ! hope, r~r. Speaker, I hope 

he ~rill sit do't<m a:1d do ne t!-.e courtesy cf just telling r::e 

how he ro.tionalizes all of this because I cannot sec, ~!r. Speaker, 

! cannot see a man of such integrity, such principle, a nan 

who has fought long and hard for what he truly believes in -

:rR. CALLAN: Still fi'i!:htbg. 

'-m SI'-"10NS: A man ~hose beliefs are admirable. I cannot u~derst~~d. 

Mr. Speaker, why he is not up asking some of the s~e ~uestions we are 

asking. I cannot understand it. As I was se.ying, :tr. Speaker, I 

exoect when all this is over he will probably be t!1e next speaker 

over there because of all over there, ~Ir. Speaker, of all over there -

~m.. i1. RO\oiE : 

pen pal. 

Green 3ay is not getting up ~s he? Poison 

';.'ell we ;.;ill need a ruling on that as to vhetl<er 

you can re.:J.d letters in t:~1e :rouse, read your o"'-n. ·:au ::an read 

other letters but. tbe::J. you '.1avc to tabl<:!. t:1e:n. Z.ut what l1appens 

u:tc:J. you read your ovn lcttii!rs, :!r. Spea::cr? Is that 

p<lrliaoentary. 

But, :·tr. Speaker, seriously, those people 

who have not stopocd writing me because they are afraid their 

letters are going to be snatched in the dark of ni~ht down in 

::1y office or i;: my hor::.e some ~ .. -eek when I un out of to'<.rn, 

those people who ~ve :1ot stopped telephoning me '::lecause son:.e 

of the things they told ::1e on the ohone in strictest confidence 

~ave somehow become less confidential, those oeoole, ~!r. Spea!:cr, 
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:~P •• SI~:roxs: ;.;;10 still vrite ::te and wi10 ;;; till p!1one o.e 

t:,:;ll C'lC. enouhh that I k .. "'l.ow, ~tr. Speaker, that: t~le Scrivener 

and the Public #arks scandal are just but the tip of the 

ice berg. 

t~ell as I say 1 talked about these things. 

I did not spend a lot of ti~e on the scandals. r wanted to 

dra~ attention to the=. But I wanted also to talk about 

the financial position, the job situation, t:1e position of the 

t:l:.!erly, the job chat: the ::inister of SducatiOlt is doing 

to ar!ucation :.!.n this Province. I t.all-:cd about t::lat at sorr:e 

lengt~. It is very dear to C'lC, I spent a lifeti~e in 

education and r would like to talk long and hard about it, but 

I am a·,.,nre of oy possible conflict of interest there because 

being so close to it I ~ny ~ot be able to see t~c forest for 

the trees in so!71e respects and I say that to hi:ta honestly. /md 

so I have not talked cs r.luch about that issue as ! -...auld like to. 

But from the feedback I get, ~!r. Speaker, from the concerns of my 

friends in education and people generally and parents and youngsters, 

students, I know, '!r. Speaker, that what is happening in education, 

and the r:l.inistcr :nust take a lot of the responsibility, ~Jill be 

;tith ut for a long ti:e to come. Hell, :tr. Speaker, that is just 

by -...ay of preliminaries, just to bring you up to date because 

I did want to take the past ten or fifteen minutes or so just to 

enforce, ;;ecause it has been such o. long ti:::e since I :irst began 

talking and there has been so ~any interruptions, one day we did 

not get to the speech at all because we could not get through 

Question Period, last Friday if you rer.lember. So it has been over 

a •...;eek or so airce I first began talking. I just ~anted to 

brin~ you up to Cute about tLe various issues !:hat ! have talked 

about in the few hours that I have stood here. 
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11R. S INMONS ' Now, Mr. Speaker, there are 

other issues many of which we are not going to get the 

time to talk about. Mr. Speaker, I talked just a 

moment ago about the financial situation of this Province 

and I ask you, Mr. Speaker, how much worse, as bad as it 

is, how much worse would the finanical situation of this 

Province be if the federal government were not bailing 

this crowd out all the time? 

The just bailed them out on 

the Trans-canada Highway and the Hinister for Tourism said, 

'Over my dead body'. 'Over my dead body' he said to 

Frank. 'Over my dead body' he said, the Minister of 

Tourism. The Minister of Tourism said, 'That Trans-Canada 

Highway agreement, no way! Over my dead body' he said to 

the Premier. And do you know what, Mr. Speaker? They 

did it over his dead body. They did it over his dead 

body. If I h'ave ever seen, Mr. Speaker, a politically 

dead specimen -

MR. MORGAN: I will be here when you are 

long gone. 

~m. SIMMONS: Up she comes! - a politically 

dead specimen, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. MORGAN: Time will tell. 

HR. SIMMONS: It goes to show, Mr. Speaker, 

the advisability of that sign,which I shall now paraphrase, 

in various offices. "Those who are politically dead please 

fall down." He does not have the courtesy, Mr. Speaker, to 

fall down although he is - over his dead body they were 

going to do it and the Premier took him on and did it 

over his dead body. 

But, Mr4 Speaker, the feds 

have bailed them out on the Trans-Canada Highway, the feds 

are bailing them out generally, on transfer payments of 

various kinds, the feds have bailed them out on tourism, 

bailed them out on the Trans-Canada. 
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SOHE HON. ~!EBBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. SIH.'!ONS: Mr. Speaker, I am only 

quoting the words of the Minister of Tourism. He does 

not like either - or has he changed his mind now? - he 

does like what happened in Transportation, he told the 

whole Province that. He had to take it back to stay 

in the Cabinet. 

Like the other day, Mr. Speaker, 

he did not agree with the srpuce budworrn decision, but the 

he took it back, ~. Speaker, to stay in the Cabinet. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, to a point of 

order. 

HR. SPEAKER(Collins): 

HR. NEARY: 

Order, please! Order! 

A point of order. 

I do not mind the han. 

gentleman forSt, John's Center (Mr. Murphy), Sir, having 

a nap but would somebody close his mouth when he is 

sleeping. 

SOHE HON. HEHBERS: 

HR. DOODY: 

fell asleep because -

HR. WHITE: 

HR. S Ht'!ONS : 

Hear, hear! 

I would make no wonder he 

He has been asleep for years. 

I think in fairness, Mr. 

Speaker, the member for St. John's Center is well advised 

to keep his mouth open. Any sign of life over there will 

do because if his colleague behind him thinks he is dead 

he will bury him. 

HR. SPEAKER(Collins): Order, please! 

I feel there is no matter that 

the Chair can deal with here. 

The hon. member. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. undertaker friend from 

Harbour Grace (Mr. Young) is always on the job. 

MR. WHITE: He is even dressed for the 

occasion. 
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}ffi. SI~lliONS: AS they say, he is the last 

man to let you down. He is dressed and I say to the 

member for St. John's Center, the hearse is waiting 

outside. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. NEARY: 

now, look! 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

all. 

MR. NEARY: 

to suit him. 

MR. SIMMONS: 

When is the funeral? 

He is gone off disappointed 

The member was not dead after 

He wants to see if he has one 

He wants to make sure the 

flowers are still fresh, I guess. 

MR. NEARY: e is gone out to see if he 

has a five foot box to fit him. 

MR. WHITE: A hat box will do. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I want to talk 

about the gentleman who is not asleep. He may be 

politically dead but now asleep, Mr. Speaker, the 

Minister of Tourism. He dug his heels in -

MR. WHITE: For a good cause too. 

MR. SIMMONS: - on a good cause, the Trans-

Canada Highway issue. If he had done what the member for 

Grand Falls {Mr. Lundrigan) had done, he would have gotten 

the accolades of everybody on this side - and that is not 

important, I say to him. Do not ever be overly impressed 

by the nice things we say over here about you, when we 

say them we have a reason for saying them - but more 

importantly he would have had the accolades of every person 

who drives over that Trans-Canada Highway. 

He dug his heels in on a 

very important issue, but then, Mr. Speaker, just when you 

are beginning to say, now there is a man of principle, he 

backs off because the practical issue is more important to 

him that the principle. Hanging on in Cabinet, Mr. Speaker, 
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~R. SIMMONS: so they should - concern, 

~lr. Speaker, that is being fuelled because of the lack 

of any real, definitive information on this whole issue. 

So, Mr. Speaker, in that context, the other night we 

were on this heart rending debate. And we all over here 

did not agree -I hope the government noticed that. We 

all over here did not particularly agree on the solution 

to the problem. There was no vote involved as such -

no substantive vote. And we gave our position freely. 

I tried to get up in the debate but did not get an 

opportunity, and knowing I had this opportunity I did 

not want to crowd out some other people who also wanted 

to speak. But we had a heart rending debate the other 

night. It was the spruce budworm thing. And it is one 

that we do not have the easy answers to. You see, 

Mr. Speaker, if I may use a crude analogy, when you do 

not have the answers, when you do not have the definitive 

answer on an issue be it the spruce budworm or anything 

else there is only one course of action, Mr. Speaker, and 

I use a crude ananogy to make it. If the fellow is 

condemned to be hanged but there is some doubt, you do 

not say well, we will hang him and we will find out 

eventually if we did the right thing, because it is hard 

to get life back into him after you have hanged him, you see. 

And that is the principle which must be operative here 

if there is a reasonable doubt, And certainly, Mr. Speaker, 

all the 800 who went to the meeting in Gander last night 

are not crackpots. There may be a few people there with 

axes to grind - a few people out to get the minister from 

Gander or the minister from Green Bay or the Minister of 

Forestry - there may be that. There may be people there 

out to get me or the member for Windsor - Buchans (Hr. Flight) 
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:!R. SUH!Oi1S: or the member for Levisporte 

(Mr. White), but that aside, Mr. Speaker, I am sure that 

of the 800 the overvhelming majority of people vent there 

for one reason and one reason only. They vent there 

because they had a concern over the spruce budworm issue. 

And as in my crude example about the man about to be 

hanged, if there is a reasonable doubt, there is only one 

possibility -

AN HON. HEHB ER: When in doubt leave it out. 

HR. S!HMONS: - delay it until we can find out 

what it is we are doing here, what we are meddling with 

here - whether we are meddling with the health of youngsters 

next year or five years down the road. 

HR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

HR. SIHMONS: That is the issue. I do not 

care what the economic consideration is, I do not care what 

the dollars involved are. Who is going to put a price on 

a human life1 Who is going to put a price on the health 

of some youngster? If there is any doubt at all - and 

that is where we admired the Minister of Tourism the other 

night. The man had the guts to get up and say something 

that he knew was going to get him into some trouble 

politically, but he had the guts to do it. 

the guts to do it first of all. 

Nobody had 

!1R. ROBERTS: 

flesh is weak. 

HR. SIMXONS: 

The spirit was willing but the 

You see, he has alnost enough, 

Mr. Speaker, the Trans-Canada Highvay issue and the spruce 

budworm issue illustrates that that minister has got almost 

enough courage -

!-IR. H. ROHE: To open the barricade. 

MR. SDetoNS: They sing in the evangelical 
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MR. SH!MONS: churches a song and one 

verse is 'Almost persuaded', and the last line is 

'almost, but lost'. 

A-N HON. ~1EHBER: 

never get saved. 

HR. SIHMONS: 

lost. 

'Jim', you will 

'Almost' - that near, but 
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AN HON. HEHBER: 

AN HON. !>!EMBER: 

HR. SU!HONS: 

Tape 3813 EC - 1 

Alleluia! Alleluia! 

Praise the Lord! 

And the minister illustrates 

the other aspect of what I want to say to him. Not 

enough to mouth the words, not enough, Xr. Speaker, to 

say the alleluias -you have to identify with the cause, 

you have to do so~ething about it. He started to do 

something about it the other night, Mr. Speaker, and he 

almost got there, but then somebody said, 'Jim, Cabinet. 

You will have to give up Cabinet.' The old devil speaks 

in his ear, 'Cabinet'. 

AN ;w:t. ME}113ER: Twelve grand. 

HR. S IMHONS: 'Cabinet. Do not forget Cabinet, 

Jim. Are you sure you want to give up Cabinet and all its 

perks? - sitting around the table of important men two or 

three times a week solving the great problems. Cabinet, 

Jim -'Tourism, conferences in Quebec City, Vancouver. The 

Premier might even invite you to South America when he goes 

on his job hunting tour next year. Simmons over there 

recommended South America - the Premier will probably take 

him up - go to South America. He might even not take the 

Kilbride member next year, he might take you, Jim- Cabinet, 

trips abroad, helicopters, Jim - all you are going to have 

to give up.' And of course, he gives in. Almost, but lost. 

Twice he has done it, Mr. Speaker - once on the 'highway' 

issue, now on the spruce budworm issue. If I were preaching, 

as he suggested, I would call to mind a verse of scripture 

which in paraphrased version only, !1r. Speaker - I assure 

you I cannot quote it exactly - in paraphrased version it 

says something to the effect, 'How much longer shall my 

spirit strive with man?' How many core chances will he be 
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HR. S D!HONS: 

more? 

SOHE HON. XEI-!DERS: 

HR. WHITE: 

You are going to burn! 

AN HON. HEHBER: 

AN HON. MEHBER: 

the budworm! 

HR. IIHITE: 

Tape 3813 EC - 2 

given, !lr. Speaker? Hott many 

Oh, oh! 

You are going to burn, boy! 

Like the rest of them. 

He is going to go the way of 

It is a nice day. We should 

adjourn and go out on the lawn. 

~!R. SIHMONS: No, there is a chance there, 

you see. There is a chance for him before he is 

eternally lost. There is a chance before he is completely, 

irrevocably, eternally lost. There is a chance. There is 

going to be another issue. This week we will give him 

another issue. This week we have in the cards. This week 

we have another chance for the Minister of Tourism, and 

perhaps this time, having heard the warnings he will heed 

them. Perhaps this time he will have the courage to say, 

'Yes, Cabinet with all its perks, helicopters, trips all 

over the place, the chance of going to South America next 

year with the Premier - all these, yes, I know, but I have 

~y principles to worry about. I believe that the government 

should not have caved in over the Trans-Canada Highway 

deal,' he 'Will say. 'I believe the government should not 

be callous about this spruce bud'Worm decision. I believe 

they are a bit premature. I believe,' on the new issue we 

are going to put before them this week- 'I believe the course 

the government is taking is the wrong course. And for that 

reason I will take the only honourable way. It hurts me to 

do it, but it would hurt me an awful lot more if ! did not 

do it. I believe it is the only way, because I have to look 
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HR. SIMMONS: in the mirror tomorrow 

morning.' 

AN HON. HEMBER: We use the same kind of hair spray 

over here -

MR. SIMMONS: Now while we are talking, 

Mr. Speaker - because I am sure there has been no doubt 

during the past few minutes about the finances of the 

Province - I want to get into another issue. 

When I got off on the Minister 

of Tourism- I admit, a favourite subject for me, I have 

a certain admiration for him, l!r. Speaker, I cannot put 

it into words but it is there - but, t!r. Speaker, when 

I got on that subject I was talking about the federal 

government and the way it was bailing this government out 

on tourism and on transportation, two issues that the 

minister knows an awful lot about. 
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Mr. Sirrmans: t-1r. Speaker, the Minister of Tourism a few 

minutes ago said, 11 Ah, negative. All you do is criticize. 11 ~1e11, 

Mr. Speaker, I am going to make a positive suggestion now, Mr. 

Speaker, a positive suggestion. vou see, Mr. Speaker. I have been 

having a look, Mr. Speaker. at this Term 29 about which we had such 

a fuss, and let us set the record straight an Term 29, Mr. Speaker. 

Let us set the record straight because i'lhen it was raised by a 

government member sometime ago he did not bother to mention again, 

he did not bother to mention who it was that just about run us into the 

ground on Term 29 in the first place. He did not bother to mention 

that it was his great buddy, the Right Han. John G. Diefenbaker, who 

tried to run us into the ground on Term 29. He did not say that 

it was he who felt I>Je should get even less than we are getting, not 

more as has been suggested but less according to Mr. Diefenbaker in 

that day. He did not say that it was Mr. Oiefenbaker who split the 

P.C. Party asunder back in 1957 -

AN HON. IIEMBER: Started the United Newfoundland Party. 

MR. SIMMONS: Not 1957 but well just after that and started the 

United Newfoundland Party. He did not mention those things. 

But, Mr. Speaker, to the substance of the matter. This 

Term 29, Mr. Speaker, the financial term of our agreement where two 

nations - now let us be understood about this too, we did not go 

begging or screaming into the arms of Canada. We went screaming somewhat 

because only fifty point something or 51 per cent of us wanted to 

be part of Canada at the time. But it was not a one sided deal, 

Mr. Speaker. There were as many on the Canadian side as I will show 

you from some documentation who wanted Ne1vfoundland to be a part of 

Canada as there were in Newfoundland who wanted to be a part of Canada. 

There were a lot of people in the then Canadian nation who had good 

reason to want Newfoundland to be part of the bargain, to be part of 

a new nation. So two nations came together, Mr. Speaker, and one 

of the tenns, the financial term, the now famous Term 29, the McNair 

Commission set up by the federal government found in somewhere around 

1958 or 1959 having analyzed our ability here to provide public services, 
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HR. SlMMONS: 

water and sewer and the other services we need here, having analyzed 

our ability to provide them and having analyzed our ability to pay 

rs-2 

for those, and this is the whole spirit of Term 29 you remember, having 

analyzed these two abilities, the ability to pay on the one hand, the 

reasonable taxation that we could levy here on the one hand and on 

the other hand the requirement for services, having analyzed these two 

the McNair Commission, and this is not a Newfoundland commission, this 

is a federal commission, came to the conclusion that there was a revenue 

deficiency, that there was a shortage of funds, there was a short fall. 

In othere words we needed more services than we could pay for even if 

we lashed it out in terms of taxes to our people. There was a 

deficiency. 

rn that day in 1957, Mr. Speaker, in the 1957-1958 year the 

McNair Commission found that there was a revenue deficiency of 

just over $8 million, $8~102,000. Now to put it in other terms, 

Mr. Speaker, what the commission finding was savinq is this~ that even 

if Newfoundland has to provide services, not equal to Canada or Ontario 

or B.C. but equal to the Maritime Provinces which we know have always 

been in terms of services, I think the minister will agree, in Atlantic 

Canada still behind say Ontario or B.C. Right? And it was in this 

context that the McNair Commission was talking. To provide 

services equal to the Maritime Provinces we could nat find the tax 

dollars even if we taxed as high as the highest province in Canada, 

the highest tax in Canada. \.Je would still be $8 million short 

in 1957. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, let us be clear what that means. Did it 

say $8 million forever? No, Mr. Speaker. It took the expenditures 

for 1957-1958 and subtracted one from the other and said right now 

they need another $8 mill ian. Now rtha t happens, Mr. Speaker, if the 

value of the dollar changes? What happens then? lf $8 million in 

1957 dollars is $8 million but in 1960 it is only $7 million or in 

1970 it is only $2 million or $3 million, did the McNair Commission, 

were they so stunned as to think that somehow everything would take 

care of itself and that if you had $8 million in 1957 but only $3 million 
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i·lR. S H·ii·IDNS: 

or $4 million in 1970 that that v10uld be enough. How could $3 million 

effectively in 1970 do what $8 million was supposed to do in 1957? 

Well we all know the answer to that. It cannot. 

So, Mr. Speaker, we have got to look, and I was disappointed 

because I put this question to the Premier about 
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MR. SHL'10NS: a couple of weeks ago here in 

this House. ~1'e have to look again at term 29 and we have 

to say, What was the spirit of it? What was the spirit 

of the commission finding? What was the spirit of the 

McNair Commission finding? And the spirit was clearly 

this - it can be nothing else - the spirit was this, ~~. 

Speaker, in simple blunt terrns,'We have as a nation to 

continue to help Newfoundland to meet the difference 

between what they can afford to raise in taxes on the one 

hand and the cost of providing services equal to those 

in the Maritime Provinces on the other. That was the 

spirit of it, Mr. Speaker. 

At that time that spirit 

translated into $8 million. The spirit of the McNair 

report was to see to it that the difference was paid 

by the nation in a transfer payment, if you like. That 

was the spirit. Now here we are, Mr. Speaker, in 1978 

and of course we all know - if you remember, those 

listening to my voice, if you will just remember your 

salary in 1958 or 1959. I remember mine. I was teaching 

in St. Anthony. I was a principal, no less. A great, 

big two-room school. Principal of a two-room school. 

Not only was I getting a teacher's salary, I was also 

getting what they called a principal's bonus, fifty 

dollars a year for each classroom under your jurisdiction. 

You were allowed to count your own for that. 

AN HON. MEMBER: On hundred dollars? 

MR. SIMMONS: A hundred dollars a year for 

being principal that was, plus the title of course. And 

it worked out, Mr. Speaker, to $187 per month before 

taxes - $187 per month is what I was getting in 1959. 

I suppose, Mr. Speaker, in terms of what I could buy 

it is probably worth $600 today, $500 or $600 today in 

twenty years since just about. 
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HR. SUlHONS: This $8 million, Hr. 

Speaker, if it required $8 million in 1959, of course, 

it requires a lot more today. Because you see, Mr. 

Speaker, I am told that the 1957 or 1958 dollar - get 

this, Mr. Speaker, the 1957 or 1958 dollar worth a 

dollar in 1957 is worth twenty-three ce;nt~ today. 

Twenty-three cents today, not a quarter of what it was 

worth in 1957 or 1958, not a quarter. So the $8 

million of 1957 or 1958 or 1959 with McNair's Commission 

report, is worth perhaps $2 million or so today. 

AN HON. MEHBER: Three. 

HR. SIHHONS: No, what I meant is that 

if you had that - no, I see what the minister is saying, 

but I am just going in the other direction. All right? 

Put it this way - the minister is one step ahead of me 

on translating it in the other direction, but what I 

am saying to him is that the $8 million could only buy 

what two or three would have bought in 19 - I am sorry -

the $8 million, 1957 dollars, would only buy $2 ~illion 

or $3 million worth today. That is what I am really 

saying. Okay? And to buy $8 million worth today you 

would need something of the order of $35 million, just 

over four time as much. That is the point I am making. 

The $8 million of 1957 if you had it today could only 

buy really, $2 million or $3 million worth. If you 

extrapolate that, or if you translate it means that the 

if the commission meant in 1957 to give us $8 million 

I am saying, and the minister is helping me say it, I 

am saying that today that should translate into something 

around $35 million. 

How do we argue that, Mr. 

Speaker? We argue it simply - and I am not going to go 

through the entire argument, but just to state the spirit 

of it - we argue it, Mr. Speaker, by saying clearly and 

simply that the spirit of the McNair Commission findings 
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MR. SIHHONS: was to allow us to keep pace, 

to allow us to keep pace with services in the Maritime 

Provinces in two ways: As much as possible by our tax 

rate, which is the highest in Canada, and then to do the 

rest by a makeup payment from Ottawa. I say, Mr. Speaker, 

that is the government would only begin negotiating this 

one with Ottawa in serious terms - and I was disappointed 

when I asked the Premier about a month ago about this 

subject that nothing is really in the works on it, or 

that was the impression I got from him. 

The revenue deficiency now 

is so serious, Mr. Speaker, that Ottawa would have to 

jack up the payment by something over four times the 

amount. 

~tr. Speaker, I have here 
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!-!R. SUJ}f{)NS: a letter written back in 1959 by a ~!r. Kerstead 

~ho ~as a professor of political economy at the University of Toronto. 

He said, Hr. Speaker, -

AU HON. HEMBER: (Inaudible). 

H.f\. S L""Gi10NS: Hay have been. He ~as a professor. I will get his 

initials now. B.S. are his initials. B.S. Kerftead written in 

1959, ar. Speaker, on the subject of Term 29 and to my knowledge 

he is not a ~ew~oundlander. I do not know that he is or is not but 

he is at the University of Toronto at this time and he is WTiting 

about Term 29. I think it is important to establish that he is 

probably not a Newfoundlander because he is not just peddling our 

narrow viewpoint on this. He is putting forth what I believe is to 

be a sound economic argument and he is talking about TerQ 29, 

:--lr. Speaker. I think perhaps, )lr. Speaker, it might be helpful when 

I am through reading this or part of ittas I am required under rules 

to table it because it is something that all members should have a 

second loa k at. 

It is a letter from a Professor B.S. Kerstead 

which I will table in a fe~ minutes and it was written back in 1959. 

It says in part, "Term 29 of the Terms of Union between NeYioundland 

and canada is part of a contract into which both contracting parties 

entered in 1949. At that time the Canadian Government was gravely 

disturbed over the economic and political instability of Newfoundland 

and about the possibility of Newfoundland becoming the possession 

of the United States. Union was earnestly desired by Canada but was 

rather unpopular in Newfoundland. Only the leadership of Mr. Smallwood 

was able to prevail upon the opposition of the business interest of 

St. John's. \Ihen the Newfoundland negotiators came to Ottawa both 

they and their Canadian counterparts had no knowledge of what ittwould 

cost to set up public service in Newfoundland comp.:t.rable to the tolerable 

minimum of such services else~here in North America. 3ecause of its 

strange history of neglect Newfoundland at the time of union possessed 

very few public services and those of a primative sort. Thus :iewfoundland 
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refused to enter into union with Canada unless provision 

was made after an experimental or a transitional period for a considered 

revision of the financial terms of union. Hence Term 29 ~as included 

in the act of union at the insistence of the Newfoundland delegation.u 

Now, ~r. Speaker, I quoted that first of all 

because I think it puts in perspective a comment I was making earlier 

that the impression that is abroad lately that somehow we were a bunch 

of beggars taken in by an unwilling Canada. It is not exactly the 

scenario that was in place at the time at all. In fact, ~!r. Speaker, 

there were a number of people who saw good argument, good strategic 

arguments at the time, good political argument to have Newfoundland 

as a part of the Canadian nation. And so in that spirit, Mr. Speaker, 

they were willing to agree to Term 29 which provided for that so-called 

wake up money, that money which would provide the difference between 

what we could afford and what was required to give us services at least 

up to ~hat was then or is not operative in the Atlantic Provinces. 

I table the letter, Mr. Speaker, and I would suggest 

hen. members have a good look at it. I would like to have a copy 

myself I say to the page when he gets around to it. I believe, 

Mr. Speaker, that the government ~ill want some positive suggestions 

about financial matters. I believe, Mr. Speaker, that Term 29 of the 

Terms of Union between two nations, Canada and Newfoundland, indeed 

that term contains a great opportunity for us if we will explore it 

properly, if we made it the subject of some meaningful and serious 

and ongoing negotiation, if we couple with it the finding of the 

M~~air Commission Report, a commission set up by I believe then Prime 

Hinister St. Laurent and later acted on or procrastinated on by 

:1r. Diefenbaker. But a Mc.."lair Commission Report if 'We coupled that 

with the Term of Union we would find, !--tr. Speaker, that we have a 

very strong case for requiring the money to be paid in today's dollars 

and today's value and today's prices if you like rather than at 1957 

or 1958 prices. 

I think it is a crucial issue, 
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"!r. Speaker, and I cannot stress 

it too much. It alone would give us the extra $25 million or $28 

million and that alone could make some difference i~ the - it 

would make a fair dent in our position to meet 'our committments 

to pay our bills. ~!r. Speaker, these are some of my ccmcerns 

about the financial position. 

I want to talk for a few minutes 

about another subject r.hat is I 'Je.lie•Je is crucial to our development 

and that is the fishery. The fisher'.' of this Pro•.'"ince, •:r. Speaker, 

much has been said about it it is di:ficult to aviod getting caug~:t 

up in the rhetori and to be too rosy in your descriptions in your 

pontifications about it. But the fact of the matter is, ~!r. Speaker, 

that I happen to believe that the fisl:er::' holds r:1ore promise than 

any of the other resource possibilites potential we have. Ho!.ds 

r:1are possibility for a number of reasons and I am not advocating 

that we abandon the others they have thei~ place and in time I 

or other speWters h~re will come to them. But Mr. Speaker, the 

fisher!es resource especially because of the 200 mile limit 

and it did two things it did the obvious thing of giving us access 

to more fish but it also did somthing psychologically - I think 

the ~Unister of Fisheries agree with it as it did the advent of the 

200 mile limit ~as a great boom psychologically for us it changed 

attitudes and I re-said it to the House before about ny teaching 

days when you tall: to students and you talk to teac!tefs and 

the_attitude aame through clearly t~at there was something 

despeccable something 3econd class about being in the fishlnt, 

business. Hell that is c.hanginr, c!1angin~ ver; dranatically, 

ps;rcholorically it :!.;; very rUfferent nm1 the whole business 

of the fishery is very different and people look to careers 

in the fishing industry. 

~10'..;, Hr. SpeB.ker, a couple of 

central :acts that ~.;e need to underline about the fishery. ;-Jueber 



:m. sr:r;:~o:rs: one; fish you see, ;1r, Speaker, 

fish is the only source of protein - 't.;e are talking about the needs 

of a hungry ~.:orld, 1ve are talking about scarce food reso!.lrces 

expensive fooQ resources. Fish, lfr, Speaker, is the only source 

of protein you do not have to feed. The only source of protein 

you do not have to feed, it is there all you have to do is catch 

it conserve it of course. Do not sacrifice it. Do not plunger 

the fishery. r.iven a proper conservation, r.~na~e~~nt an?roach 

all you have to do is catch. It is the only source of protein 

that you do not have to feed. I am told, Pr. Speaker, that 

Britian for example is short of ~hite fish stocks codfish for 

example. ~ere is a great opportunity there for exports from 

,;e•;.;foundland. I am told though that !3ritian is not -.taiting for 

Newfoundland to act or for Canada to act I am told that the 

tremendous shortage of white fish stocks is being made up in 

part and let us be clear the short3ge came about largely 

because of the implications for Britian and C~rmany for example 

of the 2.00 mile limit. And that shortage which they now have 

that short fall is being made up in part by a new supply from 

Argentina suprly of hake from Argentina and because of the codfish 

shortage and because they cannot get the cod!ish they want from us. 

Because we have not developed our markets over there. 

..,,, -

I have come quickly to the subject 

of marketing, }lr. Speaker, because I have a feeling that tr.Ost of the 

other factors involved in the success of fishery are going to in 

time take care of themselves. That is not to say we should not give 

attention to them or do things to hasten their development but I 

believe the crucial aspect of the fishery and whether it survtves 

as a successful resource based enter?rise or continues to be an 

industry that we apologjze for over the years. W~ether it is the 

former or the latter will depend on how well we establish new markets. 

The United States market h;-,s always been hefty mind you, large in 

volume but always a bit uncertain, always the question of new terms 

al;;ays the 
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HR, S IHMONS: question of to ~hat degree 

the United States and particularly now the 

could begin to meet its own semi-finished requirement 

without looking to Canada and to Newfoundland in 

particular for it. So there is a need to look to 

the market of Europe. And I am concerned on this 

angle very much in this way. I am told by the 

British people that they are developing the purchase 

of hake from Argentina. I have been assured by them 

that that is only a short term thing. They are only 

doing it until the codfish shortage is made up by 

some other nation, preferably Canada - possibly Canada. 

But what happens, Mr. Speaker -let me raise the question 

- what happens if we are so long putting our house in 

order on marketing in Europe that the arrangement between 

Britain and Argentina becomes fairly permanent and that 

the hake, which I am told is an inferior fish - and 

I am not in the position to discuss this - but I am told 

is an inferior fish to the codfish and which is only 

going to be marketed for certain of what I will call 

the lesser products, the fish stick type products,where 

apparently, all they are interested in is a white fish 

and they are not particularly interested whether it is 

cod or not. What happens. Mr. Speaker, if ~hat is to be 

a temporary arrangement bet~een Britain and Argentina 

becomes a fairly comfortable and successful and perhaps 

lucrative long term arrangement? What happens if ~e 

allow the Argentine supply to supplant the Canadian 

supply? -what could be the Canadian supply, the 

Newfoundland supply. t.Jhat happens if we find that the 

market we ~ere sure is there, is there, but it is being 
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MR. SIHMONS: used by somebody else who 

can deliver a cheaper, albeit inferior product? And 

that is why I say, Mr. Speaker, thac marketing is 

imporcanc and we do not have a loc of cime to get on 

with it. I have mentioned white fish and codfish. 

There is a great market in Europe, I am told, for 

herring. I a~ told, Mr. Speaker, that the Europeans 

are not particularly happy with the quality of herring 

they are getting from us at this particular time. 

AN HON. MEMBER: The Europeans -

Yes, the British - I ac sorry -

the British in particular I am talking about, 

A!I HON. HEUBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. SUL'IONS: Yes, I am talking about the 

British. I am quoting directly from a note I made after 

talking to a representative of the Findus group in 

England - Findus - F-i-n-d-u-s, I believe - and he 

particularly said that they were not at all happy -

MR. PECKFORD: The Scandinavians -

}1R. SH!MONS: Yes, well, the quote that 

I made when I talked - I am not sure, I say to the Minister 

from Green Bay, because there are obviously exceptions -

you know, and he and I know that -

MR. WHITE: Six million pounds from 

my -

~'!R. SIMMONS: He and I know that operation 

in Little Bay Islands and, you know, it is a meticulous 

and well run operation. But I was talking generally and 
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HR. \{. CARTER: 

of that ~ompany that, we believe, will allay the fears of 

certain people with respect to foreign take-over and foreign 

investment. Mr. Speaker, when you realize ~he restrictions 

that are being placed on that ~ompany Oy both governments, 

federal and provincial, it is difficult to reconcile some of 

the objections that have been raised to it by people, and 

some people in prominent places. For example, that company 

before it can operate a plant will have to apply to the 

~inister of Fisheries in Newfoundland for a licence to operate. 

We issue the licence to operate the plants, and that licence, 

of course, can be withheld or revoked if. the terms and 

conditions under which it has been issued are not being 

adhered to by the company. The company is unable to operate 

one ship - one ship - without first of all obtaining a 

licence for its operations from the federal government and. 

again, that licence can be withheld or, if the terms and 

conditions under which it has been issued are not followed, 

then the minister has the authority to revoke that licence. 

So, if the company does not live up to its expectations or 

the conditions under which it was granted permission to 

operate under the Foreign Investment Review Agency, well. 

they can be actually put out of business by either of the 

two governments, provincial or federal government. So, 

certainly it would not be in their interest to start playing 

games with the Newfoundland fishermen or the newfoundland 

people or with the province or with the federal government. 

It ~ertainly would not make sense. The proposal does have 

some very worthwhile benfits as far as we are concerned 

for the province. It will brin~ with it, apart from the 

catching capability, three freezer trawlers, worth I suppose 

if you were to get them built today anywhere from $10-15 

oillion each, three wetfish trawlers, costing I suppose 

anywhere from SS-7 ~illion and other expertise in the harvesting 
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and processing sectors of the industry. It will provide 

jobs for 450 people directly in the processing sector, not 

to mention the 60 or 80 people that will be employed on the 

ships as crewmen and, of course, in tioe officers and so on 

to serve on the ship. It will provide means of the inshore 

fishermen in that part of the province,Conception - Trinity 

Bay area; it will provide for them an outlet for their fish 

during the glut periods and generally speaking, ~r. Speaker, 

it will provide a lot of benefits. Row talking about the -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

~!R. H. CARTER: No, the disadvantages. I would like 

for the hon. member to point out when he speaks the disadvantages 

and I will be glad to react to him. 

AN RON. H!!-1BER: Do it noY? 

MR. H. CARTER: ~o. I am speaking now and I have 

only a few more minutes left. 

AN. HON. HEH~ER: (Inaudible). 

MR. 11. CARTER: The fish to be caught, ~r. S~eaker. 

by the ships operated by that company estimated to be around 

15,000 tons ~till come from the areas where forei~n ships will 

normally fish. So, let us assume that in 1979, if that 

proposal is accepted, let us say, Mr. Speaker, that proposal 

were in 9lace in 1979 and that they were capable of landinP, 

15,000 metric tons of fish in their ships. all of that would 

mean codfish and other groundfish, all that would mean 

in effect is that the 15,000 tons that they would harvest 

that would be landed in this province, processed by :levfound· 

landers for the sake of Newfoundland. for the benefit of 

Newfoundland that fish would be coming out of the othervise 

surplus quotas that have been allocated to foreign countries. 

In other words, in 1978 the total allowable catches. I have 

said earlier, are 135,000 tons, 35,000 tons of which have 

been given away to foreign countries without any economic 

benefit accruing to this province. \lith the :lordsee operation 

in place all it would mean tltat we would still be giving away 

35,000 tons :a forei~ners with no ecouoGic benefit. He y.rould 
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chen only have co give away 20,000 tons when, in fact, 15,000 

cons of that would have been landed in this province ~y that 

~ewfoundland company for the benefit of the ~ewfoundland people. 

In no way will that operation interfere with the inshore 

fishery. Surely one is not naive enough to think that these 

big ships, ten and twelve million dollar ships, and in some 

cases even more costly ships, will be operating three or four 

~ilea within land in competition with the inshore fishermen. 

That, Mr. Speaker, 
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:tR. K!!CHE:i: So rather than comme~t on all sorts 

of itetls 1 

only, cne 

I have decided to restrict my renarks to two items 

having to do with the necessity of giving 

preference to Newfoundlanders and Labradorians within our 

provir.ce. In this respect, I think I would have to agree 

with ~he previous speaker that we have to pay much more 

attention to who gets benefits out of the resources of this 

province. As ! look around, I see in government circles 

in operations conducted by this government by the civil 

servants. for example, a great many hi~h-paided jobs which 

are allocated to people who have no roots in this province. 

We seem to be bringing people in, paying them very high 

wages while our own people go without work in many cases, 

people wlto could equally well fill jobs. I might mention, 

and I have mentioned here before, that I believe that this 

province should look at all institutions which receive 

government money to see to it that they are giving preference 

to people who are Newfoundlanders and Labradorians. !hey 

should look at the university: they should look at the civil 

service: they should look ac ~evfoundland and Labrador llydro: 

they should look after every, every JOVernrnent-aided 

institution -

AN HOH. HEH3ER: 

:·!R. KITCHEN 

Hospitals. 

and not only - and hospitals, good -

and not only government-aided institutions, any operation, 

any business which gets licences from this government or 

an:· thing else. lie should look at, within reason, Newfoundland-

Labrador preference, including banks. unions and whatever. 

There are far too many high-paid jobs being filled by people from 

outside this Province that could equally well be filled by 

~ewfoundlanders and Labradorians. Sickening this past fall 

to see how one crown corporation vas paying in cash and in 

kind over $100,000 to a fly-by-nieht from another country 
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'!R. KITCl!E~i ~ who, if he has not already fled, 

will shortly fly, and the quicker the better. And at the 

same time, :o have come in my office and for me to visit 

homes in my district where people have not got a pair of 

shoes to put on without holes in them and men who have not 

got a pair of pants to vear to get out on the street and 

look for a job. ~ow, it is that bad in this province 1 in 

this town at this minute -

All HON. llEllBER: 

:1R. KITCHEN: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

!hey are either rich or poor. 

They are certainly not very rich. 

No, I did not say that - you are 

either rich or you are poor. 

~R. ~I'!'CHEN: Yes, you are either rich or you 

are poor. right. And if you are poor, you are probably a 

Newfoundlander. 

AU H.ON. HEM'BER: That is right. 

:1R. KITCHEN: Another thing I observed at these 

Hydro hearings having to bear on the same thing has to do 

with this practice of consultants which governments and crown 

agencies are used to do. They think that in order to get an 

opinion they have to bring somebody in from ~ontreal 

Engineering or some of tllose people to give an opinion. 

They have to bring somebody in from the United States -

~organ Stanley - they have to bring in all sorts of peculiar 

people to tell us what not to do and what to do and either 

believe their opinion in any case as it is not worth the tine 

we take to listen to it, let it alone the money we pay them. 

At these Hydro hearings, I noted that the :lewfoundland 

and Labrador Uydro everyone of their consultants were 

imported into this province and paid $200 a day and expenses 

God knows bow much per day. ~ewfoundland Lish: and Power -

they brought in their consultants from the mainland. 

The Public Utilities Board brought in sane of their con

sultants from the mainland: and even the Feder3tion of 
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HR. l\.I!CHE:l': :lunicipalities brought in :heir 

consultants from the ~ainland. Surely to God, there ~ust 

be somebody in this province somewhere who can give an 

opinion on something. I think we should be doing that 

instead of importing these people. The tendency is wrong. 

And noY another wrinkle has been added to this foreign 

preference, not local preference, but foreign preference; 

and ! refer to Yhat is going on in the public tendering 

system in this province. ! believe that where local con-

struction companies are capable of doing a job, they should 

get the contract, and that there should be some preference 

given them up to a certain lisit. They.should ~e able to 

get the contract by bidding a little bit higher if necessary 

for this reason, that 
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DR. KITCHEN: 

a local company with its roots here,pays taxes here. !t has 

investment in buildings. It has an investment in equipment, 

machinery and in people that we need in this Province. Its 

taxes go to the Province. The income taxes of its people go to 

this Province. It supports local charities, local schools. Outside 

companies, I know outside construction companies who are getting 

grants, getting contracts from this government,who do not as much 

as operate a telephone in this Province, who operate out of a 

construction shack: No personnel living here permanently, no 

taxes, no support. And ! fail to see why they should be given the 

same kind of treatment because they cannot do business as cheaply 

and neither should they have to because they are making a broader 

contribution. I do not see why we should give contracts to people 

in New Brunswick when we cannot get contracts in New Brunsv1ick, when 

New Brunswick construction companies and other companies are 

protected by a ten per cent plus contract in New Brunswick. I do 

not see why· we should give any contracts to Quebec companies where 

we are not allowed to tender in the Province of Quebec. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: The Collavino Brothers. 

DR. KITCHEN: Well you mention them. These are people, there 

are more than Co11avino. There are others, contracts which were let 

recently and which continue to be let. 

I am afraid of this Hinds Lake Development. 

would like for the government to look at certain points in this. 

Is this a dumping operation where a large Ontario company - you know 

what dumping is 7 where a company with manufacturing has its overhead 

covered in its own province, in its own territory, in its own country 

and then it decides that it will make a few extra things v1hich they 

will sell in another country. They have got their overhead covered, 

thev have got their managers covered, they have got it all covered: 

All they need to recover is the cost of the direct material that they 

are exporting, so consequently they can export at a cheaper price. It 

is called dumping and there are laws against it in Canada and there are 
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OR. KITCHEN: 

laws against it in the United States and most any other country. 

But dumping of construction contracts, it is the same thing, where 

a company is covered and it wants to get a few extra bucks, it does 

not have to cover any overhead or a little overhead and so it tenders 

at a very low bid in a strange country or a strange province merely 

to get a contract and any dollars it gets keep their personnel 

employed for a bit longer. They do not have to make any profit 

at all to be better off and if they do happen to make a slight 

profit it is very good. 

I think our tendering system should have built 

into it some preference. Now we should not build it in to the point 

where our industries are not competitive. That would be wrong. 

do not know what the appropriate figure is. New Brunswick has 

ten per cent. Quebec has the doors barred pretty well. believe 

tao that people are telling me, that there are other reasons, other 

more sinister reasons why some companies are working in this Province. 

But certainly there should be a law, there should be some sort of 

an understanding in this Province that our own companies get preference 

up to a point and that up to a point \<Jill give them the opportunity 

to have skills in this Province which we need for the future, that 

will enable them to take their part in the Newfoundland and Labrador 

society as any other business and to have some measure of fair play. 

We have to keep a strong construction industry in place. 

MR. W. ROWE: They say they have ten per cent. 

OR. KITCHEN: Well if they have ten per cent there are a large number 

of companies in this Province who have not heard tell of it yet. 

Another point I want to make -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. PECKFORO: No, no. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

OR. KITCHEN: The ather point I want to make besides this preference 

rather than the elimination of local talent and the elimination of local 
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DR. KITCHEN: 

companies, the punishing of local companies, is the question of 

housing. I want to have a few remarks now an this whole question 

of a very serious watter that is in this Province and which I 

noticed has not been mentioned once in this budget. Not once in 

the Budget Speech has the question of housing been mentioned and 

this is a most serious question. 

I have travelled this Province from one end to 

the other and represent a district in this city. And throughout 

this Province there are many fine houses. There are many people who 

have great pride in keeping their houses up and who have the skills to 

keep them up. But there are also people who are unable to keep their 
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~!R. KITCHEN: 

falling down - the sills were falling out from under the 

house. The inspector from the Department of Social Services 

went around, ":·lathing wrong with your house, my dear, look''; 

felt up under the sills; '':lumber one, nunber one ', She had 

a little more sense than the inspector and she got a few 

friends of hers in and she could see very well that the floor 

t.tas sagging. That we appealed: we appealed that to the 

Social Assistance Appeals Board and the board,they actually 

crawled up under the house, two of the members of the board 

crawled up under the house and saw that the sills were rotting, 

as I saw, and as anyone could see~and the case was corrected. 

3ut had she not phoned me or any of the other members if it 

happened in some other part, she would still be in that 

situation. I do not want to blame any civil servant; everybody 

does the best he can, but I am sayin~ that ve do have in 

this city and in this province some very serious housing 

problems. Now, a word on subsidized housing. 

In this city we have a number of subsidized housing areas. 

We have some which are quite good, in my opinion, but I vant 

to comment on the location of some of the others that are 

going up. Remember. subsidized housing is for people who 

are. generally speaking, people who have less ~oney than 

most everybody else: that is why they are living in subsidized 

housinr;. That is why they need government assistance to 

pny the rent. A number of these ~ew units ~oin~ u~ in 

this city are built in remote areas, far from schools. far 

from churches, far from supermarkets. ~ow, how !n the world 

3re the people witho•tt cars ~oin~ to nake use of the~e 

thin,s very easily. 

A:·r :iO~T. ~1!:~!BLR. Where are the latest ones ~ain~? 
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:m. K!TCHE:1: #ell, some are ~oing way in in the 

west end and some are going up in the Hunt's Lane area and 

they are going up in on ~ev Pennywell Road and very often they 

are not close to schools and very often t:hey are not close 

to other things. I believe, and I do not know who to blame 

for this, I do not really mind about al!ocating blame, what 

I would like to see is subsidized housing built and constructed 

in areas where it is convenient, where there are things 

nearby so that people who do not have cars or cars that do 

not work all the time can walk or where bus service is 

adequate or whatever. It is not enought just to call 

tenders and stick up some buildings. It has to be planned 

and the city or municipality has to be involved in the whole 

planning process and so have the school boards and so have 

everybody else. It ~as to be a planned thing rather than 

something else, and I believe that there has to be more 

consideration given to the location of so~e of these subsidi~ed 

housing areas because many people, while they like the unit, 

the beautiful units in some cases, they just cannot avail 

theoselves of them because they are not convenient for living. 

I ~ight nention that one of the most popular areas is the 

3uckmaster's Circle area. ~!any people in my district would 

like to move into that area because it is convenient. It is 

convenient and it is, generally speakin~, a very good family 

atmosphere there for Qany people. One of the problems that the 

people there raise has to do with recreation and I believe 

it is a good, straight-forward thing. :here is there this 

great Buckmaster's drill hall whid: has been converted to a 

recreation centre by the city, but it is not for the use of 

the people of the area. It is open to anyone in the city 

who has the price to hire it largely, and it is a cornmon 

complaint of people there that they should have sane re

creation area nearby, particularly that one, where their 

youngsters can play and where they can do what they want 

to do and should be doing. I believe that vl1en housin1 is 
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:-rR. ?:!!CHEN: talked about, not only schools and 

churches should be involved, but so should recreation, the 

recreation of youngsters, particularly for people who have 

low incomes and very often do not have adequate transportation. 

t7e have to provide oore than just - we have to think ~eyond 

just shelter; we have to think beyond shelter, and in areas 

where people have thought beyond shelter, things are very r,ood. 

Another complaint that people make in that area has to do 

with the way in which the rent is calculated - you pay on the 

basis of last year's income. And if you are lucky enough to 

have a few hours overtime this year, brother, you will pay 

extra rent next year. It does not make- sense because overtime 

is not something that is regular: overtine is something that 

is very often this year but not next year, and the year you 

pay it =he higher rent oay very well be the year you do not 

get any overtime. That is a minor complaint but it is a 

conmon complaint from people that ! talk to all the time. 
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DR. KITCHEN: 

I believe too- I do not know;perhaps I will have to do this or 

try to encourage it - but I believe that the Tenants• Association 

should be encouraged so that people can talk back to the landlord on 

eoua1 terms. 

I want to comment on the St. John 1 S Housing Authority. 

Not on the civil servants who are there,because I find that the people 

who work there are very good. They are very cordial and they do the 

best they can under the circumstances and I think they are great. 

But I do not think I like this very much, this business of having 

the St. John 1 s Housing Authority, a board completely independant, 

virtually independant of any government. They are like so many things 

that are happening these days where you give responsibility to some 

group and put it off to get it rid of political interference. And 

all that means is that they do not give a damn about what they are 

doing. And that is what bothers me about it. They are not accountable 

to anybody. 

I wrote a letter to the chairman. Just let me 

read to you from it concerning one person who was having a bit of 

trouble. This is what I got back. I will not read the whole thing 

because it will take too long. 11 I should first of all make the 

observaticn that we are always quite happy to have a representation 

made in behalf of an applicant. The board is quite anxious that 

every aspect of an applicant's present accommodation and other 

circumstances be taken into account in establishing both the points 

score and any exceptional circumstances which may justify a decision 

one way or the other.where two applicants are on the road to the 

even footing from the points score standpoint. 

"I should also assure you that both the board and 

the officials ~td11 not yield to political pressure or persuasion. 

The point score system is in use in many parts of Canada as an 

accurate and impartial assessment of an applicant's needs for 

public housing based upon the quality of their existing habitation 

and its suitability to their needs," and so on. In other words, 
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go to hell. 

Tape 3845 !B-2 

AN HON. MEMBER: Who was the chairman at the time? 

DR. KITCHEN: The Chairman of that, the man who wrote the letter, 

is named Paul Johnson. I am nat commenting on the individual. 

I am commenting on the nature of an institution which takes out of 

the political realm, out of accountability to the people and pokes 

it to a board who operate on a point system. You do not deal with 

points, you deal with people. And if your point system is not 

correct - supposing there is a person who is not covered by the point 

system, asthmatic children, things of that nature. What do you do 

about people like that? There has to be a way by which the minister -

MR. MURPHY: Which board? 

DR. KITCHEN: That is the St. John's Housing Authority. By 

which the minister -

MR. MURPHY: The Authority now, not the Corporation? 

DR. KITCHEN: No, no, the Authority. By which the minister can 

interfer, politically interfer because that is what he is there for. 

He should be able to politically interfer and say in this particular 

case we are going to throw out this point system because the points 

system is not adequate. We have to have some protection from people 

who are hiding behind rules and regulations and that person is the 

politician. I would rather have political oatronage from a politician 

than from a civil servant and believe you me there is political patronage 

in this Province by civil servants, much more so - I will not say 

much more so but often much more so than by people who are called 

politicians. 

MR. HICKJ.1AN: 

minister? 

DR. KITCHEN: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

DR. KITCHEN: 

14R. HICKMAN: 

DR. KITCHEN: 

Was the han. gentleman talking about the federal 

No,! did not really. 

I mean, it is the minister in Ottawa, is it not? 

No, it is the minister here. 

Is it? 

Yes.,we11 it is both federal and provincial. This is 
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DR. KITCHEN: 

the problem. This is an authority which is half provincial and 

half federal and this is why I am not blaming the minister. It is 

a wrong way to do it. It is a joint thing which means he is not 

responsible to this minister or to that minister in Ottawa. He is 

not responsible to anybody except to his own conscience I presume. 

MR. MURPHY: Who makes the Authority responsible? 

DR. KITCHEN: Well,! am not saying they are irresponsible. I am 

just saying that there is no way that the poorly treated tenants 

can get at somebody to correct the situation. And that is happening. 

It is happening in Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro. It is happening 

in all these Crown and semi Crown corporations where the politicans 

who is responsible - gosh if you do not do a good job for your 

constituents they flick you out and that is the 1;ay it should be. 

If you do not do a good job in the St. John's Housing Authority they 

should be flicked out too but who is going to flick them out. Is 

this man going to flick them out? Is that man up there going to 

flick them out? This is the whole point. And I am not commenting 

on this particular thing except to say I use this only to indicate 

that they are very proud of being free from the politicians and I 

think they should not be proud of that at all and neither should we 

because there is no way to get at an injustice except through the 

politiciar.s. 

MR. HICKMAN: I have on occasion some people who ask me to 

recommend them to Crown corporations,federal-provincia1, for 

a recommendation. They would be better off without a recommendation 

from anyone in politics. 

DR. KITCHEN: Right. 

MR. ROBERTS: All we do is pay the bills. 

~iR. HICKMAN: Yes, that is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: And answer. 

1-IR. HICKMAN: That is right. 

MR. MURPHY: What I am trying to say is we lash it aut. 
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t~R. HICKMAN: That is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: And we answer. 

MR. HICKMAN: That is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: And so we should. we were elected. 

MR. HICKMAN: There was a court action the han. member will recall 

when Mr. Diefenbaker was Prime Minister and Mr. Smallwood was Premier 

over that St. John's Housing Authority and toe right to appoint 

members. 
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::o ,_1o so:::-:ethi:1g about it. 

Yes. :::ell, it vould ')e zreut if ~,;r::. 'lad it 
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:·.ave anr! I do not kno;: ::hat t!1e Lcgislntu:-e em: do ::.bou: it exccrt 
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:!R. KITCHE~I: I do noc know whac has to be done 

here but it frightens ~e. it is really scary the number of 

fires that take place in this city and when you realize that 

so nany houses are joined together and so many of them are 

inadequately protected. Perhaps we will have to nake some 

law in this House or toughen up our laws so that people can 

liv~ in houses which are relatively safe, and there are a 

lot of people in this city, and possibly other places, but 

certaintly in this ci~y because I have been in a lot of houses 

that are not fire-safe, far from it, and I do not believe 

that anyone should be - ! think the legislature can correct 

that through legislation which is enforced to sene extent, 

to sane extent. We cannot allov fire traps to continue to 

exist and people to die, particularly poor people who have 

to live, usually have to live in these places. ~·tr. Speaker, 

I believe that there is a great deal that has to be done 

in the area of housing in this province. One of the things 

that we have to do, and it has not been done, is to get an 

inventory of the housing in this province froc one end of 

her to the other. What are people living in? What are they 

living in? What is it like? Let us classify it, categori:e it 

and see what people are li7ing in. See how ~any thousand 

houses we need that are - that should not be inhabited by 

people. How many houses are fine houses but they are no 

good for codern livinB. People do not live now like they 

di~ a hundred years ago and houses which were good a hundred 

years ago are not acceptable to people now. 

they be because life has changed. 

:1either should 

They 7ere not good then; they are 

not good now. 

:-1R. K!!CHE!t _ There are soce that ~ere never any 

good, right; but lifestyles have changed too 1 

and ~erhaps the houses are obsolete as vell, especially if 

they are a hundred years old there in nany cases. I belie•:e 
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we should have an inventory from one 

end of the province to the other of the housing. We should 

have an inventory of how they are heated; how they are 

insulated. We should have an inventory of ·safety to 

see what the safety hazards are, what needs to be done. 

I do not believe this would be very expensive to conduct, 

it has to be thorough. but it is not going to cost very many 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to have a comprehensive 

housing inventory so that we will know what our housing 

stock is like in this province. When we know what t~e 

housing stock is like then we can see ~hat has to be done 

to improve it, both for the present and· for the future. 

We can have fair projections of what may take place in the 

future as good as we can and we should project that. Unless 

we have some sort of inventory, some conprehensive inventory, 

no housing policy can be built on anything exce?t on whim 

and self-interest seeking. I believe we should have that 

inventory and it should be taken soon. I believe then 

that if we had that inventory, ! asked the ~ewfoundland 

Hydro people that ''Did you do an inventory of housing?'', 

because electric heat is there: they are in the business 

of providing electricity and one of the big means of 

heating is electricity and if we ~et Lower Churchill power 

into this part of the province and throughout Labrador, 

then it is possible that electric heat will become once 

again economical for aany people. We have to look at our 

housinc stock and see how we can heat the houses, but 

~ewfoundland and Labrador RyJro had no ,tans to conduct 

any inventory of housing, had no plans to look at insulation, 

had no plans to do anythin~ like that. So, they do not have 

a policy and are not intendin3 to have it; ~aybe they arc 

not the agency. Per!!aps it is the ~finister of :!unicipal 
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:!R. KITCHEN: Affairs and Housing, his de~artment, 

who should conduct that survey. It is not just a survey of 

the condition of the houses, it is a survey too of the whole 

problem of heating. What do modern families want in rural 

areas? What do modern families need in the city? W~at 

other alternative sources of heat are there? ;rhat areas of 

the province can very well be heated by wood-firing and 

uhat others can be heated by oil? t1hat about the electric 

heat prospects? I think once we get the inventory of 

housing and the inventory of the heatin~ problen. then 

we will be a lon~ ways away, then ve will be far alan~ 

the road to developing an adequate hous~ng policy. 

it is now, the housing policy of the 
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DR. HUBERT KITCJ!EN: 

provincial government and the federal government, as it applies to this 

province, leaves a g~eat deal to be desired. 

A couple of other points I would like to 

make and one concerns people who are on social assistance. There are 

a great many people in this province Yho are on social assistance and 

I suppose we have to expect that with the unemployment rates that we 

have at the present time. Unemployment is very serious in the province 

and while we have people who can not work, because there is no work to 

do, we are going to have people on social assistance and daily, brought 

to my attention are some terrible examples of what human beings are 

reduced to in order to live in this province. I do not know precisely 

what has to be done. I raise the problem that for many people the 

allowances that they are receiving by way of social assistance is far 

too little for them to axist on. People who have nothing left to heat 

and nothing left to eat in many cases, old people who if they are sick 

and have to buy drugs, and many do many diebitics have to do that, 

many people vi th asthma have heavy drug bills and if their only income 

is social assistance or an old age pension then they can not eat, heat 

their houses and at the same time buy their drugs. It is a pretty 

serious situation for many, many people in this province and I would 

like the budget to have dealt with this problem on a specific basis. I 

believe that the Minister of Social Servicel"' (!,[r. Brett) should have 

more power, more fleixibility and his staff should have more fleY~bility 

so that they can or someone can. They are not bound by the regulations. 

Almost daily I phone some welfare officer in the city of St. John's 

to try to get them to bend a little bit, somebody desperately needs this 

and somebody needs that and they do. I do not phone for old nonsense 

we phone only after we investigate a case, not investigate, go visit a 

person. That is a terrible tero go and investigate a case, we go and 
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DR. HUBERT KITQ!EN: visit the ?erson, we talk to ::.hem and 

realize that there is a real serious problem. Now that the churches 

have pulled out of the welfare field almost completlY there is not 

::.oo much other source for a poor person to turn to except the government. 

! believe that in deserving cases, the ftinister of Social Services 

(nr. Brett) and some of his top officials should have leway to move 

in there and do what has to be done. There really no reason why any

one in this province should have to go without a pair of shoes. There 

is no reason why any person in this province should have their youngster 

sitting around the table in their overcoats trying to do their home

work, that is unnecessary in this province. Put the taxes up, put the 

income taxes up if necessary. take it from us all, reduce our salaries 

down to their's but for gosh sakes let us not allow peoole to go 

hungry, to go without drugs, to die. I kncn.1 a woman who died the 

other day because she did not get enough drugs because she could not 

afford to buy them. I suppose I should not say ! know that is why she 

died, that is not what ::.he medical people would say, but ! believe that 

is why she died because she could not afford to buy the drugs she 

needed. I know that drugs are subsidized for people on welfare but 

if you do not quite make t:he welfare lists tl~en you are out and S.:lme 

people can not do it. I do not believe there is any need for that and 

I believe that the Xinister of Social Services (Hr. Brett) and some 

of his officials - it should not even be necessary to have ::.o so to t:l c 

minister, that high up, to get a pair of shoes for somebody. I have 

been trying for the past three days to try and get the minister to 

get a pair of shoes to some fellow and they say you can not do it, 

you can not break the rules. ! ::.hink they should break the rules. I 

would break. the rules if I were in there. I guarantee you sir, if 

someone came to me and wanted a pair of shoes, he would have them. I 

do not care what would happen, Auditor General or no Audi::.or General, 
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DR. HUBER! KITCHEN: he ~ould get the shoes. That is what 

has to be done in this province. We are not there to serve the la~. 

".l'e are there to serve 
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DR. nUBERT KITCHEN: 

the people, that is ...-hat we are there for. There is no other reason 

for this House to be open except to represent the people that we are 

here to represent. There is no other reason for government. It is 

not a book~eping job. I am not nearly as uptight about this appropriation 

of government funds as some people are on this side. It does not 

bother me very much as long as it does not go into :he pocket of a 

?erson. It does not bother me very much if it is done in a ...-orthy 

cause, perhaps it should be done on a worthy cause and then defend it. 

You have to defend it, you cannot go doing it holus-bolus,break the 

rules but when you do you should be able to say, 1'Yes, I did it. 

Wouldn't you do it under the same circumstances? 11 11Yes, ~oy, go and 

do it again, we changed the rules on that. 11 That is what has to be 

done. We have to respect the law but we have not got to enshrine it. 

!his is what has happened, I believe, in this administration in too 

many cases. Perhaps it has happened in other a~nistrations too, but 

it certainly is happening in this one. It is certainly happening in 

Social Services and it is certainly happen~ng in the St. John's Housing 

Authority and it is happening in many other areas as ~ell. We have to 

remember who we are and who we are serving. 

One of the problema of housing that 

I neglected to mention and I should have mentioned, because it a very 

serious one, has to do with the pentioner. I have a lot of pensioners 

in the area that I represent, people who built their houses and they are 

good, well constructed houses, the husband built it or had it built, 

probably built most of it himself and moved in from wherever he moved 

in, from St. John 1 s or wherever they were from. An awful lot of people 

from outside St. John's in the district :hat I represent, have moved 
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DR, HUBERT KITCHEN: in and have been there twenty, thirty, 

or iorty years and they built their houses, lovely houses, as you go 

around and look at the doors they are all nice and different, but the 

man dies, there is one pension coming in and here she is·. the children 

are gone away and here she is in the house, a nice house. with one 

pension trying to maintain this house. She has an alternative; she can 

close do'WD. the house and s1.:;:~1! ·t-!.1.: go to an old age home, I will go 

on the government and go in an old age home:1 She will cost the 

government several thousand dollars ~hich the government will gladly 

pay but they will not give her a copper to live in that house and 

maintain her life and her pride and her dignity and to have people to 

come and :o maintain this house. I believe that the·re should be more 

flexibility in that respect too, in the way that old people are looked 

after. That brings up a whole series of questions. How are we ~oing to 

handle this question of accomodation for old people? A lot of old people 

whom I know now want to move into subsidized housing, they do not really 

want to, they would rather live where they are but they cannot so they 

try to get where it is subsidized. The problem is the cost to government. 

As the years go by, as the population ~ets older, and it will get older 

in this province, the government will be forced to pay to subsidize more 

and more the housing of older people. It will become a very p;reat bur

~en in this province nnd I do not know how we are going to handle it. 

You will not have to bat we wi.ll, I guess, we will have to handle that, 

~· colleagues on this side, I suppose. 

!lll. HICKMAN: That is why we are into your laps 

right now. 

"R. HUBERT KITCHEN: Whenever. 

MR. HICKY.AJi: There will be about twenty percent of 

the Canadian population supporting the other eighty percent. 
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MR. RIDEOUT: There ~ill be close to one third just 

after the year 2000 in Newfoundland, 

DR. KITCHEN: How are we going to handle this? I 

think we have to explore other ways of doing it and I believe this 

moderate subsidy to the old age pensioner for housing miRht be better 

than st:ick.ing him in a two thousand or what ever it is.. Now then if 

the person gets sick, you can be sick and still live in your own imuse, 

but supposing you get sick and have to move into a place where you have 

to have hospital care or nursing care, it is going to cost that much 

more, So this whole question of housing is related to age, health 

and many more things. Mr. Speaker, I believe we should spend a great 

deal of time, in the years ahead, and in the days ahead and much more 

time than t!te government :1as at this time on this whole area of 

housing. Thank You .. 
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11<. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

11<. PECKFORO: Mr. Speaker, I would 1 ike to add a fe~< conments 

to the debate on the budget which think should be made before we 

are all finished with it and have passed all the dollars and cents 

that are in the budget. Before I get into the main point of what 

I want to say, r~r. Speaker, I shou 1 d 1 ike to address myse 1 f to a 

matter that was brought up by the member to some degree, the last 

speaker, the member for St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) and by other 

people in this House over the last number of years and it is being 

addressed very often now by commentators across this country and 

it relates to the proliferation of the bureaucracy especially through 

Crown corporations and corporations in general. There is a strong 

feeling both in Ottawa and in many of the provinces now that the 

Crown corporation route and the proliferation of the bureaucracy has 

become so great, it has such a strangle hold on a lot of the system 

that it is counterproductive and it is not really doing the country 

any good. 

was reading this evening somewhere,and I was 

just trying to find it,about the increase in the public service 

in Canada relative to the percentpge increases in other industrialized 

countries in the world. I think Canada now matches with Britian and 

\4es t Germany, is way be 1 ow and France and Italy and the United States. 

But Canada in the last ten years or so has succeeded in mushrooming 

its bureaucracy to such a degree that it is just totally unbelievable 

and incredible, absolutely incredible. Where I think I can best 

illustrate clearly is anybody goes to Ottawa on a federal-provincial 

conference now~or has in the last several years~will soon realize 

that there is a - I do not know ~·Jha t they ca 11 it up there now; 

an intergovernmental secretariate or something of that sort. 

asked two years ago when there were 680 to 750 people working in 

this intergovernmental secretariate 

AN HON. MEMBER: Employed. 
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MR. PECKfORD: Employed. I used the word working very loosely. 

I think the gentleman who is head of that secretariate now is a 

fellow by the name of Davis. 

MR. HICKMAN: Henry Davis. 

MR. PECKFORO: Henry Davis. 

MR. ROBERTS: Do they wear purple coats? 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes, all kinds, not only purple ones. You name 

the colour. 

MR. NEARY: They asked Joey one time how many people were working 

in Confederation Building and he said one. 

MR. PECKFORD: Me, is that what he said? If hon. gentlemen remember 

recently there have been a number of documents produced by the 

federal government as it relates not only the proliferation of Crown 

corporations and the proliferation of the public service and whether 

we are really getting good worth for our dollar as it relates to the 

numbers but also the whole role of Crown corporations. And there 

is a recent document out which r commend to han. gentlemen on this 

whole question of Crown corporations, their direction, control and 

accountability. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

government. 

It is probably marked confidential, is it? 

No, I think it was published by the federal 

MR. ROBERTS: It is probably still marked confidential. 

MR. PECKFORO: In which it tries, the federal government tries 

to address itself to - they are into now three or four different 

kinds of Crown corporations and three or four kinds of rules to 

deal with all those different Crown corporations. I cannot 

help but agree in a general way with the whole idea that it looks 

as if we have mushroomed our public services to too great a degree, 

that there is proliferation of corporations and agencies and so on. 

I mean the St. John 1 s Housing Authority and others are indicative 

of the system where a citizen has real difficulty or a member for 

that matter getting to having action taken on a pretty serious 
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:·m.. PEC"JORD: 

listen to CSC Radio this evening when the CBC Radio at seven o'clock 

:·m.. SUll'IONS: Radio or television? 

!-!R. PECKFORD: 

I beg to disagree. 

!-IR. S~NS: 

MR. ?ECKFORD: 

rne CBC Radio at seven o 1 clock. Well, 

~ lot of gentlemen did not hear it. 

Well if the honorable gentlemen did not 

listen to CBC Radio he missed something and I am going to tell him about 

it. They had on a gentleman by the name of Jeff Caruthers, who is a 

freelancer on the energy scene in Canada, and they were asking him 

questions about the latest dispute becween Ontario and Quebec as it 

relates to heavy water plants and the financing of heavy water plants. 

His analysis of the energy scene in Canada were A.E.C.L. Crown Corporation 

and its overall and total committment to nucli!ar energy and how every

body in Ottawa, who is anybody, is so committad toward nuclear option and 

now we find ourselves in a posit~on where we have more heavy water then 

-we have reactors to use it and the federal government financing on one 

hand heavy water plants in Quebec and not financing them in Cn:ario. 

Now Ontario ~1as found out and is mad they did not get the same financing 

package which has been available now to Quebec. So you see the A.E.C.L. 

and the role that these powerful crown corporations are playing in our 

society and that they can determine really, because they are so large 

and because they are so persuasive and the bureaucracy in the corporation 

alone is so built up that it can overpower a government and force a 

government into a policy which is not necessarily the best policy for 

the country, lt happens all the time and it lives off itself. the 

uranium industry, the mining industry, for the sake of creating jobs in 

some parts of the country and it is just unbelieveable •,..:hat happens. 

:1ew Brunswick now has its nuclear plant going ahead anj all the rest 

of it. tr- really causes all kinds of probleos for the country and for 
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Ht. ?ECKFORD: ~overnments. As ! say~the problem is 

that very after, and ~e see it now on the nuclear side in Canada, we are 

in a position where t..te have too much supply of heavy -.rater, where the 

policy enunciated by -a crown corporation overpowered or was able to run 

r~pant for a number of years and now ~e find a situation in our country 

which is not at all healthy, At the same time it discourages.,because 

it is a national policy and by its very nature does not totally reflect 

local preferences and local developments,,Newfoundland and Labrad~r 

gets overpowered and it is crJin~ in the wilderness almost for some 

sanity in developing hydro power first. Where does ilydro Power New

foundland then enter the picture into this Canadian policy which 

because of its nature because of the nature of Canada, because of 

central government role, because of a federal crown corporation, can 

overpoYer us, and has in the last number of years overpowered us to the 

extent that there is a strong - if anybody in Ottawa believes in additional 

power development they only believe it and was even articulated by our 

member in the federal cabinet for it all to go west, that that might be 

the best way for it to happen. Even if they think about LoYer Churchill 

and Gull Island and other power developments it is only in light of 

feeding the industrial heartland of Canada, if they think about it at 

all. Here is Quebec on the nuclear side saying if you really want to go 

ahead and build a heavy water plant, then be our guests, but you are 

going to have to give us some money to build it. So Quebec is the 

beneficiary and recipiant again of additional federal money over and 

above what ~as given to Ont~rio. The power of corporations in this 

country is absolutely fantastic and then it breeds upon itself, 

absolutely no quest.ion about it. The cost and the environmental pro-

blems and all the rest that are associated with it become secondary, 

very secondary. So what the honorable member from St. John's ~~est 

(Dr. Kitchen) and others were talking about for the past several tJeeks 
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MR. PECKFORD: about crown corporations anJ so.on. I 

have a fair a:co.ount of sympathy with them. I think ±t i:; 3omething the 

governments really have to adress themselves to. 

Mr. Speaker to get on points more rel

avent to this particular budget that was brou;:::tt down :;arne time ago by 

the :1inister of Finance (Hr. Hickman), my co league. Let me first 

of all deal with the issue of employment or unemployment in this 

province. The whole question of unemployment or employment, as people 

like to call some of their departments now, 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

is one that pennea tes a 11 of the Western World and of course a 11 

of the world for that matter. It is a problem that all governments 

have at whatever level and Newfoundland has had it since day one. 

I suppose the only time we had an unemployment rate below three or 

four per cent was back in the very early days when everybody was 

fishing and that was only seasonal then I suppose. But in any case 

it has been a part of our system for a long, lang time and most 

economists have come to agree that the question now is just one of 

degree and not one of kind. There is no such thing as total employment 

almost except in places like New Zealand and a few others 1>1here they 

say they have it. But economists usually use fig,ures now. If you 

have a four or five per cent unemployment rate you have for all 

intents and purposes in modern society no unemployment. I mean this 

is the way they are talking. It is all relative. It is all a matter 

of degree. 

Of course our problem is that we are so far above 

what is the national average which runs now around seven and eight 

per cent unemployment and we are up around fifteen and seventeen and 

it even hits twenty per cent on a provincial average. and in many 

parts of the Province much~ much higher. Of course the other factor 

and variable that comes in there is the business of the nature of a 

Province or of a region which will therefore dictate the kind of 

employment opportunities and the kind of jobs that are there. Fishing 

is such a major part of our economy that by definition we must have 

people unemployed in the fishing industry because you cannot get out 

all the year around. It is a seasonal occupation. It is a seasonal 

job 

So you have a lot of factors that go in to make 

up the whole unemployment picture in this Province. Then it is 

incumbent and it has become a common attitude by most people in the 

Hestern World and especially in Canada. more so in Canada than the 

United States, much in Britian as we11, a governmental responsibility 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

not only to create the environment to allow private investors to 

invest to the degree that you will reduce your unemployment but to do 

it also directly to enter the market place directly. And we have as 

most people say now, a sort of half and half kind of system where 

we are not totally capitalist orientated nor are we totally socialist 

orientated. \~e have a bit of both. We have the best or worst of 

both worlds if you will as it relates to how we do it and so therefore 

it is incumbent not only upon the national government who because of their 

fiscal powers have the major responsibility for creating jobs in this 

country but it has became a natural and a common attitude by every 

citizen that the government must do something, tha~ the provincial 

government must do something and in many cases the municipal government, 

the larger ones must do something to bring down unemployment, to creat 

more jobs and that the government must get involved directly into the 

economy. Nat only must they create the right environment to allow 

private investment but at the same time do something themselves. 

They even come to the point where many commentators are even 

suggesting, you know, desperation measures, very short term things 

to get people off the unemployment roles or off the unemployment 

insurance rolls or off the welfare rolls into some kind of 11 productive 11 

employment for a short period of time to try to get them back into 

the work force. 

Very often these things backfire and it is not to 

the best interests of the economy in the long term but it is 

incumbent upon governments to do that very often. And we have become 

very social orientated. A community in Newfoundland now feels 

awfully good if they have a v1ater system coming or a water and 

sewer system coming because the boys can stay home now and work on 

that project for a year. Once again a lot of it is social orientated 

which is not good for a lot of areas because then local iniative 

is hurt because of it very often, that people who would invest a 

few dollars and try to start some kind of local industry to employ 

ten or fifteen people very often do not because they cannot really 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

compete with the water and sewer system that is going through 

by the contractor or whatever. But it is becoming incumbent upon 

government. 

Sa it is part of our way of life here in 

Newfoundland now that governments must invest heavily to create 

jobs through primarily social programmes. And of course thiS 

government as well as previous governments and governments to come 

will continue to do that. I would like to think that as this budget 

sort of points out to try to orientate ourselves away from as much 

as we can, that kind of an approach and more into the rural development 

type of approach, more to stimulating proper programmes for fishery 

development and bring about job creation, the core of job creation 

through stimulating the economy and allowing the private sector to 

get in there and do its work. 

On the social side, you know, this year, Mr. Speaker, 

the highways budget in this Province, all things considered-Dree. 

Trans-Canada and our own provincial funds - is a massive 
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!tR. ?ECRFORD; 

injeceion of money into the economy this ydar. I heard 

talk about vell over 560 million into Trans-Canada l!!~hvay 

improvements, into the DREE roads, Burgeo road alone is 

around $4 million - $4 million alone. 

• ur no::. :tE:<IBER; 

c!R. PECKFORD' 

(Inaudible) . 

Yes, federal? auch better federal 

member than I have in my area and I got two. 

A:r UON. HE}!BER: 

A!t RON. !·!Ea:!lER: 

l-!R. PECKFORD: 

!low • now. 

I got three. 

I got a real good federal member, 

:Ir. Speaker, I got a real good federal 'mecber, the member 

for Gander-Tvillingate, and I have a very mediocre member, 

and that is the member for Grand Falls-White Bay-Labrador -

A:i HO:i. !tE:·IBER: 

t!R.PECKFORD: 

AN HON. m::aBER. 

!·1R. SPEAKER: 

~1R. PECKFORD · 

(Inaudible) 

but the member for -

(Inaudible) 

Order, please~ 

the member for Gander-Twillingate is 

a very, very hard worker and gets the job done. Sometioes I 

even wonder, Mr. Speaker, but bov, but that is another question 

that we will get into some other tine. 3ut we are spending 

a lot of money on highway construction, reconstruction, of 

paving and so on. This will provide jobs over a fairly lonz 

period of tioe, especially as it relates to th~ Trans Can~da 

liighway Agreement and the three years that will be ongoing. 

We must try, even though this is necessary and oust fore 

part of the social infrastructure of our province, we ~ust 

orientate ourselves and it is~ difficult adjustment, :Jr. 

Speaker; this government here recognizes that, where in the 

last two or three budgets we have taken some pretty 

stringent decisions, oeasures to try to reorient the 

governcent away from short-term, quick-money social ?rngrnms 
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~R. P!CKFORD: which are still needed and there 

must al~ays be a hish percentage there because our facilities 

are so much less both on housing, vater and sewer and roads 

and so on as they are in other parts of Canada. But after 

saying that and trying to give the balance here that any 

other ceasures besides those basic social ones ~hich ~e must 

provide as governments, that outside of that the rest of 

government's ti~e must be spent stimulating the economy 

indirectly by creating the right policy, by providin~ the 

right programs, but letting the private sector go in and 

do the work, That is ~hy I was extremely happy and pleased 

with the Minister of Fisheries' announ~aent this present 

spring as it relates to financing of more processing 

f~cilities in this province for both the small entrepreneur 

and the larger company, both of which he announced since 

this Rouse is open; and that will mean a cajor thing for 

governaent to guarantee the financing but not gettin~ in 

there directly. We are all after saying. I have said since 

! eat up, this proliferation of crown corporations and 

the public servants is not a way to solve unc~~loynent, 

is not a way to increase productivity, is not a way to 

develop your wealth. It is a way to develop sonetiMes 

same human resources to a very comfortable existence until 

they are old enou~h to retire. But after you commit 

yourself as you sust to the social things which government 

has to do, like your - I am talking about your social 

assistance and your housing which must be a part of it 

and your municipal works and other public works that you 

have to do and your highways, the thrust towards solvin~ 

unemployment must remain in the private sector and 

government's job is to create that kind of climate. 

now, in the ~ewfoundland situation, we have been, and 

this is our dilemna so often, so fiscally strapped that 
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that the flexibility has not been 

there to create the kind of climate to allow the kind of 

investment and security to investors that they need to eet 

on with the job: and we have got to turn that around. 

~r. Speaker. if anybody ever thinks that we can start 

spending coney and creating environment with sometlting 

oti1er than the fishery as our primary resource development, 

he had better leave the province now because the fishery 

will always be the major economic development lever that 

can be used to create jobs and create new dollars and to 

properly stimulate the ~ewfoundland economy. There is no 

other single resource in this province that is so important 

as the -
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fiR. PECKFORO: 

fishery. It is both the short term, long term and whatever for 

the Province and that must always be the foundation of any economy 

strategy. Hense the ongoing increases in programmes that this 

administration has announced for the fishery have significantly 

changed the face of rural Newfoundland along with its other emphasis 

on rural development in any case and the two go hand in hand. It 

has significantly changed it. And it will not be seen in the short 

term again. It is a more long term thing. Fogo Island was almost 

written off three or four years ago and now it is back stronger than 

ever and will continue so in my view based on the fishery. 

Then we build, Mr. Speaker, after that for our 

employment strategy, and as the budget points out, on the fishery. 

We build on that not with that, not along side of that but on it 

which then recognizes the primary importance of the fishery. On 

top of the fishery go the other programmes and strategies and policies 

that a government develops, that this government or a provincial 

government must develop, on top of it, after the fishery policy is 

in place in other words. That is what I am saying. On top of it 

goes. Then you start looking at your other resources and your 

forestry resources and maintaining it at a high level and your 

mining resources which the budget points out is about thirty-two or 

thirty-four per cent of the gross provincial product. 

The mining industry of this Province contributes 

more towards the gross provincial product than any other single 

resource but -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. PECKFORD: know it is misleading in the sense that there are 

many other factors to take into consideration there but on top of 

the fishery goes your forestry, goes your mining which will be up 

and down and so on. Mines will close dawn and mines will open and 

so on. And your small agricultural industry. And, l'r. Speaker, v1e 

cannot afford to waste money on the agricultural industry. ~Je must 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

concentrate the monies we spend and spend we must and programmes 

to develop on agriculture in those areas that have the potential. 

Not everywhere. You cannot have farmers a11 over this_ Province, 

commercial farmers. You are going to be wasting the taxpayers 

money. You have got to identify land that is suitable for 

agriculture, suitable for growing particular crops and grow those 

crops and stimulate it that way. But not to every Tom, Dick and 

Harry all over the Province where agriculture can never be hardly 

anything. think that is one of the mistakes that have been 

made over the years, that very often we have had a provincial 

argicultural sort of policy on spending money when- there are only 

three or four areas of the Province that really can get into it 

and develop. And we should really encourage those people because 

they are going to be the farmers. They are the ones who have the 

acreage. They are the ones who can be bona fide farmers. That is 

where most of our money should go on the argicultural side. 

Then whatever else will come, Mr. Speaker, two 

other major things, one of dramatic importance that can change 

the face of Newfoundland and give us the fiscal flexibility is the 

offshore oil and gas potential and additional hydro po\'Jer development. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to say here on the hydro side first that 

the member for St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) in his short address 

to the legislature this evening made a statement which to me is 

indicative of an attitude which has got to change in this Province, 

that is the han. gentleman said and I will just try to reflect 

truly what he said, that perhaps when Gull Island power comes on 

electric heat and electricity in this Province can be used again 

for heating because it is going to be more than competetive. 

AN HDN. MEMBER: That is a widespread attitude. 

MR. PECKFORD: That is a widespread attitude. It should be true 

but it is nat true. 

1·1R. FLIGHT: That is an awful switch around for you fellows. 

is it not? 
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MR. PECKFORO: But it is not true. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. PECKFORD: 11r. Speaker, can I just speak in silence. I am not 

throwing barbs at anybody. I am trying to talk about the issues 

of the Province. I am not going to throvt a barb at the member for 

Windsor-Buchans (Mr. Flight)or nothing. I just want to talk about 

the issues as 

which I think 

see them and what I know about certain issues on 

can speak with some authority. 

On the hydro side there is this widespread belief 

still around that once we got Gull Island power on stream across the 

Strait of Belle Isle, down into the Island all our problems are solved 

or just about all of them. That is going to stimulate major industry. 
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:-.inCs of enerr_;y zenerator, or elcct::icity ;;:eneration. ·ro '[Uest:ion ,_:,out 

It i:: too ·~P.rL 

r:' c.t '~ 
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t':::! ::.s:.2r;• i;-, ::~e r:.~::t !:C'!! :·enrs ~tt-:':o.-:;i:;z ·•e ~iC -"':ver;·""'·i:;~ :":~ c'· ":'. (),.. 

t;a ·.;cu1.cl. not as si¢nificnntl7 accrue revenue and ?e c.lcser t.o u ''::ave:' 

provi::ce, Coins cver;t:ting right, or.e :m .. "ldred percent riz-:;,t on :111 the 

rcsou:::c::;s, as on one resour:c::;, oil anC g~s. ·.::-n oil ar:d sus -;:it~; 

jc:riaCicticn ever i:: :m~ the regulations now b. pluC'~ uppl;:int; ·.:e cnn 

in ::::e nc.::t ten or fift'len years do ':li1at ::.:: is irr:pcssitlc to J.o ;!cir:;: 

C:-;;mces are a lac :Cet::er or:. cor:r-ercL:.l 

I l~C~on, 1-..ut you 

'~ .. 
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~1R. PEC!~FORD: and are very characteristic of this 

area of the world and done on a very rational, sane basis to 

give the best return to the people of this province. As I 

said, it is a yeoman task; it is a massive task to create 

permanent jobs in this province and that the sing:e nost 

important area that we must continue to work on and put every 

dollar we can and do it in a wise and sane fashion is the 

fishery. We cannot do it in oil and gas; we have zot the 

regulations and have created the environment for industry to 

come in and do it. and they are starting to come in and do 

it now and will start this year and will increase it next 

year. It is quite possible. Xr. S?eaker, that next year 

there will be as many as five drill ri~s off the coast of 

the island of 9evfoundland and Labrador. as many as five. 

It is quite probable that Eastcan will have three, and Shell 

!exaco one and Imperial one, and ~obi! is even optinistically 

considering now doing additional drilling on their acrea&e because 

of the number of structures that are tltere and the seismic 

work that they have done over the last couple of years. So, 

there is going to be a fairly high !evel of eAploration 

activity over the next few years. whether it turns up 

enough to commercially develop, of course. is the $04,000 

question, b~t the whole employment business is one that 

is easy to talk about and criticize but very difficult to 

solve in a sane and rational Yay ::laking ::he best use of 

your money - a very, very difficult one and has to be done 

on a long-term plan by governments putting whatever dollars 

they can get into the fishery, forcn:ry, nining and rural 

development, trying to get major hydro projects off the 

ground. It is no good to get them off the ~round and sell 

it all west at a c~eap rate where there is very little 

return because you are going to zet four or five years' 

construction work out of it. That is no good. It is just 

as Yell to l~t it flow to the ocean as an insurance policy 
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:!R. PECK FORD: until some day you can put together 

the right package. It is better to do it that vay. It is 

better to keep it flowing than do it any other way. ten t!~~s 

better. Our emphasis, as a people, nust always be alon3 

those lines. Mr. Speaker, t~o or three major events that 

affect me and of which I am fairly proud over the last 

number of (I do not know how nuch tim~ I have left) the 

last number of months has been for the first time this past 

year, Mr. Speaker, the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro 

Corporation came before the Public Utilities goard and was 

scrutinized in its application for rate increases on 

l1ydro wholesale power to other utilities in the province, 

~umber one,which is a major change of policy and shift 

for the better -

AU HO!f. ME~·tBER · 

~tR. PECKFORD: 

(Inaudible) 

for the better for the province. 

~umber tvo,the introduction in this session of the House 

of the ~!ineral and Impost Bill which attenpts,and will 

succeed,to get concession holders in this province to either 

spend more money on their acreage to find new mines or pay 

~ tax which we think will force them to relinquish soqe of 

their acreage and ~ive other companies who are stnndin~ in 

the wings a chance to ~o in and develop. It should increase 

the exploration effort in this province over the next five 

years si~nificantly. It has now .. 

And thirdly. ar. Speaker, the 

Occupation~l Health and Safety Bill and the accompanying 

chan~es in the mininB regulations which will rome about 

to reflec: the cl1angcs in the Occupation'! Health and Saf~ty 

Jill and then all workers will be under the same klnd of 
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principles in health and safety 

standards and gradually the nines inspection division will 

~ave over into that new occupation. health and safety 

division that is comin'1; under Labour and :~a.npower. The 

only reason now, Mr. Speaker, today that the mining 

regulations have not been tabled to reflect the same thing 

that has happened in the occupation, health and safety 

act is that the steelworkers' union has not been in a 

position to meet with us. Ue have been trying to meet 

with them for three to four weeks and they have been very 

busy and have not been able to meet. ! think the meeting 

now which has been delayed two or three times, not because 

we are not able to meet, this is a two-year process that 

is just about to be finished, because they want to have 

their man down from Toronto to be a part of the neeting, 

and it is set up now, I think. for next week sene time. 
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MR. PECKFORO: 

But in any case,within the next couple of weeks we wi11 have the 

mining regulations reflecting all the new principles contained in 

the Occupational Health and Safety Bill so that all mine workers 

will have the same protection under the mining regulations as do 

all other workers under the Occupational Health and Safety Bill. 

And then within a year the Mines Inspection Division will be brought 

physically and totally into the new Occupational Health and Safety 

Division. The mining regulations then will no longer apply but 

will be incorporated then and attached to the Occupational Health 

and Safety Bill which is another fairly major achievement, r4r. 

Speaker, to bring together these bits of legislation which will reflect 

changing conditions in the working place environment of all workers, 

not just mine workers but workers wherever they work especially in 

any industrial enterprises in the Province. I think the government 

has a right to be proud of the achievements made in those areas through 

legislation and through changes in regulations. 

So, Mr. Speaker, this year through this budget there 

is increased highway construction which is going to reflect in a 

higher number of jobs in the highways sector than for a long time. 

There is going to be a gradual increase of workers on the Hines 

Lake project reaching 400 to 500 by this September. There is going 

to be increased work generated because of the offshore exploration. 

There is going to be increased work as a result of new policies 

brought in by this government as it relates to fisheries development. 

both as it relates to small entrepreneur fishery development and 

large ones and the major programme that has been announced by fishery 

products for many parts of the Province as it relates to its plants. 

In the field of rural development we are continuing 

our efforts to create jobs.Every two weeks there are another fifty 

or sixty jobs brought on stream by fairly ~Jell researched small 

and medium sized projects throughout the Province. And, Hr. Speaker, 

to go alon9 with some of those things we have been successful as a 

government over the last number of years to sign a mineral development 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

agreement which is four times better than the one previous. Our 

ongoing roads agreement~ a rural development agreement of about 

$20 million which will be signed very shortly, a tourism agreement 

that has been signed, an ongoing forestry and agricultural agreement 

and a r10rking with the people of Labrador on the massive agreement 

on Labrador development totalling $130 million which is now being 

debated with the people in Labrador, with the various associations 

in Labrador and the labrador Resources Advisory Council. So that we 

have done a fair job in trying to finalize major agreements an the 

resource side ~ith Ottawa to help do the kind of thing that I have 

talked about in stimulating the resource parts of ~ur economy which 

are common to us and which we can really work on doing something 

about. 

think the tourist potential, for example, with 

this large infusion of money should really assist in those areas 

that it is going to affect first and in other areas of the Province. 

So that we have gone a fairly long way to putting most of our 

agreements with Ottawa in the resource sector and most of our 

dollars now in a gradual shift away from a total concentration on 

social, important though that is. But with any additional dollars 

to put it into where it is really going to matter, in the long term. 

That is in the fishery. That is in the forestry. That is in 

the mining. That is in offshore and that is in hydro development. 

That is where our future lies and then with that kind of concentration 

and with that kind of rational development it will create the new 

dollars so that then we have the better social infrastructure that 

1t1e all want so that we can say to Upper Canada that we have facilities 

and roads and everything else in this Province to compete with 

them. But you cannot do it on the backs of the Canadian taxpayers 

totally. You must try to do it through sane, rational resource 

deve 1 opment po 1 ici es vii th an ongoing soci a 1 prograrrrne to meet 

the needs. But any additional dollars that come your way, through 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

borrowing or whatever must go into resource development. Otherv1ise 

you are committing yourself to a sin like you would not believe, 

to try to move along the same path with high concentration of your 

dollars going into social programmes with no corresponding resource 

policies to ensure that you create new dollars to pay for all that 

stuff, to pay for all your social side. 

So you must have that kind of emphasis. I suppose, 

Mr. Speaker, the per capita potential 
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l-!R. PECKFORD: 

of :1ewfoundlanci and Labrador is higher t:h.m anywhere else in Canada. 

I do not suppose if you divided, if you could York out a scheme vhereby 

you divided, put a dollar value on your wealth potential, which is 

possible in the next ten years,and get some experts to tic it for you 

divided by the number of people in the Province that you would come 

up vith a dollar figure for each individual higher than in any ot:her 

Province in Canada. I do not know where you can go in this count:ry 

of Canada and work out: using t:hat: criteria where it Yould be larger 

than it would be in Newfoundland. -And so we have to try to put it 

all together. We have to put an emphasis on the concentration, on 

resource development whenever possible not only to create :he jobs 

but simult:aneously and obviously t:o create t:h.; dollars Yi.lich are 

needeci to pay off and help finance all t:he addit:iona1 social 

programmes that: are so badly needed. To try co do it t:he ot:her way 

around ignores any fut:ure and condemns us t:o always being hardly 

any bet:ter off t:han we are now and that t:o me is an unacceptable 

aim and objective for a Newfoundlander or for a province or for a 

government to have. And we must cont:inue to repeat: over and over 

again t:bat kind of balance witb. the emphasis on t:he resource side to 

our people. To do otherwise is t:o hoodwink them and t:o be a traitor 

to your own Province. You have to look at it that way. We have to 

put it: on t:he fish. We have to puc it on che trees and we have t:o 

put: it on the mines and so on and develop t:he right policies and 

t:he right: programmes, t:o t:ake advantage of all t:he money we can get 

t:o put ic int:o t:hat: wit:h the Federal Government and t:ben t:hese n~v 

dollars are not: t:he same dollar turning over, the same one. We are 

trying t:o cut it even finer and finer and split that dollar int:o many 

~ore pieces, the same dollar and we have t:o bring in new ones. And it 

is only in this way that: we are ever going to be better off, a little 

bit bet:ter next year than we are this year and so on and so t:hat we 

are climbing up a ladder Cowards an aim of being better off .:uid 

progressing and to being some day a have province. 
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:IR. PECKFORD: And to me, Hr. Speaker, that: is you know what 

we ~ust all as ~embers of this House address ourselves to in talking 

about a budget, in talking about developing the Province which is the 

vehicle, the budget, Sir, which we are trying to do that. We must 

do it in this vein and with this kind of concept in mind. Some other 

point in the process of the legislature talked about are how our 

districts fit into that and in the more practical everyday political 

debate that goes on. But as it relates to the budget to me it is the 

one good opportunity because you can talk around it of developing the 

Province in a way which will do the most good not just to us but for 

those who come after and who might want to stay here. 

SOHE liON. MEtillERS : 

NR. SPEAKER> 

HR. F. WHITE: 

SO!-!E liON. !-IE!:1BERS: 

HR. F. WHITE: 

Thank you, Hr. Speaker. 

Hear~ Hear! 

The han. member for Lewisporte. 

Hr. Speaker, -

Hear! Hear! 

ar. Speaker, I have been sitting here tonight 

and I suppose after the kinds of debates that have gone on in the House 

the last three or four months things have sort of cooled down a little 

bit and probably it is time they did and it might be a refreshing few 

minutes to set into some of the thoughts one has on his mind. I was 

sitting tl.tere a lllinute ago, Hr. Speaker, thinking that,you know,today 

I did Provincial Affairs on the CBC for Friday night, I did five 

t:linutes on the free time polit.ical telecast on the CBC and I sat down 

at the typewriter today and I typed up four and a lu1lf minutes and 

went over to the CBC and recorded it for broadcast Friday night and I 

just wonder - You know., I have to stand here now for forty-five 

minutes and make a speech and I just wonder what will have the cost 

impact on the collect.ive consciousness of Newfoundlanders, my five 

oinutes on the CBC Friday night or forty-five minut.es that I will 

stand talking about a few things that are on my mind here tonight. 

I am not going to try to tOlke the skin off the goverr.ment necessarily • 

~1r. Speaker. I think that has been done fairly effectively during this 
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;-!1-t, F. W1UTE: session and I think if we took any more skin off the 

government they would be naked and ! am sure we would not want a naked 

government. 

I would like to congratulate the previous 

speakers on the comments t.hey have made in the Budget debate. The 

gentleman from St. John's West I think gave a very good speech and one 

that I can relate to very, very much and ! 
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ca.n see more and n:ore, !'r. Speaker • i"<'here tbere 

are 1l lot cf nroblet'ls that are noH been articulated that exist in 

St. John's that heretofore we did not hear too euch about, and I 

•,rould suggest, !'r. Speaker, that some parts of St. John's today are 

probably l~ke 7hat rural Newfoundland was in various places many years 

ago because I do not think, ~fr. Speaker, there are as many places in 

rural ~ewfoundland in the critical condition that some places in 

St. John's are today and I have seen some of the places myself. 

~'R. s. NEARY: 

in the naked city. 

~'P. F. ¥lH1J,!: 

Ron Pumphrey says there are 100,000 stories 

Yes. 100,000 stories. 

Because, Hr. Speaker, and I will come to this 

later on but I will just make the comment, I think there has been a 

s~itcheroo in the last few years with respect to the economic hase of 

this Province; it has changed dramatically from the time it was the 

urban centre, being the main source of employment and the main economic 

base of our Province. That is changing rapidly and since the declaration 

of the 200-mile limit and the increase, Hr. Speaker, in the Fishery 

there has been almost a complete change in this Province. Today 

the bulk of the unemployment, I would suggest, !>'r. Speaker, is in the 

urban centres of the Province and not in the rural areas. I can speak 

with a great deal of knowledge with respect to that because I represent 

a predominantly rural area that is far better off than some of the 

~reas in this Province. 

~low, ~!r. Speaker, we are going to talk about 

the Budget Speech. We are into the Budget Speech and I was noticing 

here in the highlig.hts of the Budget, !>!r. Speaker, there are twenty-one 

hig~lights in the Budget and not a single one of those highlights in 

this Budget does anything for the largest majority of people in this 

Province who 1 think are being overlooked by the decision makers in 

:~evfoundland today. And, !--'r. Speaker, I refer to the young people in 

:-'ewff"ttndland today who are probably the most disillusioned and 
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disappointed group of NeN·foundlanders that 

have gro~~ up in this Province in a century. I ~auld like to give 

the House a few figures, Mr. Speaker, with respect to the young 

people and the age groups in Newfoundland today, and I am sure that 

members, a lot of members here, are not aware of the tremendous 

numbers of young people that exist in this Prov!nce and that have 

come up with the pos~ar baby boom, and so on. 

Under nineteen years of age in this Province 

today, Mr. Speaker, under nineteen years of age - forty-three per cent 

of the population of this Province is under nineteen years of age, 

forty-three per cent. 

Under rwenty-five years of age are fifty-five 

per cent are the people of Newfoundland. Fifty-five per cent of the 

people of this Province are under twenty-five years of age. 

Forty-two per cent of this Province have not 

yet had the opportunity to be able to vote because they are not of 

voting age. 

When the Minister of Mines and Energy was 

speaking there a few moments ago about the things that may come about 

in this Province, Mr. Speaker, and may come about ~ith respect to oil 

and gas, and nay come about with respect to hydro, I just wonder how 

long the young people in this Province are going to wait for this 

so-called panacea to come to us in Newfoundland. We have been ~aiting 

a long time, ~-~r. Speaker. We have been waiting long enough that I 

am now reaching the state of middle age, I hate to admit it but t am 

now nearing that state, and we have the largest percentage of the 

people in this Province under twenty-five years of age and nowhere 

to look for jobs and with all the graduations that are going on today. 

-hey must be very, very disillusioned, Mr. Speaker, not only ~ith the 

state of the economy but also with politics generally, Hr. Speaker, and how 

they perceive politics. I do not think, ~!r. Speaker, the \,•ay politics 

is perceived in Newfoundland, particularly by the younger generation, 

I do not think poli.tics is. in fact, ho"W it is perceived by the younc 
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people of this Province. I think the perception 

of politics in Newfoundland is what ve have to change, or try to change. 

It is not the politics as it exists ~ecause I think politics as it 

exists today is the same as it has existed for hundreds of years and 

will exist for hundreds of years to come. But it is the widespread 

false perception of politics and politicians in this Province, ~r. Speaker, 

that concerns 
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MR. WHITE: 

me a oreat deal and I think that we should collectively try to do 

something about this perception. And goodness knows if some of us 

have not tried! But, Mr. Speaker, I think we have to try harder 

and try to change the perception because as we look around, and 

I am not trying to be philosophical or anything else, Mr. Speaker, 

but as we look around the world and we see the Baader-Meinhoff gang 

in Germany and we see the Red Brigades in Italy and we see all kinds 

of youthful terrorists movements growing up throughout the world, we 

must be concerned about what the young people in this Province 

are thinking about as they grow up. And when we sit here in this 

Hause and \lole sit here in this Pro vi nee and rea 1 ize t.ha t mi 11 ions 

and millions of dollars of hydro electricity are flowing along the 

lines into Quebec, money that we could be having to put Newfoundlanders 

to work, I sometimes wonder how long the young people of this Province 

are going to wait, Mr. Speaker. I just wonder how long, for how many 

years, how many decades they are going to wait before they resort 

to some tougher and more radical kind of action than simple 

negotiations with Ottawa. And I am not talking about a political 

decision to throw a switch or something like that. But I think 

if the reality, Mr. Speaker, if reality of present day becomes 

imbedded in the consciousness of young Newfoundlanders I think they 

are going to be very vicious when they reach an age where they are 

going to be looking for jobs. 

It takes so long. r~r. Speaker, to change things in this 

Province with respect to giving a different perception to the wide

spread feeling or the widespread view that politics is dirty and 

that all politicians are in it for the grab and all this kind of 

thing. I do not know how we can change it, Mr. Speaker, unless we 

take some drastic measures and drastic measures we have to take. 

Now a year ago, Mr. Speaker, I put on a private member's motion on 

the Order Paper in this House that we agree to bring television into 

the House of Assembly. Last year the private member's resolution never 
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MR. WHITE: 

got debated. This year it is not going to get debated. We are 

still an the single private member's resolution that first came up, 

the one involving Labrador. 

So I just wondered, Mr. Speaker, what we as individual members 

of the Legislature can do to try and get a point across in this 

House • What can we do? The system to me has got to be ratically 

changed. It has got to be ratically changed or it is just as vtell 

to have a Board of Directors running this Province. would suggest, 

Mr. Speaker, that General Motors got about twice as many employees 

as the entire population of Newfoundland and they probably run it with 

a Board of Directors of eight or ten people. Yet here we are, all 

fifty-one of us standing up here in this House and half the time, 

ninety per cent of the time, Mr. Speaker, except when things such as 

what the hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) has been involved in and 

my colleague here to my left and the Public Accounts Committee, 

those kinds of things where you ferret out singular and isolated 

cases of political corruption or misappropriation of funds or that 

kind of thing, then I can see very little else, Mr. Speaker, thatthe 

Opposition can achieve or that an Opposition member can achieve or 

for that matter a government member on the other side of this House. 

very little that can be achieved. We are glorified ombudsmen in 

many respects trying to solve minor things for our constituents, 

and I do not argue with that, Mr. Speaker. If that is our job, that 

is our job. 

But I would 1 ike to think that here we are a group of fifty

one men and women representing the people of this Province, that 

there is a larger and a higher role we can be playing with respect 

to the running of this Province. And I would like to find some 

way. Mr. Speaker, and the one simple little thing that r have 

interjected into the Orders of the Day in this House and that 

is the private member's resolution on television, r would like to get 

some way to get that debated in the House. And I do not know how to do 
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it unless the government decided they would bring in a government 

resolution on that because I think it would change things in this 

House, Mr. Speaker. You have cable television now. Half the time 

an two of the cable channels you see nothing only community and 

social notes. The House of Commons in Ottawa is run for almost 

a continuous basis on Channel 3 on the cable television. And as 

cable proliferates throughout the Province I think, Mr. Speaker, 

that more and more people would be interested in seeing some of 

the debates in the House of Assembly. And I tell you something 

else, Mr. Speaker, I think that television in the House would change 

a lot of the debates in the House. If 
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~[?.. \>."lUTE: people in the House knew, ~r. Speaker, that 

the people of this Province could see taem an television and 

see them as they operate in the House, there would be 

a lot shorter, plab.er debates in the House, ~tr. Spe.l.ker, 

and a lot mo~e members would be trying to make a point, 

;~r. Speaker, and trying to get their ·;iews across to the 

people of this Pro•:ince. 

~low r am suggesting -

~. NEARY: ~o more smear tactics from the other side. 

!ffi.. WHITE: That is right. That is right. ~o ~ore 

smear tactics, Xr. Speaker, of any kind, shape or form, just 

questions, ~fr. Speaker, and answers. That is what 'W'e have 

been looking for and I am sure that is what we will continue 

to look for. 

~r. Speaker, some people are of the view, 

and this viet-1 ~1as held by the han. gentle!!'.a.n t;ho sat to my 

right in last year's session of the House of Assembly, 

!ir. Smallvood. ~r. Smalhmod was of the view that TV should not 

be brought into the House of Assembly unless it could be covered 

in its entir~ty, unless everJ ~~rd went out over the ~irwaves. 

!low ! totally disagree •.rl.th that, ~!r. Speaker. \·Ihile ! do not 

have a !.n.r::;;e number of accolades to hold out to the press of 

!:his Province at the present ti:::e, I do say, Mr. Speaker, I clo 

say that we should have in t!'tis Uo'..l£e television, ;.md let t:ue 

discretion on what should be used be up to the people t:ho are 

Harking in the media of this Province. If they feel that I should 

be used ;,;ith a clip in the neHs ~ell let them cal:e that dccizion. 

!hedited? 

·~. i7H!TE: They can edit what they lit~e. I do not cure 

-;,·hat they eUlt. I do not care, :~r. Spe.akcr. The? can edi: ::i1at 

t!1cy like as far as I a.-n concerned. If ::.ey ;.:aat to use ten seconds, 
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~m.. ;miTE: if they want to use :wenty seconds, fifty 

seccnC.s or tt.;o hours, as far as I am concerned they can do it. 

T:lere :!.s not a bit of difference in the world, Hr. Speaker, there 

is not a bit of difference in the world. There is a guy sitting 

U? there and ~e hears a speech here, and if he wants to take 

the first ten minutes that I speak and print it in the paper te 

can do it, if he wants to take one sentence he can do it, if he 

wants to take one word he can do it. And I would suggest if I 

swore right now that is probably the only word that would end 

up in the newspaper tomorrow. 

A!l HON. ~!E:!BER: Or call scmebody a name. 

'1R • r-'~"RI TF. : Or call somebody a name or something like that. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that the- shall 

I say the controversial sentences, the controversial name calling 

and that 1-..ind of thing that mal<"..es it tray onto the front page of 

newspapers every day of the ~Jeek, would disappear if we had 

television in this Rouse. The cut and thrust of debate would 

continue. The probing questions ~"ould continue. The arguments 

back and forth would continue. 

,lR, !lEARY: 

:nt. t-rJUTE: 

-might be nore obvious. 

That is right, (o!r. Speal'"..er. I do not think you 

would see the c.cmber for St. John's Centre t1r. :1urphy) sitting 

do~~ in his se~t refusing to answer the Leader of the Opposition 

if ~.:e had television in this House. He would be on his feet so 

quick you woulJ not believe, ~!r. Speaker, and that is my opinion. 

~nyway, ~r. Speaker, I want to go on with 

a few of the suggestions that! have with respect to us politicians 

putting in order the perception that some of the people of this 

?rovince, particularly the younger generation have of us, the 

perception. I am not sa::ing there is anything ;,;rong with politics 

~n this Province. There are some things wrong, Jut nothing that ~ 

feu laws could not change. 
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:iow 1 ~1r. Speaker, if there was ever a province 

in Canada that needs to cut out every single bit of political 

donations it is here in :iewfoundland. Hr. Speaker, i.E the 

govern.'nent of this Province ~.;auld bring in a law saying that 

it is illegal for anybody, any firm, or any group to give one 

single cent to any political party I would be the first on my 

feet to support it. 

~. NEARY: 

}!Jt. tilliTE: 

Uear, hear~ 

For years and years and years, and ! have 

read a fair amount of Newfoundland history, going back to 

the late 1800s, up through the 1900s, ~tr. Speaker, there has 

been - in just about every House of Assembly there has been 

political corruption and charges of political corruption. ~nd 

here t:e are, a very small province, the highest rate of 

unet:Iployment in Canada, and yet we are being the najor r..ews 

items, invariably ~r. Speaker, the t:lD.jor net1s items in recent 

years has been corruption and charees of corruption. And, 

~r. Speaker, t!tey almost <J.lways - they alaost alvays relate 

to donations to politicians or ?Olitica1 parties, al~ost 

al::nys, alr.:ost every single charge of political corruption, aln:.ost 

every single conviction of political corruption in this Province 

can be traced back to that one c:mcer, ~~r. Speaker, that one 

thing, and t~at is donations to political parties from groups, 

L_,d:!.vii.!uals nnd coc-,;~anies and I t:1inl~ -

'!R. !niiTE: 

:r? .• \nliTE: 

Under the table. 

Under the tnble of course. 

Behind closed doors. 

t:1is Province above all others in Canada, should bring i:l a lm1 

that cor:~pletely ::nakes it totall:r and a.bsolutely illcpl for anybody 

to give one single cent to a politician or a political ?nrty. It 

s:tould be done 
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MR. WHITE: 

and it should be done soon and that would do more, Mr. Speaker, 

I suggest, more to try and as I said earlier, take the perception 

of politicians and politics in this Province, to clean it, up in the 

eyes of the young Newfoundlanders everywhere. And I think that 

should be done. And I would commend the government if they would 

only do that, Mr. Speaker, and I do not know why they do not do it. 

I do not know why some of the younger Cabinet ministers on the other 

side do not farce the government into bringing in legislation. 

MR. MORGAN: It is going to be done. 

MR. WHITE: know you are going to bring in a law putting the 

sealing on political donations, that companies can only give $2,000. 

That is not what I am talking about. Make it absolutely and totally 

illegal for anybody to donate anything to a political party and that 

includes money being used to run political headquarters and everything 

else or pay political staffs. Every cent of it should come out of 

the purses of the people of Newfoundland and Labrador because it does 

eventually anyway. 

AN HON. MEMBER: l~hat about a minor party? 

MR. WHITE: Well a minor party trying to get started, obviously 

the details would have to be worked out. Maybe on the basis of 

membership or something like that. I do not know. But somehow 

it would have to be done. It has got to be done somehow or this 

political corruption stink will never leave us in Newfoundland. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, there is something else that has got to 

be changed and that is this thing here called the Elections Act 

because we should tear it up and scatter it to the four winds because 

I do not think it is vmrth the paper that it is written on. There 

are a lot of things in here that I could argue about that have 

caused by-elections, Mr. Speaker, in this Province, people not following 

the rules and so on. But that to me is a lack of education. The 

major items in here, Mr. Speaker, that I would like to see changed 

are with respect to pressuring people into voting for one candidate 

or the other. And I would say that it is pressure and I sa\'/ evidence 
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MR. WHITE: 

of this during the Twillingate by-election, Mr. Speaker. There was 

not that much of it during my campaign in Lewisporte because there 

was a provincial election. There were a lot of things on the go 

so therefore the big wigs of parties could not zero in on one particular 

area. But I tell you, Mr. Speaker, that even if the rules that are 

stated in here today, if they were carried out during the Twillingate 

by-election, Mr. Speaker, I am not so sure a couple of members form 

this Hause would not be in jail. Now, Mr. Speaker, I go as far as 

that right here. 

Every person is guilty of an offense who gives or promises to 

give to any person money or any other consideration to enduce an elector 

to vote or refrain from voting for any candidate or to refrain from 

voting at an election. Now, Mr. Speaker, that I know if it were in 

a court of law, people would be arguing back and forth and so on but 

Mr. Speaker, evidence. I saw at least a half a dozen cases that 1 could 

produce affidavits on, Mr. Speaker, during the Twillingate hy-election 

of where people \'Jere told, either you vote for the Tory candidate or 

you get nothing. Now that to me -

AN HON. MEMBER: Or you will lose your salmon licenses. 

MR. WHITE: Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not mind promises being made. 

That to me is part of the political game and I do not mind promises 

being made but when you go into a fellOW 1 5 house and he is sitting 

there, Mr. Speaker, and one gentleman in particular - I do not know 

if anybody in this - I wish the member for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) 

was here because had a few dillies, because he was the ring leader, 

Mr. Speaker, and here he is quitting now. I will come to that a 

little later on. He quits over a promise that the Premier did not 

keep. What about some that he made during the Twi11ingate by-election? 

Where is he now? Anyway I will come to that later on, Mr. Speaker. 

I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, about a case of an han. gentleman 

in Twillingate, Mr. Speaker, a God fearing Newfoundlander, a one armed 

Newfoundlander, Mr. Speaker, who still shoots turrs. And I do not know 

what his political belief has been down through the years. And he sat 
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MR. HHITE: 

in his House, Mr. Speaker, with his wife and kids there while the 

han. gentleman for Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) stormed up and down 

saying, if you elect Bill Rowe not one dime will you ever get in 

Twillingate district, not a dime. Now, Mr. Speaker, I submit that 

it is a breach of the Elections Act. I submit that the Elections 

Act should be enforced. Are you going to see the Elections Act 

enforced, Mr. Speaker? Not likely, Mr. Speaker. That is why this 

thing should be changed or torn up because it is absolutely scandalous 

and ridiculous. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

And I call upon the government -

[Inaudible). 

MR. HH!TE: I said to the han. gentleman, I told him many times that 

I was going to do it 
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!1R. HHil'E: 

saying. 

~R. MURPHY: 

~!R. ¥1HITE: 

Tape 3863 (Night) EC - 1 

it is true what I am 

That is just one example. 

And if we wanted a select 

committee into it, I could get the people to come in here 

and tell me. And I know people who were going to vote for 

the other side until they heard that -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. WHITE: - you know, and it is absolutely 

scandalous and ridiculous, ~r. Speaker, and I bring it up 

now because it is the first time I have had a chance to 

stand in this House and get a few of those things off ny 

chest. 

A!T RON. ~EMBER: 

H!'t. IVRITE: 

A~T HON. MEMBER: 

Philadelphia. 

HR. t?HITE: 

Is that Ernie? 

Yes, Ernie. 

(Inaudible) he di1 in 

Yes, I know. It is a wonder he 

did not - lost about fifty votes. 

AN HON. MEHBER: - Wild charge. 

MR. HHITE: 

~!r. Speaker. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

~!R. 1?HITE: 

It is not a wild charge, 

He will find out. 

I do not have anything to table. 

I am just telling you what God-fearing ~ewfoundlanders have 

told me -prepared to sign affidavits, you know. So I ~m 

just telling you, ~r. Speaker. 

~R. ~!URPHY: 

!fR, HHITE: 

(Inaudible) table it. 

And I would not be a bit 

surprised if the han. centleman fran Grand ?ails (!'r.Lundri3an) 

would not stand up and adTiit to it. I would not he a bit 

surprised at all if he would not stand up and adnit to it. 
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~!R. HHITE: And did you not see the Premier 

on T.V. during that election saying, 'Well, if our candidate 

is elected obviously he will get more things for the district 

than if the other side is elected.' What do you call that? 

I call that political bribery - that is what it is - you 

know, how can we clean up politics in this Province if that 

kind of thing is going to continue to 00 on? I mean, the 

hon. gentleman from St. John's North (Mr. J. Carter) must 

agree that that is wrong. 

H!l. H. ROH'E: Do you remembt;r what the Pt'er.tier 

said afterwards? Twillingate Island turned down our 

programme. 

~!L \-TRITE: Yes, turned down our progranme. 

I mean, it is shocking, ~r. Speaker. I think it is fine for 

a candidate to go out and say, 'This is the programme we 

will present to you for the next four years, not based on 

whether you elect that nan or you elect that man, but here 

is our programne. ~nd we are the Government. 

to put this programme into effect re~ardless.' 

He are zoing 

The promises 

that have been broken in this Province the last few years, 

!-!r. Speaker, are unbelievable. I know the member for 

St. John's Centre (~r. ~urphy) is going to stand up one 

of those days and say it ~vent on for twenty years. l'aybe 

it did, but Hr. Speaker, people should stat't remenbering 

what they pronise. They really should do - and not make 

promises that are going to deceive people. It just bothers 

me to no end, !!r. Speaker, it really, really does. 

So, as I was saying, ~ 1 r. Speaker, 

the Elections Act should be changed. It should be changed 

for the sake of lots of people in this Province. ! uould 

like to see it with t:1.ore teeth, n lot more teeth than it 

has, and! would like to see it enforced. And I do not 
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!!R. HHI!E: know how it is supposed to 

be enforced unless you cake a charge under the Elections 

Act. You know, I 'phoned up enough complaints to 

Harvey Cole during the by-election, but I guess they are 

forgotten and that is it. 

So t would say, Mr. Speaker, 

that it is time the F.lections Act were changed. The 

Minister of Justice is talking about bringing in amendments 

to the Elections Act. I would like to see them, and I 

hope they do not only deal with detail. _I would like to 

see them deal with all aspects of it, particularly pressure 

on people to vote one way or the other, and I think it 

should be done soon. And that will help as well, ~r.Speaker. 

That would help as well to clean up the perception -

and I again say the perception of politics and politicians 

in this Province that everything is not above board and 

so on, because I think half of it, Mr. Speaker, is the 

perception and not the fact. 

Mr. Speaker, I would also like 

to spend a minute talking about what I would call the 

feeling in many parts of this Province that freedoms are 

being lost more and core every day. ~fr. Speaker, in stead 

of more and more freedoms being ziven to people, I think 

the feeling is abroad in rural Newfoundland, ~tr. Speaker -

rightly so - the feeling is abroad that they are very 

rapidly losing alJ the freedoms they ever had. ~ow I am 

soing to hear something from the other side,as the hon. 

gentleman fran :Jonavista South Crr. ~!organ) shouted out 

the other day 1rhen we were talking about the Crown lands, 

They want us to baby-sit the people out there. We do not 

want to baby-sit the people out there, ~r. Speaker, but 

my main beef is that regulations are being broucht in and 
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~R HR!TE: not given time to be understood 

by people and are being immediately being put into force 

and charges laid if they are not complied with. 

I think that Yhen new regulations 

are brought in there should be a period of time when they 

are explaining to people - that a concerted effort is made 

on the part of government to make people aware of what 

the situation is with respect to new regulations and so 

on. 

are a case in point. 

The recent Cr~wn lands regulations 

Everywhere I go, I hear complaints 

about that. Everywhere I go, I hear more complaints about 

that than I do about lack of jobs - I really do. ! mean, 

! can read you a letter here, ~!r. Speaker, that is 

unbelievable, and I just think I will go ahead and do that. 

It comes from Stoneville, which is a place where there are 

a lot of industrious people working, but they are very 

close to the wilderness as well, and one of the last 

communities on that particular shore that have a road. It 

was where the Horwood Lumber Company - used to be part of 

Horwood -Horwood South and Horwood North one tine. The 

Horwood Lumber Company started ur there a long time ago, 

thus the nal'!l.e l!or-~ood, '!r. Speaker, and part of the old 

mill is still there. It says, 11 We the people of Stoneville 

are deeply 
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concerned regarding the government's 

policy on crown land. From what little information was forthcoming 

before che legislation most people thought .the law would affect 

JH- 1 

crown lands within a community or along the lUghway and that it affected 

only the ownership of land and that a person would not be barred from 

building on crown land but only titat he would not own it. Now we find 

that the government will not permit even the building of a temporary 

ca:ap on crow lands uithout going through a lot of red and expensive 

tape. Most camps in this area are used by their owners only two or 

three tic.es a year and I would like to emphasize this to people who 

have never been in the woods in their lives, to people who are not 

used to the kind of country I come from, most camps in this area are 

used by their owners only two or t.hree times a year. Uowever,these 

camps ensure the fishing or skidooing public that there is a pl.1ce 

of shelter if their machines break d0\.'"0. These camps are as necessary 

in the woods as motels along the highway. We spend millions of dollars 

on search and rescue operations buc chac is noc of much use if the 

person or persons are frozen co death before help arrives. Only last 

winter a resident of this community, }Ir. Frank Hodder..,broke his leg 

while skidooing on Big Pond and he was taken to a camp on another 

pond nearby where he was un.:1ble to be. moved because of the pain. He 

was rescued the next morning by helicopter. Can you imagine what would 

have happened if there had not been a camp where this gentleman could 

have gone? These camps also help promote tourism as people from the 

Hainland who have moved from Newfoundland to come back .. to the island, 

to go in the country with their brothers anJ so on rabbit hunting. 11 

So, Hr. Speaker, I think that that letter, 

which comes incidentally from the principal of a school, a very well 

educated young man down in Stoneville, emplmsizes what I am talking 

about with respect to freedom in rural :lewfoundland, the feeling that 

titeir freedoms are disappearing, :tr. Speaker. I completely go along 

with the theory of government that crown land and everybody who has 

a cabin on crown land that it should be registered and the whole thing. 
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~m. F. ~RITE: I go along ~ith that. I mean that is not something 

that I can argue with but all I am suggesting is that the time period 

in which those regulations are brought in should be extended. ~~. Speaker, 

what I am trying to say is tl~t the time period should be extended so 

people know what is going on and are given a chance to get their house 

in order so to speak before everything comes down on top of them. 

Because it is not only the Provincial Govern::nent and I know the 

Federal Government has done things and rightly so. They b.ave put 

cut offs on fishing licenses and lobster licenses and all that kL~d 

of thing and I agree with that but when you are dealing the society 

of people ~.-ho grew up lrlth the view and the feeling that they could 

do ~hatever they darn well like - they could fish where they like, 

fish for anything they like and usually had to do that in order to 

make a living then you cannot in two or three years which has been 

the case just clamp do\ln on every single freedom thac. c.bey ever had 

in their lives. And this word about the disappearance of freedom I am 

hearing more and more all the time throughout this Province particularily, 

~lr. Speaker, in rural Newfoundland and it is a very grave concern. 

l!R. A.J. ;.{URPHY: 

~-!R. F. 'wtiiTE: 

You sounded so much like Peter C~shin. 

lie but it is true. r oean it is true ami it has 

happened in the last three or four or four or five years because people 

when they grew up as I did in a rural community were taught that if you 

do not get an education you have to try your best to make a living 

whatever way you can. If you get a few rabbits in the winter and sell 

thee, you get a few lobsters in the summer and sell them, you get a 

few codfish and sell thee or you make a few quintals of fish, you make 

a living whichever way you can and a lot of people today are looking 

in the same direction and you cannot change years and years of a mentality 

being developed and being moulded in a matter of two or taree months as 

in many cases this government and the Federal Government have tried to do. 

~I ow, ~-lr. Speaker, r cio not go along with that 

at all and I hope that eventually people ...-ill Sl!e :.:hat you have to bring 

new regulations into effect less quick, Xr. Spehker, and less severe 
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:·m. F. 'n1i.ITE: t:han we have been doing in t:he pas~. Hr. Speaker, I 

just: want:ed t:o make one or t:wo references on t:his 
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spraying 9rogram, the budvorm spraying 

program, the spruce bud;.,.orm spray program, because I did not have 

the opportunity to do so the other night when the debate was on and 

I uanted to get into that but I did not. 

NOY, ~!r. Speaker, let me say from the start 

that I am absolutely and totally opposed to any spray program at allJ 

period. That is a feeling I have and that is my view, and I do not 

care wr~t vie~s this party would take, or anything else, I just have 

to say that I am absolutely and totally opposed to spray programs. 

I just feel that !;ay. I just do not think that we should be spraying 

poison down on top of anything, and I think, Hr. ~peaker, that I 

should express those views because I want to express those views and 

I want to get my chest clear !-lith respect to that, that I am totally 

opposed, probably it is my liberal mindedness, ~·r. Speal~er, or my 

environnentalist mentality, or whatever, but that is my view 

nothing, no spray program at all, and let nature t~ke its course. 

Uov I kno~ that is a hard way to look at things 

but that is the ..:ay I feel about it particularly, Hr. Speaker, now 

in this Province when you have statistics that I do not think came 

out here the other night about the egg mass counts of the spruce 

budworm in this Province. I hate to dredge this up again but nobody, 

! think, stood up and talked about how the spruce bud~.;orm has 

declined in !iewfoundland over the last year. Now the egg mass counts, 

and I am sure most people know about the e.gg mass counts, it is the 

number of egg masses of the spruce budworm in a ten square metre area 

and the 240 egg mass count is the danger point. 

Let us look at some figures. Western Newfoundland 

in 1976 had an egg mass count of 495. In 1976 there was an egg mass 

count of 495. Last year, 1977, the egg mass count had gone below the 

dangerous level to 182. The danger level is 240. Last year in 1977 

uhen the surveys -.rere done it vent below the danger level of 240 and 

is now do• .. 'rl. to 182. Thnt was a decline of sixty-three per cent in the 

egg mass counts of spt"'.1c.e btdtJO!"t: on the West Coast. 
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::_T... i'-'. ROWE: :io spraying. 

''P. F, WRITE: No spraying. ~iothing. That is just a natural 

decline on the West Coast. Now you can argue that it is because a 

lot of tte good timber was eaten so the budworm moved on. But that 

has nothing to do with the present argument. All I am saying is that 

in Hestern Newfoundland the egg mass counts have now dropped below 

the dangerous level and stand at 182 egg masses per ten square metres 

which is below the 240 danger level, a decline of sixty-three per cent. 

In Central Newfoundland, in 1976, the egg mass 

counts were 706- 706 egg masses per ten square metres, and in 1977 

that declined to 376 egg mass counts per ten square metres, a decline 

of forty-seven per cent. 

fo..N. HON. ~~E:R: 

the horse got out. 

~- F. l·IHITE: 

~~· ~!D.!BER: 

~lR. F. \.,r'd!TE: 

~m. G. FLIGHT: 

In Eastern Newfoundland -

They shut the door. They shut the door after 

That is right. Now 

~fuat is your source of information? 

The Department of Forestry and Agriculture. 

Yes, boy. The Department of Forestry, 

•T F, tlftiTE: Now in Eastern Nelolfoundland, ~!r. Speaker, watch 

the trail of the budworrn as it comes across NeHfoundland. In 1976 \Jhen 

it hit Eastern :1ewfoundland first, the egg nass counts ~.;ere 861 

per ten ~quare metres and that is a heavy scene. liow last year, 1977, 

that had gone down to 543 egg mass counts were ten square metres, and 

that r.~as a decline of minus thirty-nine per cent. 

For the entire Province the egg mass counts went 

do~~ 678 for 1976 to 360 for 1977, a decline of forty-seven per cent. 

~ow. ~rr. Speaker, I do not know if the '.'in~ster 

of Forestry und Agriculture refutes those particular figures, or not, 

but to r:-,e those figures tnC:icate that the spruce ~udworm infestation 

in ;~ewf('undlnnd is on the decline, and it dee;lines after it has its 

rr:ajor impnct on an area, and T "'ould say from this decline \-Je have seen 

across this ?'::'o•• ~nee that in Central :·:e<:,•foundlancl this year q·:lf~n the 
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surveys are done it is liYely the egg nass counts 

~dll be below the 240 danger level, I wcu:d :::ay t:u1: a year fro~ now in 

Eastern ~1ewfoundland it is likely to be below tte egg r.Jnss count danger 

level. 

!!ow if those figures nre true then we should 

not be having a spray program of any kind this year. And t understand 

they are true, I understand they came from the Hinister's Departnent 

and that is all I can do about that. 

''P. G. FLIGHT: 

~1evfoundland, 

l"P • F. '•TRITE : 

We t.rill be perpetrating the budvorrn in 

In other POt'ds, in i-1estern ~!et.rfoundland :{ t has 

already declined below the danger mark and it is headed in the same 

direction in Central Newfoundland. So the trend is there, Hr. Spea!-:er, 

irrP.futable 
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~tR. F'. W1!I'!'E: facts are there, !!r. Speaker, 

and I do not think ~e should be having a spray program in 

:rewfoundla..,d this year. tut, Z.fr, Speaker, I think I know '\Jhy 

they are having a spray program in Newfoundland this year 

because I think they are being told by the paper companies 

to have a spray program I think the government is listening 

to the paper companies at least once too often and I au~ 

getting sick of it. I am getting aid: of it, !~r. Speaker, 

we should be masters of our own house we are either men 

or we are horns, Mr. Speaker , and we have got to stop 

listening to the multinational corporations and making our 

own decisions. And on that basis I congratulate the ~inister 

of ~tines and Energy for holding out with the oil companies. 

He won that hattie and I am sure we will win other battles if 

we hold out with the oultinationals. 

I am told this year that 

Price (~fld.) ~ade about 40 million bucks because the Canadian 

dollar is down. Forty ~illion bucks extra profit. forty million 

dollars because the Canadi.an dollar is dmm on the US market. 

I am also told my contractors with one pa=:icul&r paper company 

that it will be three years before they get in to the spruce 

budworm infested timber. Three years before they reach they will 

point. Hhy? B;cause the paper companies do not uant their 

costs to go up for deliverine; t.~ood to the mill and therefore 

they are cutting the wood the closest to the ~ransportation 

linked with the mill. :hat is what they are doing. 

"" FT. Tr:ll'T' • High grading. 

·~ F. Wtl!TE: Yes, of course they are • .-'• 

~fr. FLIGHT, High grading. 

,,!l\, F. WHITE: High grading, that is rig!'::t. They 

are still getting the best wood and getting out as fast ns thev 

can and as cheap as they can instead of spending 3o~e of their 

money invest in a little nore of their profit bto !lewfaundland 
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'ffi. F. HHITE: Anti they are talking now - that 

is righ: everj,mere - they are talking now about t~e herring ~oney, 

right? the herrin~ money. The herring coney they are talking 

about it in the stores and the Ousiness peo~le I sit doun with 

t:tey say the herring money is coming in and even I was talking 

to a guy from a Lions Club the other day and he was saying that 

at a dance the other night for some yound people there was ten 

times as many hot dogs sold because the herring money has 

started to come in. 

Hell, one fish plant in particular 

has been operating twenty-four hours a day, seven. days a week 

since January 15. Twenty-four hours a day seven days a week 

since January 15. They have exported so far S million pounds 

of herring. It is unbelievable what is happening out there. 

~ow my concern is this :hat my district is slam bang in the 

main spawning area for herring. The Il'.ain area of Newfoundland 

for herring reproduction is the Northeast Coast from Cape ~reels 

to Cape Bauld that area it includes Green Bay and ~Totre Dame 

Bay in particular and parts of Eonavista Bav. 

Hhat concerns me now is 

that we are not having enough regard for the spawning 

herring and this has been expressed to me by the fish plant 

owners as t-lell. The herring are now going to shore and 

spa~~ing and the bays are being barred off by longliners. 

I had a call a few minutes agp and they tell me that the 

longliners have now barred off what we call Chapel Cove, 

'<rhich is the major spawning area,and the entire h::~y is full 

of spaw~ing ~errine. The ~ntire ~ay. 

'"R. Pt:CKFORD: fJo you know what ~appened in 

my area? (inaudible) same herrine bonanza that you 

are nm.; describing in your area. There is no herring there this 

year. 
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~'3. F. "I-lliTE: But they are·ncving around 

and ao what 1 am concerned about is that they are going to 

collect up all the spawned herring and away it is gone. Tile 

herring fishery is destroyed and I am going to speak to the 

~!inister of Fisheries about it because I do not think they 

should be allowed to do it. They have gone into this big 

cove that is about a half a mile long and they have nets 

right across it it is full of herring and they will spend 

their days and they will 
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'(?.. T<UTE: collect up every single spa1my herring that 

is in that bay and then next year we •Nill have r.o ::errir:t fishery. 

The same thing happened in the North Sea, exactly the sa.-:1e thing. 

The herring stocks :-Jere completely depleted and it is going to 

be four or five t:10re yea-:s before the :-iorth Sea herring s::ocks 

are rebuilt and tJhen that happens of course ~;e are going ::o 

be in trouble here again because that is ~~:a main source of supply 

for Germany, the !ior:.h Sea, except that the !iorth Sea herring 

stocks disappeared, ours built up and now you ~re going to 

see the same thing happen to our herring stocks here in 

~Teufoundland, they are going to be depleted. 

:,!r. Speaker, my t~e has run up and I 

will have a few words to say later on. 

SOHE HON. !l:w.-!BERS: Hear, hear! 

:em. SPEAKER: The !lon. member for Nount Pearl. 

!ffi. ~:. WI!l'DSOR: !-!r. Speaker, first of all I ar.~ going to 

say to the hon. member for Lewisporte (~!r. White) that it has 

been somewhat refreshing to listen to him, a ver: concise, 

t<Tell thought out speech, having being subjected to some twelve 

hours from his colleague from Burgee - Day d'Espoir C,Ir. Sir.:mons). 

AN HON. !IDffiER: (Inaudible) 

;m.. N. WINDSOR: It is ~o~t refreshing indeed to be able to 

listen to the hon. member for Le~isporte (Hr. i-H1ite). He hud 

some points to make, some things that he obviously believed 

in ver; deeply. ! may not agree with everyt!ling he said, 

Sir, but I think he spoke well and I congratulate him on quite 

a good speech. 

I v;ould like to talk nbout - or just nake 

5rief reference to a number of things that he talkeC about and 

one thing he mentioned and ! think it is something that perhaps 

all of us here ln the House of Assembly are thinking about not.; 

is '-<~'hat e:"~:actly can a me1:1ber accomplish, purticuL:trly.,say,her8. 

in the House of Assenbly. And ! think about it - here it is 
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ten-thirty at nlght, I stand up to speak 

and ! am grateful for a few faithful Newfoundlanders in the 

galleries who were staying here at this hour of the night 

to listen. The media people are here,of ~ourse,but I 

suspect that ~y now they have had almost as much as they 

wish to hear for one day. I do not intend to make any 

sensational statements so I do not expect any headlines. 

I am going to make a few state~ents, 

talk about a few things that relate to my own district 

in particular. I doubt if any of these will be reported. ! 

doubt if very much of what the han. gentleman said will be 

reported. 

The fact is, Mr. Speaker, some of this 

stuff is quite important. The han. gentleman made some ve~; 

good points and I hope that perhaps I will make same goad 

ones as t-?ell, but unfortunately I an not goin3 to expose 

any scandals, any great sensational headlines or anything of 

that nature so ! will get very minimal coverage. It is 

unfor:uante, and I do not want to be overly ~riticnl of the 

media, their job is to sell their newspapers or their 

tel<!vision advertising or radio advertising or ~!hatever, but 

it seems, !·tr. Speaker, that any constructive statement 

!'eccntly has very little importance. t will give you an 

example that in fact happened to 1:1e just yesterday. I issued 

a press release yesterdny afternoon of a road reconstruction 

progra."'lll:le, ttidening of Topsail Road to four lanes. A good programme 

in t:>y district, I have been fi:;hting for it for tbree years. 

I 2::1 quite tJroud of the fact and quite happy that tl:e goverr:.cr.t 

::.as agreed to do it this year. I issued .1. press release :;es::.crda; 

afteraoon, it is a prcgra:c::;:e of sorr.e $636,000 the contrnct wes, 

it ,.:c:tt to all the c::eJin. IJ:1e radio statior: used it. One 
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radio station used it as if it cace 

free the :1inister of Transportation and ignored t:le completely. 

The third radio station I do not think used it at all and 

neit~er one of the printed· media have yet used it so it 

sho~,:s you t:hc.t level of importance perhaps the media" nut 

on announcecents that are constructive, that are saying, 

this is going to be done. And it may not be great provincial 

news but it certainly is impo~tant to the 15,000 people in 

my district and perhaps another couple of hundred thousand 

people who use the Topsail Road quite regularly. 

The han. member for St. John's Centre 

(Mr. Xurphy) 1 and I am sure the han. member for Conception 

Bay South (Mr. ~alan) and pretty well everyone of us ,I thinl~, 

at least from this area, have constituents who use that road 

regularly. So I thought !twas a fairly important announcement. 

I am just using that as an example. You make a positive 

statement and it is most unlikely that it ~,..ill get bad~ 

to the people of the Province who really should be ::ept 

info~ed. So I lay that as a minor criticism perhaps of 

the media. 

The han. gentleman talked about televi~ion 

coverage in the House, Sir, and I must say I think perhaps 

it might be a r;ood idea to tr; it. Secause I think pe-r!ups 

•.vhnt ·,;e would see is we would not see hon. gentlemen speaking 

for four .utd five days. 1: think ::.hey t-lauld tend to be much 

more concise. He waul::! have speeches such as the one we just 

listened to, very concise, very straight and to the point. Ani, 

Sir, I say if you cannot ::peak or say tJhnt you have to say on 

a particular topic in forty-five minutes then you are really 

not ma!:ing any 
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or fourtce:t ::ours to t~ll: o.:::out, to sa:r ;:;or;ct:li::tS that FOUld co'i:r::!.' ute 

for ;;ore than t't:enty ::ti.nutes "tnd not'llng to say. ~t: ic; ;.ore scu;:d,: 

sc::olar. 

Your :::urr.. is corir:. 
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::ave ',)c.c:: tcll::.!n;; to t!::e ':iniscer of Tourisr:: t~n t:1is c.n~ so:::e of tt.,e 

rc;:;ulat.ions t::nt ~:ave r.D'.·-' ee:t placed on people r.:ho usc t 1'0SC provinci:1l 

:1nve sc.iJ. so to t!1e ~'iaister, I :1ave sai2 ::;o to l:is oFficio:!;;, ::nC t:\e 

o£ •::ont:-ol in o•Jr p::J.rt·s ·"J~Jt. Sir, l= T :1ad •:antel! to ::o to :~-t)_i._tO-ry c:::::-r 

I ~:auld .·a"e cone to <nmtJ "'or>'~'', or sol7'ett::C!r"' cl:.;e. T 'J.t to t:avc ';;o 

;;c ~ ·~:;: -c. n:>~ a.n -:::-:nrrplc, sny,Sutt::!r?Ot ?a:r!· 1 '-":ere if :·ou ,1rr; cz:0p:

fo'T'. ir: t':2 ~:u:a;-site nte.a it is !30t::ething in c:1c. orrler of n:o ~·!..les ::o ;;c.t 

,, 
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Ltu:ir~u:"'!. that you can stay at arc~' one tire, <:t a:1.y rate -·~;at :1appcns 

:.f .tc :ecL~c.s, Slr, that he Hants \:c1 L<.::: :li!j canoe and ~lis ;'u,--. tent 

a:ccl ,;;o up tl--:e river? Sny, 1
;,-; is near :erra. ··ov<J. ::.iver a:ti ':..z hci 'es, 

:rell. fi::;:".int; around the provincial pnrl· or ''ithir:. renson.:6b .:iistanc.e 

is not too soar\, "I th.::1': ! "Till ta!:e a. little trip up t:tc :''i!rra ··ova 

-iver nor: in r.y canoe and tP.l:e ny ~up tent along." 
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MR. N. l'IINDSOR: What does he do? Does he have 

to check out of the park? Does he leave his trailer and 

his car out, totally without any supervision at all, on 

the side of a highway while he travels off up there, 

or should he not be allowed to leave it? You know, he 

is going to stay overnight perhaps, or maybe two days 

even on this little venture. 

It is not an unusual thing. 

I know a number of good friends of mine have taken the 

trouble to go up the Bay d'Espoir and come by canoe all 

the way down the Northwest Gander, right down to the Gander 

Lake in Glenwood. It is a tremendous trip and I think it 

takes two to three days. Somebody who was in a provincial 

park could not do that sort of thing. 

MRS. MCISSAC: They do not have to take 

them up, do they? 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

day. 

MRS. MCISSAC: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

You have to check in every 

That must be a new rule then. 

It came in last year. 

Previously you could check in 

for ten days and pay for your ten days and there you were. 

Now, I want to get both sides of the story. Obviously, the 

rationale is that a number of people were setting up their 

trailers on a Thursday and they were leaving them there, 

they were using them that weekend and they were leaving 

them all the next week and coming back the next weekend. 

MR. HICKMAN: Keeping somebody else out. 

MR. N. NINDSOR: Yes, they were keeping somebody 

else out but only during the weekdays when the parks are 

not full anyway, during the weekdays when the parks, with 

some exceptions, there may be a one or O.ro week period 

during the middle of the Summer where a particular park 

is full all week, but I would suggest, and the figures here 

in the statistics of provincial parks released by the 
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HR. N. WINDSOR: department for 1977, looking 

at those it would seem to indicate that there certainly 

are periods when the parks are less than full, and I 

would suggest that certainly during the week they are 

not full. I think Butterpot Park is perhaps one of the 

most popular and I know from some experience that there 

are nor.mally, during the week, campsites available. 

So what about the person -

and let us use Butterpot Park as an example again because 

a lot of people do go there because it is convenient to 

the city. Pe~ple go up there, as I have said, and they 

want to set up their trailer and stay there for the week

end and they want to leave it there next week because they 

are only going to come back to the city for maybe three 

days, maybe Monday was a holiday and they are going to be 

back in there again Friday afternoon, they are going to 

skip off lunch time Friday and go back in, so they are 

only leaving it for three days, it is cheaper for them to 

pay their two dollars a day, or whatever it is for three 

days, than it is to tow that trailer or whatever back to 

town. Because you are going to burn ten to fifteen dollars 

worth of gas to haul a trailer out to Butterpot Park and 

back, so it is much cheaper for them, much more convenient 

to go back next week. And they do not have an hour or so 

of work to get their trailer levelled up and get it set 

up, snd get the jacks underneath it a get everything hooked 

up again, it is all set to go. And maybe during the week 

they would want to take a run in for an evening and have 

a cookup and it is there ready for them. 

Or in another case where some 

senior citizens perhaps - you know, the amount of work 

involved. It is quite unreasonable - if they could set it 

up for any length of time. 

I know of a case that is very 

close to me and my hon. friend opposite knows what I am 
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M.11.. N. WINDSOR: talking about, where a 

particular lady, my mother, let us be honest about it, 

who loves camping, has a trailer and since my father 

passed away a few years ago, of course, she will not 

dirve a car with a trailer behind it, but she loves to 

be out in that park with her trailer. So it is quite 

common for me to tow her trailer out there and set it 

up for her and leave her there for ten days. And she 

might come back during the week. But if I cannot leave 

it there now for ten days then it means that I have to 

go out on Thursday and set her up for two or three days 

and bring her back again and bring her out again the 

next week and bring her back again. 

MRS. MCISSAC: 

a question? 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

MRS • MCISSAC: 

Would the han. member permit 

Yes. 

Well, suppose you set her up 

in Barachois Park in my area and she decided to spend three 

days in there and you came back here and she decided to 

come home for the next three days, what happens to her 

setup? Do you mean it has to be moved out of the park? 

11R. N. WINDSOR: She cannot leave it there. 

She cannot leave it there unless she checks. Now, I will 

tell you what is happening here in the city, in Butterpot 

Park, a number of people are going out there and they are 

setting up their trailers and they are leaving them there 

for the week and they are diriving to Butterpot Park once 

a day just to go in and say, Hello, I am here, I am in spot 

number 57. So what are you accomplishing? You have the 

people to whom you are trying to say bring your trailer 

back to the city with you and leave that space vacant, 

all you are doing is forcing them to spend ten dollars or 

fifteen dollars on gas every day just to drive back and 

forth. It is just ridiculous. I do not know how many 

people are doing that, but I do know there are people who are 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: doing it. 

How about another example 

where, say, a couple go out and set up their trailer in 

Butterpot Park hopefully for ten days. The husband is 

still at work so the wife and kids decide that they would 

like to stay out for the week so he comes on back to 

St. John's and goes to work for the week, how then does 

the wife get that two miles or three miles or whatever 

it is to check in? How does she get up there to say, Look, 

I am here? The car is gone* If it is a nice day the kids 

could walk up, I suppose, but if it is a rainy day what 

does she do? She could hitch a ride, I suppose, with a 

neighbour. Obviously the point is that he parks are 

designed for everybody's use and so forth, but I 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: would suggest that some of 

these regulations now are getting a little too stiff, 

they are taking it a little too far. We go to the 

country, to our provincial parks to relax and get away 

from all of this regimentation and now we are regulating 

our parks to the point where sometimes you wonder if it 

is worthwhile. 

MR. DOODY: Losing some revenue. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: That is right, losing revenue. 

I cannot back that one up with a statistic because I 

checked it here and Butterpot Park was exactly the same 

this year as it was last year. Some of them have gone down 

and some of them have gone up. 

~ms. MCISSAC: A few people's abuse makes it 

bad for everyone else. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: Sure! Yes. 

The pros and cons, you know, 

some people probably are happier. Obviously the department 

had a lot of complaints that people were leaving their 

trailers but they could only leave tha~ for a maximum of 

ten days anyway, and if people were willing to pay for ten 

days then I say they have a right to leave their trailers 

there for ten days, and if they want to leave it for one 

or two days in that interim period, that is their business. 

I will say that the solution 

to the problem is very simply that we need more camping 

spots in the Province. By far our camping parks, and if 

you look again at these statistics you will see that there 

is a very high level of utilization of our camping parks 

and we need many, many more made available to people who 

wish to participate in that particular sort of recreational 

endeavour. 

While I am out in the country, 

so to speak, I want to just make brief mention of something 

that I became quite concerned about last year while out on a 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: fishing trip. What really 

pointed it out to me was this simple fact, that I had 

taken the day to go trouting with my daughter who was seven 

years old at the time, and we had been driving around 

all day from place to place, and stopping here and there 

doing some fishing and having a boil-up and so forth and 

she turned to me and she said, "Daddy, how come every 

where we go there is garbage?" Now, a seven-year old. 

Out of the mouths of babes. And there is garbage. The 

han. the Minister of Environment, I am sure, knows what 

I ~ talking about. Anywhere that there is a grassy area 

by the side of a river whe.re somebody mighf wish to stop 

and have a boil-up, there is garbage, bagS of garbage, 

loose garbage, tin cans, bottles,anything at all. 

Sometime ago you could travel 

the Province and in many of these areas you would find a 

picnic table, you would find a garbage container and so 

forth, but most of these are gone now the policy, of 

course, being that the provincial parks have now been 

built and we are hoping to encourage people to use these 

properly regulated and properly administered facilities 

where garbage disposal facilities are there and toilet 

facilities and so forth. But let us be a little more 

realistic than that, let us realize that some people do not 

want to go to a provincial park where there are 1,500 or 

1,000 people in that same small area, some people still 

want to go to these little grassy areas by a bridge or 

by a pond or whatever and they are going to use them. I 

am not so sure that we could not provide a few garbage 

containers. The han. member is solving my problem, he 

is passing me a litter container~ 

MR. t1URPHY: I will get you a big one for 

your car. 

1-!R. N. WINDSOR: All I need now is a Chinese 

army to walk around Newfoundland with these and our problems 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: will be solved. 

But I do want to go on record 

as being extremely displeased with the state that some of 

our public areas are in and I call upon our fellow 

Newfoundlanders to take a little more pride in their 

Province~ If I ever saw one of my children throw a 

chocolate bar wrapper on the ground on the side of a 

highway, Sir, or anywhere, it would be the last chocolate 

bar they would see for about twelve months. 

MR. MURPHY: I am hoping to introduce a 

litterbug contest. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: Well, I would encourage any 

efforts that the Minister of Consumer Affairs and the 

Environment would make in that regard because I think it 

is something that is drastically needed in this Province 

and I would support any efforts he would make. 

Now, how are we doing? I 

have fifteen minutes. 

So~m HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

AN HON. MEMBER: Mount Pearl or -

MR. N. WINDSOR: Do you want me to go into 

Mount Pearl? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Yes, go ahead. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: The han. minister wants me to 

talk about Mount Pearl. It just happens to be one of my 

favourite topics, Mr. Speaker, and I was just coming to it. 

It just happened to be next. 

First of all I just want to 

say one brief word. As all han. members
1

I am sure, know 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: we had our municipal election 

in there a few months ago. We now have a new council and 

I would like to congratulate these new councillors. They 

are an excellent council. We have had a number of 

meetings with them, had excellent liason. The minister 

and his officials have met with them. I am sure the 

minister will agree we have an excellent working relation

ship going and we are looking forward to accomplishing 

some ve~ great things in the town of Mount Pearl itself. 

When I talk about Mount Pearl 

I have to separate here, Sir, my district. I have to talk 

about the town which is the incorporated part of my 

district and then the other part of the district of Mount 

Pearl, of course, which is not incorporated. I will deal 

with, first of all if I may, Sir, some matters affecting 

the town. 

One of the major problems, of 

course, the town is facing is the financial problem as the 

minister well knows, we have had many discussions on it. 

And there are a number of reasons for that, Sir, primarily 

I would suggest because Mount Pearl is essentially a 

residential community, it is a dormitory town, a satellite 

to the City of St. John's. We have not developed the way 

that perhaps we had intended when in 1958 the municipal 

plan was first drawn up. Certain changes came in such as 

the development of the New Town and the Donovan's Industrial 

Park and changes were made in accordance with the adoption 

of those plans to the Mount Pearl municipal plan. As a 

result Mount Pearl now is something in the order of 95 

per cent residential. Its tax base is 95 per cent residential. 

The population of Mount Pearl is approximately 10,500, one 

of the largest communities in the Province. 

Our tax incidence, by the 

way, is on the.average $415 per unit. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Is it that much? 
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DR. WINSOR: 

others. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

the Province. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

That is higher than most 

Yes, one of the highest in 

That is that now? 

The tax incidence in Mount 

Pearl, $415 per unit, on the average which I would suggest, 

Sir, is high·--~---- I would Suggest that the people in Mount 

Pearl are certainly paying their way and yet -

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

MRS. MCISSAC: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

tax? 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

$415. That includes water. 

On the average. 

That is on the average. 

Oh, that included water. 

Yes, that includes water. 

How do they work out the water 

The water tax is $90 per year. 

So you are looking at $325 for property taxes and $90 for 

water. 

MR. WHITE: We have a better deal than that. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: I am sure you have a better deal 

than that and this is my whole point. 

MR. WHITE: So our tax base of 3,500 people 

is better than yours with 9,000. 

MRS. MCISSAC: (Inaudible) service fee. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

is not included there. 

MRS. MCISSAC: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

There is a service fee but that 

That is property tax. 

Yes, this is real property tax. 

There is a service fee which is -

AN HON. MEMBER: For single people. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: Yes, that is right, for boarders, 

people who are working, but it really produces very little 

revenue. The cost of collecting it is almost as you would get 
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HR. N. WINDSOR: 

in fact. 

out of it. It is a nuisance, 

So the point I am trying to 

make, Sir, is that the people in Mount Pearl are by all 

means, paying their way and why then do we have financial 

problems in the town? First of all, as I mentioned, 

because we do not have enough industrial or commercial 

tax base and the reason for that is because of the 

changes that were made to accomodate the New Town 

development and the Donovan's Industrial Park. So the 

obvious solution then is an expansion of Mount Pearl's 

boundary to give it back the industrial base that is should 

have had, that it needed. The industrial park that 

was planned in 1958 in Mount Pearl was rezoned residential 

in 1969, when the New Town plan was being adopted and 

being planned in favour of Donovan's Industrial Park, so 

there lies Mount Pearl's industrial tax base. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

forced on the town. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

It is unfortunate that it was 

It was forced on the town. I 

do not know if it is fair to say that it was forced on the 

town, they did not have too much choice, but it was 

negotiated, it was suggested that this was the logical thing 

to do. And I support that suggestion, by the way, and I 

support the decision that it was a logical thing to do. 

AN HON. MEMBER: If Mount Pearl's boundaries 

were expanded. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: If Mount Pearl's boundaries 

were expanded. And this was the one point that was missed 

in 1969-1970, or something in that area. Yes, by all 

means rezone it residential, that land, that property is 

much better as a residential area and the industrial area 

is much better at Donovan's where it has access to the 

Trans-Canada Highway directly, the property is much better 

for rail access and I think some 60 or 65 per cent of the 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: industrial land out there 

will be serviced by rail, so it was a very logical 

decision to make provided the town boundary was expanded 

and that was missed, it was not done and that, Sir, is 

the reason for Mount's Pearl's dilemma. 

Not only that, I have to say 

again as I think I mentioned during the debate on the 

estimates for the Department of Municipal Affairs, that 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: the town is paying a very 

high per unit assessment and better than 75 per cent of 

the town's revenue is raised locally. Less than 25 per 

cent comes from the provincial government by way of 

any sort of grant. 

DR. KITCHEN: 

highest. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

Which is again one of the 

~ihich is, again, one of the 

highest.~ I will quote you some and these are the figures 

from the Henley Report. I am sure all gentlemen have them. 

They are certainly available. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: These are Whelan. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: These were Whelan, sorry. 

Although some of them were in the Henley Report as well, 

these are the revised ones from Whelan. 

locally. 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

MR. MURPHY: 

from the Province. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

Paradise 35 per cent raised 

35 per cent? 

Raised locally. 

Raised locally and 65 per cent 

And 65 per cent from the Province. 

Petty Harbour - Maddox Cove, 

47 per cent raised locally; Flatrock 38 per cent raised 

locally; Conception Bay South 55 per cent locally. These 

are 1976 figure here, by the way. 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes, well if you had it now, 

the figures today, there would be less contribution by the 

municipality and more by the Province. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: That is right. 

Now, Sir, the House passed -

MR. MURPHY: Is St. John's on that, by the 

way? 

MR. N. WINDSOR: St. John's is difficult because 

it is under a different system. 
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MR. MURPHY: 

know. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

I did have a figure -

MR.DINN: 

I was just wondering, you 

They would be in the order -

It is different because of the 

fact that you have the fire and police protection. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: That is right. If you add the 

fire and police protection I think it would be around 27 

per cent from the Province or something of that order. 

MRS. MCISSAC: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

St. John's urban 

MR. MURPHY: 

region. 

What is it? 

27 per cent. 

Is St. George's on that one? 

No, these are just in the 

The Northeast. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: Yes. I am sure the minister would 

have the figures available in his department. 

MR. PECKFORD: 

20 per cent. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

(Inaudible) now would be about 

So what I am saying, Sir, is 

that the town of Mount Pearl by all means has a case to 

present to government for a higher rate of subsidy and, 

indeed, the new municipal grant structure that was passed 

by the House two years ago, I think, which has not been 

proclaimed -

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Last year. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: - but has not been proclaimed, 

Sir, if that formula were applied the town of Mount Pearl 

would receive quite a bit more revenue from the Province 

than it is receiving and in fact, Sir, would be in a very 

solvent position, very solvent. Even as it now is, even 

without the industrial tax base it would be solvent. So, 

so much for the financial woes of the general budget of the 

town. 

Now, let us talk a little bit 
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HR. N. WINDSOR: about a capital projects 

programme for the town of Mount Pearl this year, things 

that need to be done. First of all let us have a look 

at what is being done. A $1.2 million trunk sewer, a 

Mount Peary by-pass sewer, a federal-provincial programme -

and I complimen~ the minister, Sir, on this - is part of 

the regional services that have already been started by 

the department. The minister realized, and his department, 

and government realized that we could not wait for regional 

government to be put into place before we started some of 

these major services and I compliment the minister and his 

officials and Cabinet in general for taking this very 

logical, very reasonable approach, and the-Government of 

Canada, for that matter, for their contribution. 

HR. WHITE: 

approaches left open? 

HR. N. WINDSOR: 

Are any of those reasonable 

Always a reasonable approach. 

The minister always takes a reasonable approach to a 

reasonable request. 

SOME HON. ME~lBERS : 

HR. N. WINDSOR: 

Oh, oh! 

Yes. 

So that is one good project. 

I mentioned a few moments ago the project that was jointly 

announced by the Minister of Transportation and myself 

yesterday, the $636,000 contract for the widening of 

Topsail Road. 

AN HON. ME~ER: Hear, hear! 

HR. N. WINDSOR: Sir, that is a major break-

through. That is not the correct term but as the minister 

said, it is long overdue. It is one of the major highways 

in the Province, in this area at least, serving a tremendous 

number of people. 

HR. HURPHY: Conception Bay South has been 

the greatest beneficiary of that in the past. 

HR. N. WINDSOR: Unquestionably. 
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MR. MURPHY: People trying to get back 

and forth. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: Yes. I am sure the member 

for Conception Bay South (Mr. Nolan) supports that 

project entirely. Hopefully, Sir, that is juSt the 

beginning - or that is actually the second phase- last 

year we had the widening of the Blackmarsh Road - Topsail 

Road intersection, some $70,000 worth of work, that was 

the beginning, that was a good start. This year is the 

second phase from Blackmarsh Road to Commonwealth Avenue 

and the intersection. 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

Let us hope for ten phases. 

Well, I am hoping it will be 

three phases, that we can complete it next year, but we 

will have to take a realistic attitude to that next year 

when we look at the Province's budget. But we will be 

trying, we will be fighting again to get some more money 

for that particular project. 

To look at the Town of Mount 

Pearl itself, the capital projects there, Sir, 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: three years ago, or four 

years ago I think it was, the town started the 

reconstruction of Park Avenue which was the first road 

in Mount Pearl, was the only road in Mount Pearl at one 

time and which is still certainly one of the main roads. 

I think it was ~1.2 million or $1.3 million that was 

spent over two years reconstructing part of that. We 

still have about one-third or a little better than one

third not reconstructed and it is absolutely essential, 

Sir, I say that that work begin this year. It is absolutely 

essential. Th~ condition of Park Avenue is disgraceful 

at the moment, it is not fit to drive a horse and buggy 

over. It is a project, Sir, that will cost, perhaps, in 

the order of $600,000. 

MR. MURPHY: 

helicopter over it. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

At least we can bring a 

A helicopter is the best mode 

of travel on Park Avenue today, I can assure you. 

AN HON. MEMBER: $680,000. 

MR. N. WINDSOR: $680,000 is with engineering 

and that sort of thing, yes. The figure I have here is 

$591,000. That is just the capital amount. A number of 

other streets, Sir - I wonder if I have time? I have a 

minute or so - a number of other streets, particularly in 

the older section of town, Sir, are very narrow. All the 

streets in Mount Pearl were paved in, I think, 1965. 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

campaign. 

AN HON. ME~!BER: 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

An election year. 

Absolutely! An election 

It was following an el~ction. 

It was a promise made by the 

han. the former Premier and he, I must admit, kept good his 

promise and McNamara carne in and paved every street in 

Mount Pearl in record time. It did not matter if it was 

mud or sticks or stones, whatever was there down went the 
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MR. N. WINDSOR: pavement and as a result 

we now have curb to curb potholes. We need a major 

resurfacing programme, reconstruction, basically in most 

places. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. HICKMAN: 

debate? 

MR. N. WINDSOR: 

the debate. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Do you want to adjourn the 

Mr. Speaker, I would adjourn 

The han. member for Mount 

Pearl has adjourned the debate. 

MR. HICKMAN: Just for the record, one of the 

things we have in Newfoundland - I suspect we are the only 

place in the free world that has a wooden bridge that is 

paved. It is going into Marystown and it was done in the 

1971 election. It goes right over the wooden bridge and 

when you drive over it now you are - anyway, Hr. Speaker, 

I move that the remaining orders of the day do stand 

deferred and that this House on its rising do adjourn until 

tomorrow, Friday, June 2, 1978, at 10:00 a.m. and that this 

House do now adjourn. 

On motion, the House at its 

rising adjourned until tomorrow Friday, June 2, 1978, at 

2:00 p.m. 
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